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ABSTRACT!Large!Woody!Debris!(LWD)!are!an!integral!component!of!the!fluvial!environment.!They! represent!an!environmental! resource,!but!without!doubt! they! represent!also!a!risk! factor! for! the! amplification! that! could! give! to! the! destructive! power! of! a! flood!event.! While! countless! intervention! in! river! channels,! all! over! the! world,! have!reintroduced!wood!in!rivers!with!restoration!and!banks!protection!aims,!in!very!recent!time,! during! several! flash! flood! events,! LWD! have! had! a! great! part! in! catastrophic!consequences,! point! out! the! urgency! of! an! adequate! risk! assessment! procedure.! At!present,! in! fact,! woody! material! dynamics! in! river! channel! is! not! systematically!considered!within!the!procedures!for!the!elaboration!of!hazard!maps:!it!results!in!loss!of! prediction! accuracy! and! in! underestimation! of! hazard! impacts.! The! assessment!inconsistency! comes! from! the! complexity! of! the! question:! several! aspects! in! wood!processes! are! not! yet! well! known! and! the! superposition! of! different! physical!phenomena!results!in!conspicuous!difficulty!to!predict!critical!scenarios.!The!research!activity!is!aimed!to!improve!management!skills!for!the!assessment!of!the! hydrologic! risk! associated! to! the! presence! of! large! woody! debris! in! rivers.!Improving!knowledge!about!LWD!dynamic!processes!and!proposing!effective!tools!for!monitoring!and!mapping!river!catchments!vulnerability!have!been!the!main!objective!of! this! thesis.! In! the! development! of! the! research! program! some! aspects! of! wood!dynamics! have! been! deeply! studied! and! the! knowledge! improved,! utilizing! critical!review! of! the! published!works,! field! surveys! and! experimental! investigations.! LWD!damaging!potential!has!been!analysed!to!support!the!identification!of!the!exposed!sites!and!the!redaction!of!hazard!maps,!taking!into!account!that!a!comprehensive!procedure!has! to! involve:! a)! Evaluation! of! wood! availability! in! the! river! catchment;! b)!Identification!of! the!critical!cross!sections;!c)!Prediction!of!hazard!scenarios! through!the!estimation!of!water!discharge,!wood!recruitment!and!entrainment,!wood!transport!and!destination.!!Particularly,! survey! sheets! form! for! direct!measurements! has! been! implemented!and! tested! in! field! to!provide!an! investigation! instruments! for!wood!and!river!reach!monitoring.! The! survey! sheets! are! settled! down! to! answer! to! several! information!requests!involved!in!all!the!steps!of!a!risk!assessment!procedure,!as!well!as!to!provide!useful!indications!for!a!better!comprehension!of!the!dynamics!of!wood!in!rivers.!Based!on!a!critical!analysis!of!the!current!state!of!the!art,!an!improved!theoretical!mechanistic! model! of! LWD! entrainment! has! been! proposed! and! tested! with! flume!experiments,!considering!this! feature!a!crucial!aspect! in!wood!dynamics,!making!the!difference! between! the! available! material! and! the! amount! of! wood! that! would! be!mobilized!with!high!probability!during!a!high! flow.!The!proposed!approach!appears!well!performing,!as!it!is!able!to!provide!a!threshold!parameter,!showing!relative!small!experimental! scatter,! and! to! discriminate! between! the! entrainment! modes! (sliding,!
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rolling,!floating).!Moreover!all!the!unknown!parameters!have!been!relate!to!the!known!undisturbed! flow! condition:! this! allows! using! hydraulic! models,! to! obtain! the!undisturbed! flow!conditions!near! the!single!piece!of!wood!or! “log”,!which!related! to!the!developed!survey!sheets!form,!consents!to!predict!the!discharge!causing!local!LWD!incipient!motion.!While! the! probability! of! an! event! is! normally! known,! such!model!allows!estimating! the!probability! and! the! amount!of!wood! that!would!be!mobilized,!which! represent! one! of! the! main,! if! not! the! more! important! starting! point,! for! the!construction!of!hazard!scenarios.!!Because!of!the!simplifications!made,!further!studies!on!wood!entrainment!in!rivers!are!indeed!needed.!!!!
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GLOSSARY!!Bank!edge/!top!debris! Unstable!debris!that!have!been!deposited!on!the!top!of!a!bank.!Bank!revetment! Unstable!debris!that!revets!a!bank!slope.!Bar!apex!jam/!head!jam! Debris! accumulation! occurring! at! the! upstream! side! of! a! bar!(head)!or!originating!a!bar.!Bar!top!jam! Debris!stranded!on!bars!top!easily!remobilized.!!Bench! A!level!shelf!of!land!interrupting!a!declivity!(with!steep!slopes!above!and!below),!at!an!intermediate! level!between!high!bars!and!terraces.!Bench!jam! Accumulation! with! one! or! more! key! elements! parallel! or!slightly! angled! to! the! flow,! able! to! create! hydraulically!sheltered!areas!that!encourage!sediment!and!debris!deposition!Bow! The!front!end!of!a!ship!Canopy! The!overhead!branches!and!leaves!of!vegetation.!Dam!jam! A!type!of!debris!jam!that!extends!entirely!across!the!channel!as!a!result!of! the!debris! length!being!approximately!equal! to! the!channel!width.!Debris! Floating! or! submerged! material,! such! as! logs,! vegetation,! or!trash,!transported!by!a!stream.!Debris!jam! Accumulation! of! transported! or! recruited! debris! material!formed!around!large,!whole!trees!that!may!be!anchored!to!the!bed!or!banks!at!one!or!both!ends,!in!the!stream!system.!Debris!flow!jam! Jams! resulting! from! the! deposition! of! wood! following! debris!flows!initiated!by!shallow!landslides!Deflector!jam! A!type!of!debris!jam!that!redirects!the!flows!to!one!or!both!of!the!banks.!These!types!of!jams!usually!occur!when!the!channel!width!is!slightly!greater!than!the!average!tree!height.!Draft/!Draught! The!depth!of!a!vessel's!keel!below!the!surface!(especially!when!loaded)!Drift! Alternative!term!for!"debris"!that!is!floating!in!a!river.!Flood!jam! These!jams!are!often!mobile!during!large!floods!or!damgbreak!events.! They! frequently! deposit! in! the! floodplain! against!standing!trees!or!shrubs.!Flow!deflection!jam! See!deflector!jam.!Heartwood! The! dense! inner! part! of! a! tree! trunk,! yielding! the! hardest!timber.!Hull! The!main!body!of!a!ship!or!other!vessel,!including!the!bottom,!sides,! and! deck! but! not! the! masts,! superstructure,! rigging,!engines,!and!other!fittings.!Keel! One!of!the!main!longitudinal!beams!(or!plates)!of!the!hull!of!a!vessel;!can!extend!vertically!into!the!water!to!provide!lateral!stability!Large!Woody!Debris!(LWD)! Type!of!debris!consisting!of!trees,!logs,!and!other!organic!matter!with!a!length!greater!than!1.0!m!and!a!diameter!greater!0.1!m.!Log! A!part!of!the!trunk!or!a!large!branch!of!a!tree!that!has!fallen!or!been!cut!off.!Log!rafts! Extensive!floating!accumulation.!Log!step! Debris!that!span!the!channel!with!each!end!being!held!in!place!
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1.1 PROBLEM!STATEMENT!AND!STATE!OF!THE!ART!Woody!debris!in!river!channels,!are!represented!by!wooden!material!coming!from!natural!or!anthropic!fonts,!which!is!displaced!from!its!original!collocation.!This!material! is! an! integral! component!of! the! fluvial! environment! like! sediments!and! water! discharge.! Sociogeconomics! changes,! during! the! last! decades,! produced!strong! variations! in! landguse,! this! aspect! combined! with! more! recent! strategies! of!management! for! forested!and! riparian!areas,! and! climatic! changes,!have!produced!a!relative! abundance!of! Large!Woody!Debris! (LWD)!even! in! river! reaches! that!have!a!long!history!of!human!alterations.!For!the!most,!the!presence!and!the!effects!of!woody!debris!become!evident!when!the!flow!conditions!are!critical,!i.e.!during!and!after!flood!events,!because!debris!could!amplify! flood!damages.! In! case! of! high! flow,!woody!debris! become! floating!material!that!may!obstruct!particular!sections!like!bridge!spans!and!culverts,!causing!backwater!flooding!and! increasing! the!hydrodynamic! loadings!on!structures.!This!material!may!impacts! against! structures! and! embankments,! causing! breaches! and! inundation;! in!addition,!when!water!runs!over!the!banks,!floating!debris!represent!a!further!issue!of!hazard! for! buildings! and! urban! infrastructures.! Even! stable! jams! in! the! channel,!reducing! the! flow! section,! may! cause! similar! results.! Even! in! ordinary! discharge!conditions,! LWD! interact!with! flow! in! dependence! of! their! position! in! the! hydraulic!cross! section,! their! dimensions! and! their! orientation,! producing! accelerations,!deviations!of!the!stream!flow!and!turbulences!that!may!cause!banks!instability!(Abbe!and!Montgomery,! 2003).!These! are! the! reasons!because!of!woody!debris!have!been!essentially!perceived!as!a!signal!of!risk!exposure!and!environmental!deterioration,!so!that!they!have!been!systematically!removed!from!the!river!system!for!years.!Succeeding!studies!have!shown!that!woody!debris!are!a!complex!subject! in! river!dynamics:!if!they!could!increase!inundation!risk!and!flood!damages,!on!the!other!side!they!produce!geomorphologic!modifications!in!river!channels!which!tend!to!increase!river!bed!stability!(Wallerstein!and!Thorne,!2004),!moreover!they!cover!a!crucial!role!in! the! river! ecosystem! (Abbe! and! Montgomery,! 1996).! Many! investigations! have!demonstrate! that! systematic! removal! of! wood! material! in! river! channels! is! far! to!produce! a! reliable! risk! protection,! while! it! results! with! evidence,! in! a! detrimental!action!on!river!ecology!and!stability!(Bisson!et!al.,!2003;!Shields!and!Cooper,!2000).!At!time,!countless!interventions!in!river!channels,!all!over!the!world,!have!reintroduced!wood!in!rivers!with!restoration!and!banks!protection!aims!(Abbe!et!al.,!1997,!Shields!et!al.,!2004).!On!the!same!time,!during!several! flash! flood!events! in!very!recent! time!
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(i.e.! November! 2011! Cinqueterre,! Liguria,! Italy)! LWD! have! had! a! great! part! in!catastrophic!consequences,!pointing!out! the!urgency!of!an!adequate!risk!assessment!procedure.!!As!for!bed!sediments,!a!management!practice!is!required!even!for!wood,!with!the!aim! to! implement! strategies!allowing!matching!safety!and!morphologic!and!ecologic!benefits.!!The! European! Commission! in! the! Flood! Directive! (Directive! 2007/60/EC! of! the!European!Parliament! and!of! the!Council! of!23!October!2007!on! the! assessment! and!management!of! flood!risks.!OJ!L!288,!6.11.2007,!P.27)!underlines!the!requirement!of!“the!better!environmental!option”! in! the!redaction!of!Flood!Risk!Management!Plans,!considering! nature! protection! and! biodiversity! policy! strictly! linked! to! flood! risk!protection:!in!this!perspective!a!key!role!is!recognized!to!large!woody!debris.!Despite!that,! at! present,! woody! material! dynamics! in! river! channel! is! not! systematically!considered! within! the! procedures! for! the! elaboration! of! hazard! maps! with! a!consequent! loss! of! prediction! accuracy! and! underestimation! of! hazard! impacts!(Mazzorana!and!Fuchs,!2009).!!Most! of! all! existing! management! plans! indicate! practices! directed! to! guarantee!recreational! or! commercial! activities! like! fishing! or! shipping,! etc.! Risk! reduction,! if!detectable,! is! just!a!secondary!product!of! these!practices.!The!rare!guidelines!closely!related!to!risk!due!to!large!woody!debris,!are!mainly!focused!on!specific!aspects!i.e.!like!LWD! transport! and! accumulation! at! bridges! piers! (hec09! Federal! Highway!Administration! U.S.A,! 2005;! NCHRP! REPORT! 653,! 2010,! FHWAgHIFg12g003!HECg18,!2012)! or! sometimes! concern! geographic! and! orographic! situations! (i.e.! Design!guideline! for! the! reintroduction! of! wood! into! Australian! streams,! Australian!Government,!Land!&!Water,!2006)!so!far!from!the!densely!urbanized!European!regions!which!appear!more!exposed!to!the!catastrophic!consequences!induced!by!LWD!during!flash!flood!events.!!This! deficit! comes! from! the! complexity! of! the! question:! several! aspects! in!wood!processes!are!not!yet!well! known! (Mazzorana!et! al.,! 2011)!and! the! superposition!of!different! physical! phenomena! results! in! conspicuous! difficulty! to! predict! critical!scenarios!(Mazzorana!et!al.,!2009,!2011).!At!any!rate!many!efforts!were!done!in!recent!years!to!better!understand!processes!and!interactions!involving!woody!debris;!various!the! investigating!methods! adopted:! field! survey,! remote! sensing! and!monitoring,! as!well!as!mathematical!and!physical!modelling.!A!great!part!of!the!published!investigations!concern!ecologic!and!geomorphologic!interactions!between!LWD!and! rivers,!while! a! limited!number!of! flume!experiments!have! been! performed! to! study! LWD! entrainment! (i.e.! Braudrick! and! Grant,! 2000;!Bocchiola! et! al.,! 2006),! transport! and! deposition! conditions! (Braudrick! and! Grant!2001;!Haga! et! al.,! 2002;!Betti! et! al.,! 2006).!To!better!understand! longgterm! impacts,!field!surveys!have!been!mainly!focused!on!relatively!undisturbed!forested!catchments,!while!a! limited!number!of! studies!have!been!conducted!on!engineered!or!urbanized!reaches! (Kail,! 2003).! These! reaches! (as! the! majority! of! European! rivers),! after!centuries!of!human!induced!development,!have!recently!recovered!a!small!degree!of!
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freedom!by! the! increasing! adoption! of! new!management! strategies! that! include! the!definition! of! a! contiguous! corridor!where! the! river!may!migrate! freely.! Considering!that! these! rivers! usually! cross! urbanized! areas! and! touch! several! hydraulic!infrastructures,!it!is!evident!the!necessity!to!study!the!effects!of!these!recent!managing!strategies!on!fluvial!environment.!!!!













− Estimation!of!wood!transport!and!destination.!!Within!the!comprehensive!procedure!framework!some!aspects!in!each!of!the!three!main! sections! have! been! deeply! studied! and! developed,! utilizing! critical! literature!review,!field!survey!and!experimental!investigations.!
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A! review! of! LWD! damaging! potential,! based! on! literature! material! and! direct!observations! in! different! river! reaches,! has! been! carried! out! to! support! the!identification!of!the!risk!sources!and!of!the!exposed!sites.!A!survey!sheets!form!for!direct!measurements!has!been!implemented!and!tested!in!field!in!two!Italian!rivers.!The!sheets!represent!an!investigation!instrument!for!wood!and!river!reach!monitoring!which!answer!to!several!information!requests!involved!in!different! step! of! the! risk! assessment! procedure! (risk! identification,! hazard! analysis,!evaluation!of!the!system!vulnerability),!as!well!as!they!provide!useful!indications!for!a!better! comprehension! of! dynamics! of!wood! in! rivers.! Actually! the! proposed! survey!sheets! are! focused! on! the! river! morphology! characterization! and! the! ingchannel!wooden!material!evaluation,!but! their!modular! structure! is! suitable! for! integrations:!extending,!for!example,!the!survey!to!the!hill!slopes!or!the!standing!vegetation!state.!!Among!wood’s!dynamic!processes,!logs!entrainment!has!been!considered!a!crucial!one,!making! the! difference! between! the! available!material! and! the! amount! of!wood!that!would!be!mobilized!with!high!probability!during!a!high!flow.!For! this! reason,! appraising! the! current! state! of! the! art,! an! improved! theoretical!mechanistic! model! has! been! proposed,! combining! knowledge! from! different!disciplines,!which!takes!into!account!more!complexity!of!the!flow!field!surrounding!a!partially!submerged!object!lying!on!a!flume!bed.!Under!the!new!theoretical!approach!a!threshold!parameter! is! obtained! and! tested!with! flume! experiments,! to! characterize!the! incipient!motion!condition! that! represent!one!of! the!essential! starting!points! for!the!construction!of!hazard!scenarios.!Flow!conditions!typical!of! low!land!rivers!have!been!taken!into!account!for!the!experimental!setting,!being!within!these!channel!types!that!LWD!has!the!greatest!range!of!functions!(e.g.,!Lisle!and!Kelsey,!1982;!Keller!et!al.,!1985;!Montgomery!et!al.,!1995).!Analysis!of!the!experimental!data,!compared!with!those!available!in!literature,!has!shown! that!water! flow!dynamics! around! the! log,! in! contrast!with! the! common! idea!(Braudrick!and!Grant,!2000),!may!have!a!stabilizing!effect,!even!in!case!of!low!blockage!ratio.!The!proposed!LWD!entrainment!approach!could!be! integrated! in!a!more!general!LWD!management!framework,!arranging!the!data!collected!with!the!proposed!survey!sheets,! flood!hydrograph! and! a!hydraulic!model! of! the! river,! in! order! to!predict! the!amount! of! wood! that,! with! high! probability,! will! be!mobilized! in! a! region! during! a!particular!event:! this! framework!at!a! first! stage!could!represent!a!basic!approach! to!LWD!risk!assessment.!!!
1.3 THESIS!OUTLINE!The!research!work!is!presented!in!6!chapters.!!Chapter!2!provides!an!overview!of!large!woody!debris!processes,!their!interaction!with! other! fluvial! and! environmental! components.! Their! positive! and! harmful!functions!are!presented!in!this!section.!
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Chapter!3!illustrates!the!matter!of!a!comprehensive!procedure!for!hydrologic!risk!assessment,! presenting! a! framework! for! its! elaboration,! underlining! the! knowledge!gaps.!The!following!chapters!contain!the!ingdepth!studies!on!particular!aspects!of!the!procedure!with!the!original!contribution.!!In! chapter! 4! is! illustrated! the! survey! sheets! form! for! direct! measurements,!developed!to!collect!the!necessary!information!to!perform!a!predicting!model!and!to!monitoring! river! catchments! under!management;! a! filled! in! example! is! provided! in!Appendix!A.!!Chapter! 5! is! focused! on! entrainment! of! wooden! objects! in! water! flow:! existing!models!are!analysed!and!discussed!and!the!needs!for!research!are!highlighted.!In! chapter! 6! a! novel! approach! is! proposed! physically! based! on! the! stationary!equilibrium!of!gravity,!buoyancy,!friction!and!hydrodynamic!forces!acting!on!the!body!partially! submerged! in!a! flow! field:!no!any! force!has!been!neglected!a!priori! and!an!original! interpretation!of!some!aspects!of!the!problem!has!been!adduced!taking!cues!from! different! disciplines.! A! novel! entrainment! parameter! has! been! then! provided,!able!to!discern!between!the!different!entrainment!modes,!allowing!predicting!even!the!type!of!incipient!motion.!In! chapter! 7! the! threshold! value! for! the! entrainment! parameters! has! been!experimentally!derived! from!data! coming! from!original! tests! and! literature!material!with!the!method!of!regression!analysis.!The!results!are!then!exposed!and!discussed.!!!!!!!
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2 LARGE%WOODY!DEBRIS'IN'RIVER'CHANNELS!Woody!debris!in!river!channels,!are!represented!by!wooden!material!coming!from!natural! or! anthropic! fonts,! which! is! displaced! from! its! original! collocation.! This!material!is!an!integral!component!of!the!fluvial!environment!like!sediments!and!water!discharge!and!interacts!with!the!others!at!all!scale!levels.!!In! hydrologic! risk! assessment! the! relevant! debris! are! the! large! ones! (defined! by!standardized! dimensions)! that! produce! the! major! impacts! on! river! morphology,!hydrodynamics!and!hazard.!!!
2.1 DEFINITIONS!Wooden! debris! in! literature! are! usually! defined! on! the! base! of! size,! shape! and!dynamics.! Generic! woody! debris! (WD)! are! present! in! river! channels! as! isolated!elements! or! as! accumulations,! clusters! that! are! commonly! named! jam.! The! relevant!debris! for! the! objective! of! this!work! are! the! large! ones,! named! large!woody! debris!(LWD)!and!characterized!by!the!following!dimensions:!diameter!≥!0.10!m,!length!≥!1!m.!This!material!may!be!represented!by!complete!plants!or!portions,!and!even!waste!material!coming!from!human!timber!structures!demolition!(i.e.!jetties!or!huts).!Jams! are! usually! constituted! by! material! of! different! sizes,! all! components! are!classified!based!on!dimension!and!role!in!the!cluster!(Abbe!&!Montgomery,!1996):!!
− Key- members:! LWD! which! characteristics! (size! and! plant! structure)! are!likely!to!origin!a!cluster!promoting!other!debris!clogging;!
− Racked-members:!LWD!trapped!in!presence!of!cross!section!obstruction!like!key!members,!boulders,!vegetation,!etc.,!which!do!not!have!the!capacity!to!originate!a!cluster;!












2.2.1 Production!and!recruitment!The!riparian!zone,!the!in!channel!vegetated!islands!and!the!hill!slopes!are!the!main!source!areas!of!vegetal!material! for!the!river!channels.!This!material!originates! from!
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natural!or!man! induced! tree!mortality,! and!demolition!of! artificial! timber! structures!like!huts!or!jetties.!Natural! mortality! is! due! to! several! causes,! mainly! biological! processes! and!mechanical! processes! (Keller! &! Swanson,! 1979).! Biological! processes! like! ageing,!parasites,!infections,!pollution!and!natural!standing!trees!competition,!lead!to!plants!or!plant!portion!mortality.!Dead!plants!may!remain!standing!in!their!growth!location!for!a!long! time!before!mechanical! actions! induce! their!definitive! falling!down.!Mechanical!processes,! apart! from! harvesting! practices! and! animals! activities,! consist! mainly! in!increasing! loadings! or! soil! processes! related! to! climatic,! orographic! and! geologic!condition!of! the!watershed.!Actions! like!windgthrow,! snow! loads! and!hydrodynamic!loadings!can!produce!breakages!or!definitive!fall!of!plants;!soil!erosion,!landslides!and!avalanches! produce! massive! quantities! of! large! woody! debris.! The! same! impact! is!induced!from!fires,!which!in!particular!produce!wooden!debris!less!dense!and!smooth!shaped!(without!branches!and!rootwad).!Within!a!forested!riparian!area,!the!recruitment!of!wood!to!the!stream!channel!is!determined!by!tree!height!and!distance!to!the!stream!(Robison!&!Beschta,!1990),!while!May!and!Gresswell!(2003)!point!out!that!falling!trees!with!a!horizontal!distance!to!the!channel! that! exceeds! their! height! can! exert! a! destabilizing! action! on! other! trees!(knockgon!effect).!Trees!close!to!the!stream!and!taller!trees!away!from!the!stream!have!a!greater!chance!of!being!recruited!once!they!fall.!Further!trees!may!be!recruited!from!the!hill!slopes!with!slow!processes!due!to!precipitation!and!weight,!or!rapid!processes!like!landslide!and!avalanches!that!convey!large!volumes!of!standing!and!lying!woody!material.! The! rate! of! recruitment! varies! by! vegetation! development,! management!history,! and! physical! factors! such! as! soil! compaction,! soil! stability,! valley! form,! and!channel!morphology.!Low!order!narrow!channels,!in!forested!regions,!present!a!great!availability! of!wood! that! intercept! the! stream! channel!without! interact!with! it,! then!may!remain!stationary!for!long!periods!of!time!(greater!than!200!years!in!some!cases),!but!will! become!more!mobile! as! they! break! down! in! size.! In! general! wood! loading!varies! with!watershed! extension,! forest! composition,! due! to! the! natural! differences!among!tree!species!in!growth!height!and!proximity!to!water.!!A!small!percentage!of!wood!might!be!recruited!by!the!regexposure!of!ancient!wood!buried! in! floodplain! sediments! due! to! river! course! changes;! to! give! an! example,!Wallerstein! et! al.! (1997)! and!Wallerstein! and! Thorne! (2004),! examining! degrading!streams!in!northern!Mississippi,!observed!a!7%!on!the!total!input!of!debris!resulting!from! paleodebris! (material! introduced! into! the! channel! from! old! alluvial! deposits!containing!preserved!debris).!!!
2.2.2 Entrainment!and!transport!Once! recruited,! directly! (from! riparian! vegetation)! or! from! hill! slopes,! woody!debris! may! remain! stably! anchored! at! the! input! location! or! move! toward! due! the!stream!flow!action,!depending!on!several!features,!mainly:!!
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Debris-sizes-to-channel-sizes-ratio:!several!field!studies!(Gurnell!et!al.,!2000;!Marcus!et!al.,!2002;!Abbe!and!Montgomery,!2006)!confirm!that!in!I!and!II!order!channels!the!debris!that!reach!the!channel!are!barely!removed!by!the!stream!flow!and!may!or!not!interact!with!it!(sometimes!they!spans!the!entire!channel!width!without!contact!with!the! water! flow).! The! limiting! factor! to! mobility,! in! this! condition,! is! the! transport!capacity!of!the!stream!flow!(Figure!2g3).!In!III!and!IV!order!channels,!debris!have!the!same! size! of! the! channel! or! less,! and! the! flood! discharges! are! able! to! mobilize! e!redistribute!the!debris!along!the!river!channel!with!a!substantial!equilibrium!between!recruitment!and!transport!(Figure!2g4,!Abbe!et!al.,!1997).!
!





Interaction-with-bed- sediments:! large!boulders! inhibit!debris!movements!and!bed!sediments!may!partially!bury!LWD!(Figure!2g5),!in!a!way!that!mobility!is!possible!only!in! occurrence! of! high! discharge! and! significant! bed! transport! (debris!might! remain!stable!in!this!configuration!for!decades,!influencing!for!a!long!time!bed!gradient).!!
!
Figure-2W5:-Clogged-debris-partially-buried.-(Vara-River).-
Channel-sinuosity-increases!woody!debris!stability!and!deposition.!!For! woody! debris! interacting! with! the! stream! flow,! entrainmment! is! mainly!influenced!by!the!following!debris!features:!!
− Dimensions;!
− Density! (which! depend! from! tree! species! and! debris! history:! lowgdensity!wood,! such! as! spruce! or! western! red! cedar! is! more! readily! floated! than!highergdensity! wood! such! as! Douglas! fir;! during! the! course! of! time,!
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waterlogging! increases! the! density! and! stability! of! large! wood! in! the!channel);!
− Shape:!the!presence!of!rootwad,!branches,!the!complex!structure!of!a!plant!contribute! to! its! stability! in! particular! in! terms! of! interaction! with! bed!sediments,!bed!forms!and!other!woody!debris.!!In!analogy!with!sediments! incipient!motion!models,! in!very!simplified!conditions!(cylindrical! debris!with! a! length! size! lesser! than! the! channel!width),! it’s! possible! to!define! the! incipient! motion! condition! based! on! the! equilibrium! balance! between!driving! forces! and! resisting! forces! (Braudrick! and! Grant,! 2000;! Haga! et! al.,! 2002).!Stream!flow,!water!depth,!water!velocity,!the!material!strength!of!the!wood,!the!wood!decay!resistance!and!deformability!of!the!bed!influence!both!the!resistive!and!driving!forces.!This!topic!will!be!widely!discussed!in!chapter!5.!Entrainment! may! occurs! with! different! modes! mainly! rolling,! sliding,! buoyancy,!after,! entrained! woody! debris! become! definitively! floating! objects! that! may! be!transported! by! the! stream! flow! in! different! transport! regimes! depending! on! the!magnitude!of! floating!debris! (density!within!a!control!volume).!Braudrick!and!Grant!(2001)! with! flume! experiments! with! mobile! bed! and! cylindrical! dowels,! observed!three!main!types!of!transport:!!














Braudrick-and-Grant,-2001).-In! the! same!experiments! the!authors!observed! that!deposition!on!bars,! resulting!from! the! reduction! of! the!water! depth,! is!more! frequent! in! case! of! uncongested! or!semigcongested!transport.!Limited! studies! are! dedicated! to! the! evaluation! of! LWD! travel! distance! when!transported.! In! the!above!mentioned!study,!Braudrick!and!Grant!(2001)!hypothesize!that! the! distance! logs! travel! may! be! a! function! of! the! ratios! of! piece! length! and!diameter! to! channel! width,! depth,! and! sinuosity! but! they! didn’t! achieved! sufficient!confirmation!to!use!such!relation!for!a!predictive!model.!Lyn!et!al.!(2003)!indicate!that,!in!rivers,! the!delivery!of!debris! to!a!given!site!“seems!to!occur! in!bursts,!rather!than!continuously,! even! during! a! flow! event! of! extended! duration”! and! provide! the!following! justification:!“the!debris! is!not!generated! in!the!vicinity!of! the!site,!and!the!bursts! result! from! different! travel! times! from! different! contributing! areas.”!Furthermore! they! gain! the! conclusion! that! “the! transport! of! debris! occurs! rather!intermittently!with!long!periods!of!comparative!inactivity!punctuated!by!short!periods!of!intense!activity,!generally!on!the!rising!limb!of!the!hydrograph.”!!!
2.2.3 Halt!and!deposition!When!transported!woody!debris!may!be!clogged!by!in!channel!obstacles,!or!within!cross! section!with! reduced!water!depth,! etc.;! if! the! flow!magnitude! is! insufficient! to!entrain!once!more! the!debris,!within! the!same!event,! the!debris! temporary!arrested!are!deposited!as!single!pieces!or!grouped!formation.!Obstacles!may!be!represented!by:!boulders,!vegetation,!infrastructures,!and!jams.!Accumulation!of!large!woody!debris!often!occurs!at!specific!points!in!a!stream.!The!downstream! end! of! a!meander! bend,! the! head! of! a! side! channel,! the! apex! of! a! bar,!pools,! or! other! relatively! low! energy! points! often! collect! LWD! that! have! been!transported! from! upstream.! In! low! gradient! rivers! and! streams,! channel!width! and!sinuosity! are! key! factors! controlling! the! abundance! and! distribution! of! LWD!accumulations!(Nakamura!&!Swanson,!1994).!Wide,!unconstrained!reaches!bordered!by! floodplains! and! terraces! retain! abundant! storage! and! depositional! sites! for!transported! logs.! River! reaches! flowing! through! wide! valleys,! develop! secondary!channels!at!the!base!of!terraces!and!along!valley!walls!that!trap!wood!mobilized!during!
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large!floods.!The!mouths!of!secondary!channels!may!be!significant!LWD!storage!sites!(Swanson! and! Lienkaemper,! 1979;! Nakamura! and! Swanson,! 1994).! Large!accumulations!are!frequently!the!result!of!a!key!log!that!has!been!transported!or!fallen!into!the!stream!at!a!low!energy!point,!became!(or!remained)!stable!in!that!location,!it!may!collects!additional!debris!that!are!transported!from!upstream.!Depending!on!their!structure!and!shape!debris!may!be!less!or!more!prone!to!forming!snags!and!acting!as!key!members:! i.e.! like!widely! spreading!or!multiplegstemmed!hardwoods!other! than!nearly! cylindrical! conifers! which! are! more! readily! transported! and! accumulated! as!racked!members,!enhancing!the!development!of!loggjams.!!!!
2.2.4 Exit!The! natural! run! out! of! debris! from! the! river! channel! occurs! because! of! woody!material!deterioration!as!consequence!of!physical!and!biological!processes.!The!firsts!comprise!all!hits!with!ingchannel!features,!the!moulding!action!of!bed!sediments!and!water! flow,!and! the!alternation!of!wet!and!dry!conditions! that! influences,!with! time,!the!texture!and!the!porosity!of!the!material.!The!seconds!include!parasites,!moulds!and!funguses,! the! aquatic! macro! invertebrates! that! process! the! wood! nutrients! for! the!fluvial!food!chain.!Some! woody! debris! cease! to! be! suchlike! because! produce! new! roots! where!deposited,!becoming!stable!as!a!standing!alive!plants.!Where!river!channels!have!the!possibility!to!freely!migrate!in!the!floodplain,!a!rate!of! woody! debris! withdraws! buried! by! sediments! in! abandoned! paleogchannels;!depending!on!the!temporal!scale!assumed!for!the!evaluation!of!the!inflow!and!outflow!rates!they!may!be!considered!lost!by!the!system!while!they!may!be!exposed!once!again!in!successive!lateral!migration!or!incision!phases.!Large!amounts!of!wood!leave!the!rivers!conveyed!to!the!sea.!!!
2.3 INTERACTIONS!These! functions! vary! between! individual! channels,! depending! on! the! size! and!morphology! of! the! stream,!which! in! turn! depend! on! climate,!watershed! size,! valley!slope,! geologic! substrate,! and! relative! inputs! of! water! and! sediments! further! than!wood.!!!
2.3.1 Hydraulic!interaction!LWD!in!stream!flow,!moving!or!resting!in!stable!configuration!(as!isolated!pieces!or!jams),! impact! the! hydraulic! regime! both! in! case! of! ordinary! and! higher! water!discharges.!!
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Transported! woody! debris! can! clog! narrow! passages! in! the! stream! channel!provoking!contraction!of!the!cross!sections!with!the!same!results!before!mentioned.!!In! condition! of! congested! transport! the!mass! of! floating! debris! creates! banks! of!wooden!material!that!tend!to!move!downstream!with!a!velocity!that!is!different!from!the!water!surface!velocity,! the!shear!stress!due!to!the!wooden!floating!layer!affected!the!stream!velocity!profile!(Bocchiola!et!al.,!2002). !!
2.3.2 Morphologic!interactions!Large! woody! debris! influence! river! geomorphology! altering! sediment! transport!and! storage,! channel! dynamics! and! processes,! and! definitively! channel!morphology.!These!influences!occur!at!multiple!spatial!scales!within!the!riverine!system,!including!the!channel!unit,!the!channel!reach,!the!valley!bottom,!and!the!landscape!depending!on!magnitude,!size!and!distribution!of!woody!debris!and!time!of!residence.!At!the!channel!unit!scale,!LWD!affect!bed!and!bank!erosion!and!influence!the!size!and! type! of! single! pools,! bars,! and! steps.! Due! to! induced! localized! variation! in! flow!velocity,! scour! and!deposition! take!place!depending!on! the!debris! size,! position! and!orientation!within!the!channel.!!In! case! of! a! channel! spanning! log,! immediately! downstream,! water! velocity!increases! due! to! the! flow! being! constricted.! Upstream! of! a! channel! spanning! log,!velocity! can! decrease,! creating! sediment! bars.! Typically,! erosion! will! occur! directly!downstream! of! LWD! due! to! increased! water! velocity! and! scour! (typical! loggstep!configuration!(Figure!2g5).!If!debris!occupies!a!large!portion!of!the!cross!section!it!may!lead!to!relevant!variation!of!the!channel!slope.!LWD!type,!relative!size,!and!orientation!within!the!channel!determine!the!specific!influence!of!woody!debris!on!velocity!and!habitat! formation.! In! small! streams,! large!woody!debris!often!creates! step!pools! configuration.! In! larger! streams,!LWD!creates!scour!pools,! and! controls! floodplain! construction,! island! formation! and! side! channel!development.! Channel! width!may! be! preserved! by! LWD! acting! as! armour! avoiding!stream!bank!erosion.!In!contrast,!channel!widening!may!occur!when!LWD!orientation!causes!flow!to!be!directed!to!the!bank!side,!resulting!in!bank!erosion.!The! magnitude! of! the! blockage! ratio! related! to! a! debris! location! and! the!permanence!time!interval,!determine!the!scale!of!the!morphologic!influence.!In!some!cases!LWD!may!create!dam!jam!of!great!impact!(Abbe!and!Montgomery,!2003;!Figure!2g10).!The!longevity!of!large!debris!in!the!stream!environment!is!a!significant!variable!in! determining! geomorphological! influence.! Oldggrowth! conifers! noted! for! their!resistance! to! decomposition! can! persist! in! streambeds! for! hundreds! of! years,!contributing! to! longgterm! stability.! At! the! other! extreme,! some! riparian! species,!although! achieving! a! large! size,! decompose! quickly! unless! continuously! submerged,!and!so!rarely!has!a! lasting! influence!on!the!stream!(SaldigCaromile,!Bates,!Skidmore,!Barenti,!&!Pineo,!2004).!
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LWD! are! then! capable! to! extensively! influence! river! channels! width! and! shape,!increasing! the! frequency! of! bend! cutgoffs! and! channel! branching! (Remich,! 2002).!Furthermore! they! can! exert! a! large! control! on! the! overall! sediment! balance! of! the!stream!system!resulting!in!significant!impacts!on!the!landscape!scale.!!!
2.3.3 Ecological!interactions!As! a! consequence! of! the! interactions! previously! described! on! flow! velocity! and!water! depths! (pools),! LWD! provide! essential! habitats! for! aquatic! organism! by!providing! refuge! for! fish! and! invertebrates! during! periods! of! high! and! low! flow!conditions.!During!high!flow,!woody!debris!breaks!up!the!current,!creating!eddies!and!areas!of!decreased!flow.!In!low!flow!periods,!pools!created!by!LWD!often!are!the!last!to!dry!up!and!provide!habitat!for!aquatic!organisms!to!retreat!until!the!stream!returns!to!a! higher! flow! cycle.! The! biota! impacted! by! the! presence! of! wood! ranging! from!microscopic!bacteria,! fungi!and!algae,! to!macroginvertebrates!and! fish!encompassing!all!levels!of!the!food!chains.!!LWD!have!also!an!important!role!in!the!basic!levels!of!the!food!chain!as!they!release!nutrients! in! stream!water! and! retain! organic!matter! such! as! leaves,! vegetation,! and!sticks!that!are!being!transported!from!the!watershed!through!the!stream.!The!retained!material! is!processed!by!macroginvertebrates! into!a! form!that!can!be!used!as!a! food!resource!and!incorporated!into!the!food!chain.!If!retention!do!not!occur,!the!nutrients!and!energy!in!the!organic!debris!are!transported!downstream.!The! water! recirculation,! drops! and! eddies! induced! by! LWD! promote! the! water!oxygenation!with!a!positive!effect!on!its!quality.!The!presence!of! large!woody!debris!and! jams!increases!the!connectivity!between!channel! and! riparian! zone.! Lateral! connection! promotes! floodplain! and! riparian!habitats! like! side! channels,! off! channel! ponds! and! wetlands,! etc.;! these! habitats!represent! ideal! locations! for! feeding,! reproduction!and!refuge! for! invertebrates,! fish,!amphibians,!reptiles,!birds,!and!mammals.!!!
2.3.4 Interaction!with!the!anthropic!environment!Through! centuries! of! civilizations! humans! have! altered! riverine! environments.!Firsts! advanced! cultures! took! advantage! from! the! natural! dynamics! of! rivers! to!develop! themselves;! next,! human! efforts! have! always! been! directed! to! mould! the!natural!environment!to!correspond!to!communities’!necessities.!With!time!the!stream!corridors!have!been!altered!directly!through!channelization,!banks! armouring,! stream! cleaning,! and! levees! construction,! among! others,! or!indirectly! through! land!use! activities!within! the!watershed.! In!particular!wood!have!been! largely! exploited! for! centuries! as! building! material! and! fuel,! and! the! riparian!zones! have! been! deforested! to! give! place! to! crops! and! urban! settlements! reducing!sources! of! recruitment;! debris! have! been! removed! from! river! channels! to! enhance!
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− greater!lateral!migration;!!underlining!the!shaping!and!stabilizing!effects!of!wood!in!rivers.!Without! doubt! is! too! simplistic! reduce! to! wood! management! the! impact! of!urbanization! in! a! river! valley:! excluding!mining! activities,! the! reduction! of! drainage!surface!is!a!significant!impact!that!influences!flow!and!sediment!transport!regimes.!As!a!consequence!is!not!possible!to!distinguish!unequivocally!the!relative!significance!of!increased! flows! and! decreased! LWD! abundance! in! these! evolution! settings.!Nevertheless! acknowledging! the! interrelationship! between! LWD! loss! and! more!pervasive! watershed! changes,! it! is! possible! to! make! some! judgments! about! the!consequences!of! that! loss!by!observing! the! immediate! response!of! channels! to!LWD!removal!and!by!deduction! from!the!observed!roles!of!LWD!in!undisturbed!channels.!Consequently!it!is!possible!to!conclude!that!those!responses!include!a!rapid!increase!in!the! rate! of! channel! shifting,! both! horizontally! (typically! by!widening)! and! vertically!(typically!by!incision),!rapid!changes!in!the!bed!morphology!depending!on!the!type!of!
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channel,! and! increasing! in! sediment! discharge.! If! the! LWD! loss! is! a! consequence! of!riparian!clearing,!several!year!are!necessary!to!observe!changes!(as!existing!logs!and!jams!deteriorate!without!concurrent!replacement),!while!if!LWD!are!actively!removed!from!the!channel!the!corresponding!increase!in!sediment!transport!is!more!immediate!and!measurable!within!a!single!storm!season!(Bilby,!1984).!!
!
Figure-2W13:-bed-profile-of-the-Thurra-and-Cann-Rivers-(Brooks-et-al.,-2003).-What! is!clear! is! that!natural!processes!of!wood!dynamics!are! far! from!being!well!understood,!particularly!in!large!rivers,!because!of!the!frequent!high!impact!of!human!activities!(Gurnell!et!al.,!2002).!In!many!European!areas!in!last!decades!sociogeconomic!changes! have! led! to! land! use! changes:! the! upper! reaches! of! watersheds! have! been!abandoned!and!the!valley!settlements!have!been!expanded.!Contemporaneously!new!management! practices! for! riparian! vegetation! have! been! actuated.! Comparing! the!present!situation!to!the!first!decades!of!the!20th!century,!today,!in!riverine!urbanized!areas,!we!observe:!an!increased!volume!of!wood!in!the!river!corridors,!LWD!of!lower!relative! size!due! to! the! youth!of! riparian! forest,! increased! transport! capacity! by! the!stream! flow,!due! to! increased! runoff! (as! a! result! of! reduced!drainage! and! increased!precipitation)! and! modified! channel! geometry.! Therefore! woody! debris! are! usually!perceived,!and!actually!act,!as!a!risk!factor!for!riverine!settlements.!Wood! removal! cannot! be! a! management! solution! as! it! intervenes! on! just! one!component!of!the!system,!without!achieving!a!consistent!risk!reduction!because!of!its!unpredictable!effects!on!channel!stability!(we!can!only!partly!isolate!the!consequences!of! LWD! loss! in! channels,! because! those! consequences! are! amplified! by! other,!concurrent!changes!as!well),!and!with!an!inevitable!deterioration!of!river!habitats!and!
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water!quality.!At! the!same! time! the!mere!replacement!of! lost!LWD,!with!restoration!aims,!will!not!reverse!all!of!the!streamgchannel!changes,!in!large!measure!because!only!a!fraction!of!the!causal!mechanisms!is!directly!addressed!by!such!an!action!(Booth!et!al.,!1997).!!!
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3 LARGE%WOODY%DEBRIS!HAZARD&ANALYSIS!LWD!removal!has!been!for!long!time!the!common!practice!for!wood!risk!reduction,!until!that!several!studies!have!demonstrate!that!loss!of!LWD!alters!channel!form!and!processes,!inducing!greater!sediment!fluxes,!more!rapid!bank!erosion!and!incision,!and!loss!of!heterogeneity!in!bed!morphology,!with!a!global!deterioration!of!water!quality!and!biodiversity,!and!without!a!recognizable!reduction!in!flood!consequences!(Shields!and!Cooper!2000;!Bisson!et!al.,!2003;!see!section!2.3.4).!This!awareness!leads!a!great!part!of!environmental!agencies,!all!over!the!world,!to!reintroduce!wood!in!rivers!also!if!the!effectiveness!of!this!practice!has!still!to!be!thoroughly!demonstrated!(doubts!exist!even!that!simple!reintroduction!of!LWD!will!fully!restores!the!lost!functions!of!human!altered!streams,!Booth!et!al.,!1997).!At! the!same! time! the!dramatic! impacts!of!wood!during!extreme!events!point!out!the!urgency!of!risk!assessment!methods!capable!to!take!into!account!all!the!risk!factors!and!sources!that!may!superimpose!their!effects.!!!
3.1 STATE!OF!THE!ART!Management! practices! which! deals! with! LWD! all! over! the! world! are! principally!focused!on!rivers!requalification!instead!of!risk!reduction!(i.e.!Design!guideline!for!the!reintroduction! of! wood! into! Australian! streams,! Australian! Government,! Land! &!Water,!2006),!few!guidelines!are!directed!to!the!reduction!of!the!harmful!impacts!due!to! LWD! on! specific! structures! like! bridges,! culverts! (hec09! Federal! Highway!Administration! U.S.A,! 2005;! NCHRP! REPORT! 653,! 2010)! or! dams! (i.e.! hydroelectric!power! plants).! Most! of! the! existing! reports! of! singular! riverine! counties! or!environmental! bureaus! dealing! with! LWD,! refer! a! general! deficit! in! coordination,!unambiguousness,! applicability! and! coherence! among! the! generic! guidelines,!recommendations! and! directives! indicated! by! the! chief! governments.! Presently! a!structured!procedure!to!take!into!account!the!wood!effects!in!the!assessment!of!hydroggeologic!risk! is!still!missing,!moreover!bearing! in!mind!wood! impact!designing!river!crossing!is!not!yet!a!common!practice.!The! European! Commission! in! the! Flood! Directive! (Directive! 2007/60/EC! of! the!European!Parliament! and!of! the!Council! of!23!October!2007!on! the! assessment! and!management! of! flood! risks.! OJ! L! 288,! 6.11.2007,! P.27),! recognizing! the! recurrent!devastating! impacts! of! floods! on! European! population,! economic! activities! and!environment,! recommended! to! the!Members! States! to! prepare! fully! comprehensive!flood!hazard!an!flood!risk!maps!for!relevant!areas!by!the!year!2013.!In! particular! the! European! Directive! emphasizes! the! requirement! of! “the! better!environmental!option”!in!the!redaction!of!Flood!Risk!Management!Plans,!considering!
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nature!protection!and!biodiversity!policy!strictly!linked!to!flood!risk!protection:!in!this!perspective!a!key!role!is!recognized!to!large!woody!debris!for!their!dual!nature!as!risk!factor!and!multifunctional!environmental!resource.!It! is! also!manifests! that! till!woody!debris! dynamics! in! rivers!will! be! disregarded!flood!maps!will!be!extremely!ineffective:!for!example!an!expected!water!level!that!may!be!considered!safe!for!a!river!crossing,!in!presence!of!LWD!may!be!not,!this!means!that!flood!impacts!would!be!substantially!underestimated.!Assessing! woody! debris! impacts,! problems! arise! from! the! complexity! of! the!question:!several!aspects!in!wood!processes!are!not!yet!well!known!(Mazzorana!et!al,!2011)!and! the!superposition!of!different!physical!phenomena!results! in!conspicuous!difficulty!to!predict!critical!scenarios!(Mazzorana!et!al.!2009,!2011).!!!Referring!Pliefke! et! al.! (2007),! the! risk!management! framework,! to! gain! a! fitting!approach!to!risk,!comprises!three!main!phases:!risk!identification,!risk!assessment!and!risk! treatment! (Figure! 3g1).! Focusing! just! on! the! firsts! steps! of! the! procedure! it! is!possible!to!perceive!the!complexity!of!the!issue.!!
!
Figure-3W1:-overview-of-the-risk-management-process-(from-Pliefke-et-al.,-2007).-The! risk! identification,! that! represents! the! first! essential!phase!of! the!procedure,!consists!in!defining!the!spatial!domain!of!the!analysis!and!identifying!all!risk!sources!
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within! the!domain.!Considering!LWD,! the! spatial!domain!cannot!be! restricted! to! the!exposed! sites! like! ingchannel! structures! or! river! neighbouring! urban! or! industrial!settlements,! but! has! to! be! widened! to! the! whole! river! catchment! where! the! LWD!supplying!areas!occur.!!Next!the!first!step!of!the!risk!assessment!phase!is!the!hazard!analysis!that!consists!in!the!identification!and!quantification!of!each!hazard!affecting!the!domain.!The!hazard!is!here!represented!by!a!multiple!set!of!possibility:!not!only!the!amount!of!wood!but!also!wood! distribution! inside! the! channel,! wood! relative! size! and! orientation! (with!respect!to!the!hydraulic!cross!section),!and!wood!stability.!Wood!availability!depends!from!various!natural!factors!hydrogeological,!forestry!and!climatic,!whose!magnitudes!and!frequencies!have!to!be!merged!to!quantify!the!global!hazard.!Assessing! damage,! direct! impacts! on! ingchannel! structures! and! infrastructures!have! to! be! considered,! in! this! case! the! major! consequence! is! the! reduction! or! the!complete! loss! of! functionality! of! public! utilities! (roads,!water! supply,! pipeline,! etc.),!furthermore!all!potential!damages!assessed!for!a!flood!occurrence!may!be!transferred!on! LWD! evaluation.! Therefore! the! exposed! elements! are! indeed! the! ingchannel!structures!and!every!element,!in!river!neighbourhood,!that!is!reachable!by!a!designed!level!in!case!of!overbank!(Figure!3g2).!!!
!













− Estimation!of!wood!transport!and!destination.!!While!singular!issues!of!the!array!may!be!undertaken,!significant!uncertainties!on!causegeffect! relationships,! on! widespread! system! loadings! and! system! response!remain! tough! limits! to! the! procedure! applicability.! Thus! every! contribution! to! the!identification! of! the! relevant! impact! factors! and! of! the! processes! dynamics! that!determine!possible!system!loadings!during!extreme!events,!and!to!the!identification!of!the! system! response! mechanisms,! represents! an! enhancement! in! risk! assessment!skills.!In!the!following!pages!a!wide!overview!of!the!main!issues!is!given.!!!
3.2.1 Wood!availability!in!river!catchments!The!wood!availability!in!the!river!catchment!is!given!by!the!potential!recruitment!and!the!previously!recruited!in–channel!material.!The!periodic!monitoring!of!the!ingchannel!material!is!not!sufficient!to!establish!the!temporal! recruitment! load! if! is! not! known! the!wood! outflow! rate! (for! transport! or!deterioration).! Thus! is! necessary! establishing! all! the! possible! sources! (as! stated! in!chapter!2)!and!all!the!possible!recruitment!areas.!!Mechanical! recruitment! processes! like! landslides,! avalanches,! windgthrow,! snow!load,! hydrodynamic! loadings,! animals,! banks! erosion! and! physical! recruitment!processes! like!natural!mortality,!parasites! infection,!pollution,!have! to!be!considered!(Figure!3g3).!Hill!slopes!stability!and!banks!stability!are!well!studied!processes!that!have!to!be!merged!with!vegetation!plots!to!establish!potentially!recruited!volumes.!Mazzorana!et!al.!(2009)!propose!a!method!for!the!identification!of!the!recruitment!areas!exposed!to!hydrodynamic!loadings!(alluvial!forests,!lowland!riparian!forests!and!riverside!woodlands)! by! the! interpretation! of! aerial! images,! taking! into! account! the!
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response! of! different! vegetation! and! forest! typologies! to! the! hydraulic! forces! and!impacts!of!flood!processes.!The!proposed!method!assesses!also!the!wood!volumes!and!trunk!position!within!the!maximum!extent!of!the!flooded!area.!The! ingchannel! material! can! be! determined! with! direct! and! remote! monitoring!techniques,!in!chapter!4,!this!topic!will!be!widely!discussed!and!a!properly!settled!tool!for!direct!surveys!will!be!exposed.!!
!
Figure-3W3:-recruitments-zone-and-mechanisms-(according-to-Mazzorana-et-al.,-2009).-!
3.2.2 Critical!sections!The!definition!of!critical!sites!along!the!river!channel!requires!verifying!some!basic!conditions!(according!to!Mazzorana!et!al.,!2011):!!a) Availability!of!recruited!woody!material!in!the!upstream!catchment;!b) Occurrence! of! entrainment! and! transport! processes! that! deliver! part! of! the!recruited! volumes! to! the! considered! spatial! domain! supposed! to! be! a! critical!location;!c) Interaction!phenomena!of!the!transported!woody!material!with!the!geometrical!features! of! the! critical! configuration:! woody! material! deposition! and!accumulation!at!specific!geometrical!elements!and!consequent!potential!effects!(e.g.! crossgsectional! obstructions! with! consequent! floodplain! inundations)! or!contributes! to! increase! loadings! on! structural! components! (e.g.! bridge! piers,!bridge!superstructure);!d) Risk!consequences:!the!above!mentioned!interactions!determine!an!increase!in!risk!exposure!of!vulnerable!objects.!
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Stated! in! the! previous! section! the! point! a),! and! postponing! for! the!moment! the!point!b)!to!the!next!section,!let’s!focus!on!point!c):!a!wider!knowledge!of!the!varieties!of! injuries! that! LWD! may! induce! is! here! necessary! to! properly! assess! the! critical!configurations.!!Actually!a!systematized!classification!of!the!potential!damaging!actions!due!to!LWD!is!lacking,!in!this!work!a!rational!arrangement!of!possible!actions!will!be!exposed!even!if!it!cannot!be!considered!an!exhaustive!categorisation.!In!this!context!only!mechanical!or!hydrodynamic!detrimental!actions!due!to!LWD!on! structures,! infrastructures! and! river! channels! natural! features! will! be! consider!(without!taking!into!account!for!navigation!problems).!Resulting!from!the!analysis!of!literature!material!and!from!direct!experience!in!field!is!determined!that!these!actions!may!be!different!in!dependence!principally!of!flow-condition,!stream-order,!and!stability!or!instability!of!the!large!woody!debris.!!!
3.2.2.1 Mean!flow!conditions!!Stable! woody! debris! in! rivers! can! be! a! significant! source! of! roughness! and!consequently!influences!flow!at!both!the!local!and!reach!scale.!In!mean! flow! circumstances!we! usually! have! stable!woody! debris.! The! principal!effects!in!this!configuration!are:!!
− Flow-deflection;-






















− Section-blockage-!As! previously! mentioned! the! partial! obstruction! of! the! hydraulic! cross! section!caused! by! LWD!produces! acceleration! and! deflection! of! the! stream! line! that! during!peak!flow!may!cause!a!significant!banks!erosion;!in!particular!if!banks!are!represented!by!not!vegetated!earth!levees,!breaches!may!occur!with!consequent!runoff.!!The!presence!of!an!ingstream!obstacle!produces!also!a!backwater!risen!that!may!be!sizeable!for!a!certain!extent!only!if!the!stream!blockage!is!over!than!50%,!with!flume!experiments!Young!(1991)!found!out!that!a!blockage!ratio!of!50%!produces!a!1%!risen!in! base! flow! stage! level,! the! same! experiments! revealed! that! blockage! ratios! higher!than! 80%! are! necessary! to! significantly! increase! flood! levels.! Furthermore! the!produced!effects!depend!also!by!the!concentration!and!spacing!of!debris!(Ranga!Raju!et!al.,!1983;!Shields!and!Gippel,!1995).!The!impact!that!multiple!pieces!of!LWD!have!on!flooding! is! determined! by! the! distance! separating! each! piece.! If! several! pieces! are!
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located!within!two!times!the!diameter!of!the!next!piece,!there!is!no!greater!impact!on!water!levels!than!one!piece!alone!(Rutherfurd!et!al,!2002).!In!condition!of!congested!transport!(Figure!3g8)!the!mass!of!floating!debris!creates!banks!of!wooden!material!that!tend!to!move!downstream!with!a!velocity!that!is!lower!than!the!water!flow!velocity!(often!because!of!the!presence!of!heavy!debris!like!fresh!material! with! branches! and! rootwad),! the! shear! stress! due! to! the! wooden! floating!layer! affects! the! velocity! profile! (Bocchiola! et! al.,! 2002)! producing! again! backwater!rising.!
!












3.2.2.3 Conclusions!!Concluding,! geometrical! characteristics! and! physical! characteristics! (i.e.! earthen!banks)!of!a!river!cross!section,!and!wood!distribution!and!dimension!contribute!to!the!vulnerability!of!a!location.!Considering!the!combination!between!channel!size!and!morphology!(stream!order)!and!wood!availability!and!relative!size,!in!lowland!streams!(planegbed!and!poolgriffle!channels! typically!spanning!a!range!of!gradients!between!about!0.1%!and!3%)!LWD!has! the! greatest! range! of! functions! (e.g.,! Lisle! and! Kelsey,! 1982;! Keller! et! al.,! 1985;!Montgomery!et!al.,!1996)!(refer!Figure!2g2).!Ignoring!in!this!section!LWD’s!ecological!role,!these!functions!include:!!
− Hydraulic! roughness,! which! may! increase! by! 50%! or! more! through! the!disruption! of! flow! imposed! by! a! high! concentration! of! LWD,! logs,! stumps,! or!debris!jams;!
− Sediment!storage!and!pool!formation;!
− Bank!erosion!or!protection!as!a!result!of!flow!deflection;!
− Significant!LWD!transport!because!of! the! relative!size!between!wood!and! the!hydraulic!cross!section.!Keeping! in! mind! that! channels! with! these! characteristics! usually! cross! densely!urbanized!areas! is! reasonable! to!believe! that! lowland!river!catchments!are! the!most!exposed!to!risk.!!Even! if! in! Alpine! and! Apennine! regions! (typical! mountainous! watersheds)! flash!floods,! characterized! by! debris! flows! or! avalanches! conveying! downstream! large!amount!of!wood,!show!significant! impacts!(i.e.! the!events!occurred!at!Cinqueterre! in!2011!or!in!Switzerland!in!2005).!!!









3.3 CONCLUSIONS!The! positive! and! negative! effects! of! LWD! in! rivers! have! been! for! long! time!misunderstood.!The!existing!management! strategies!are! inadequate! to!deal!with! the!issues!matching!safety!and!morphologic!and!ecological!benefits.!!Actually! a! structured! procedure! to! take! into! account! the! wood! effects! in! the!assessment!of!hydroggeologic!risk! is! still!missing,! in!particular! the!risk! identification!and!the!hazard!analysis!present!lacks!of!knowledge!and!implementation!skills,!system!response! mechanisms! are! only! partly! understood! with! consequent! uncertainties! in!protection!system!functionality!and!mitigation!efficacy.!Mazzorana!et! al! in!2011!proposed!a! framework! for!a!widespread!analysis!of! the!hazard!impacts!of!wood!in!rivers.!Within!the!proposed!method!some!issues!have!been!enhanced!by!the!authors!while!some!other!have!been!assumed!from!literature.!!The!present!work! improves!risk!sources!comprehension!and! introduces!effective!tools! for! monitoring! and! mapping! river! catchments! vulnerability,! focussing! on! the!aspects! less! investigated! in!the!cited!work;! in!particular!a!suitable!survey!method!to!identify!the!catchment!exposure!detecting!critical!sections!and!wood!availability,!and!to!collect!the!necessary!information!for!mapping!woody!debris!distribution!along!the!river! channel! is! here! proposed! (chapter! 4),! and! a! novel! criterion! to! derive! an!entrainment!threshold!condition!is!developed!(chapter!5,!6!and!7).!Considered!the!complexity!of!the!whole!phenomenon,!the!superposition!of!several!natural!processes!that!results!in!significant!uncertainties!on!causegeffect!relationships,!on! widespread! system! loadings! and! system! response,! the! possibility! to! apply! the!current! methods! of! risk! analyses! for! natural! hazards,! which! are! usually! based! on!quantitative!methods!of!impact!assessment!to!a!given!environmental!setting,!results!in!simplifications!that!may!be!not!able!to!effectively!define!the!hazard!scenarios.!Nevertheless! a! hydrodynamic! model! associated! with! an! improved! entrainment!criterion!may!lead!to!the!estimation!of!the!volume!of!wood!that!will!start!to!move!with!high! probability,! which! is! an! essential! starting! point! for! the! construction! of! hazard!scenarios,!and!at!first!stage,!i.e.!defined!an!appropriated!threshold!level!of!acceptance!for! the!entrained!volume!within! the!downstream! limits!of! the!considered!domain,! it!may!represent!a!basic!approach!to!risk!assessment!on!the!base!of!which!the!employed!agencies!may!define!management!strategies.!!As!a! first!result!of! this!chapter!the!knowledge!gaps! in!risk!assessment!have!been!identified!and!the!impact!overview,!here!carried!out!to!recognize!the!critical!sections,!have! indicated! the! requirements! of! the! river! catchments!more! impacted! from! large!woody! debris! dynamic! processes! (section! 3.2.2.3)! on! which! directing! the! major!investigative!efforts.!!!!!
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4 MONITORING!Monitoring!is!a!primary!tool!in!environmental!management:!it!allows!to!establish!the!existing!condition!necessary!for!planning!management! intervention!and!to!check!over!the!time!system!variability!and!response!in!absence!or!presence!of!interventions.!For! wood! monitoring! in! river! channels! direct! and! remote! techniques! are! used.!Remote!monitoring,!like!high!resolution!aerial!images!and!LiDAR!(Light!Detection!And!Ranging! or! Laser! Radar),! can! give! a! global! indication! of! the! wooden! material!distribution,!it’s!interaction!with!channel!morphology!pointing!out!trends!and!patterns!at! reach! scale,!while! direct!measures! are! essential! for! detailed! surveys,! to! establish!volume! and! characteristics! of! the! material! which! are! fundamental! input! for! a!predicting!model.!!!
4.1 SURVEY!SHEETS!FORM!The! presented! survey! sheets! form! is! principally! intended! for! the! collection! of!quantitative! and! qualitative! data! for! the! application! of! a! predicting! model! but! is!generally!conceived!to!collect!useful!information!for!a!wider!analysis!of!the!behaviour!of!wood!in!river!channels.!The!exposed!form!is!an!advanced!development!of!a!template!proposed!by!Betti!et!al!(2006),! adapted! by! the! structure! of! the! original! survey! sheet! form! for!geomorphological!characterization!of!river!channels!proposed!by!Thorne!(1998).!The! survey! form! is! focused! on! the! hydraulic! and! geomorphologic! interactions!between!large!woody!debris!and!river.!It!is!structured!in!two!sections:!one!related!to!the! river! morphology! characterization! of! the! surveyed! reach! and! the! second! one!reserved! to! the! woody! debris! characterization! regarding! spatial! distribution,!dimensions,!physical!properties!(porosity,!vitality,!etc.)!and!interactions.!!!
4.1.1 Framework!The!integral!form!is!arranged!in!5!sections:!! 1. Reach!description;!2.! Subgreach!geomorphological!characteristics;!3.! LWD!jam!sheet;!4.! LWD!sheet;!5.! LWD!interactions.!!
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The! form! is! intended! for! jam! formations! and! isolated! elements:! in! the! first! case,!following! the! sheets! progression,! after! the! global! characterization! occur! the! major!elements,!for!the!isolated!debris!there!is!just!one!element.!The!complete!report!of!a!field!survey!is!structured!as!in!Figure!4g1:!for!any!reach!inspected!a!sheet!1!(Table!4g1)!is!draw!up,!next!it!is!accompanied!by!a!variable!number!of!sheets!2!(Table!4g2)!as!the!number!of!surveyed!subgreaches.!For!every!subgreach!a!variable!number!of!sheets!3!(Table!4g3)!will!be!draw!up!for!every!jam!here!detected.!The!number!of!filled!in!sheets!4!(Table!4g4)!will!be!equal!to!number!of!LWD!detected:!some! as! key! or! racked! debris! in! jam’s! formations,! some! as! isolated! debris.! Jams!interactions!with!water! flow! and! sediments! will! be! valued! globally! considering! the!assemble!as!a!single!object,!hence!the!amount!of! filled! in!sheet!5!(Table!4g5)!will!be!equal! to! the! number! of! jam! plus! the! number! of! isolated! elements! found!within! the!inspected!region.! !
!
Figure-4W1:-framework-for-the-sheet-drawing-up.-Actually! they! are! focused! on! the! river! morphology! characterization! and! the! ingchannel! wooden! material! evaluation! but! their! modular! structure! is! suitable! for!integrations:! extending,! for! example,! the! survey! to! the! hill! slopes! or! the! standing!vegetation!state.!In!the!following!pages!the!sheets!contents!are!explained!in!depth!with!regard!to!the!wood!material!survey,!while!for!the!morphological!characterization!the!references!are!Rinaldi!and!Surian!(2003,!2004)!and!a!filled!in!example!is!presented!in!Appendix!A.!
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For!the!global!description!of! the!reach!the!river!channel! type!has!to!be!reported:!alluvial!channel,!intermediate!or!confined!(mountain!creek)!and!the!plan!morphology!(straight,!sinuous,!etc.).!Aforementioned!information!are!usually!acquired!from!maps!or! aerial! surveys! and! then! carried! out! in! a! preliminary! phase! of! the! planned!explorations,!just!little!adjustments!are!necessary!during!the!direct!investigations.!The!reach!is!named!with!an!alphanumerical!code!(i.e.!the!first!surveyed!reach!of!the!Magra! River! is! named! MR1),! and! every! debris! detected! in! that! region! will! be!correspondingly!named!with!a! code!preceded!by! the! reach! code.! In! situ! the!general!information!concerning!the!current!survey!are!noted:!date,!examiner,!the!GPS!limits!of!the!surveyed!region.!If! the! survey! purpose! is! a! detailed! picture! of! the! river! reach! conditions,! a! full!topographic!measure!of!a!representative!cross!section!is!required.!The!characteristic!cross!section!must!shows!all!the!typical!features!of!the!reach!in!terms!of!geomorphic!surfaces:! channels,!active!bars,!high!bars,! intermediate!surfaces,!etc..! Such!measures,!more! than! providing! the! geometry! of! the! channel,! gives! a! rough! indication! of! the!frequency! of! submersion! of! the! several! surfaces.! Positioning! the! detected! jams! or!isolated! LWD! in! the! corresponding! unit!we!may!be! able! to!make!hypothesis! on! the!water!flow!that!generated!the!observed!distribution!of!wood.!!!












4.1.1.3 Sheet!3:!LWD!jam!sheet!!The!third!sheet!(Table!4g3)! is! focused!on! jam!formations;!every!cluster!of!woody!debris!detected!in!the!surveyed!subgreach,!proceeding!from!the!upstream!limit!to!the!downstream!one,!is!named!with!a!progressive!code!J1,!J2,!…,!!Jn!and!its!GPS!coordinates!are!registered.!!First!task!is!to!establish!the!prevalent!provenance!of!the!components:!
− Autochthonous! elements:! if! the! debris! composing! the! jam! didn’t!move!away!from!the!input!site;!
− Allochthonous- ! elements:! if! they! have! been! delivered! to! the! survey!location!by!the!stream!flow;!
− Combined- elements:! if! the! jam! presents! both! elements! autochthonous!and!allochthonous.!Then!the!jams!are!recognized!according!to!the!classification!proposed!by!Abbe!and!Montgomery!(2003)!and!Wallerstein!and!Thorne!(2004)!Figure!4g2.!The!definition!of! the!main! typologies!here!considered! is!reported! in! the!Glossary!fields.!!
!
Figure-4W2:-jam-classification-according-to-abbe-and-Montgomery-(2003)-and-Wallerstein-and-Thorne-(2004),-extract-




Figure-4W3:-codified-grid-to-sketch-the-jam-position-in-the-cross-section.-The! accumulation! is! measured! approximating! the! shape! of! the! ensemble! to! a!parallelepiped! then! recording! length,! width! and! height.! The! number! of! the! large!elements!and!the!number!of!those!debris!that!can!be!recognize!as!key!elements!in!the!jam!construction!are!reported.!All!these!data,!joint!with!an!evaluation!of!the!texture!of!the!loosen!material,!permit!to!better!estimate!the!aggregate!volume!of!the!group.!!!
!
Figure-4W4:-geometrical-and-structural-characterization-of-the-jam,-extract-from-sheet-3.-!
4.1.1.4 Sheet!4:!large!woody!debris!sheet!!The!sheet!4!(Table!4g4)!is!settled!for!the!complete!description!of!the!LWD!located!in! the! surveyed! area.! The! same! sheet! is! used! for! single! elements,! and! elements!grouped!in!a!cluster:!the!code!identify!the!nature!of!the!large!woody!piece,!for!example!
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the!code!MR1_LWDS1!is!attributed!to!the!first!single!element!(LWDS1)!detected!in!the!first! reach! surveyed! in! the! Magra! River! (MR1);! MR1_J1_LWDK1! e! MR1_J1_LWDR1!indicate! respectively! the! first! key! element! (LWDK1)! and! the! first! racked! element!(LWDR1)!constituting!the!first!measured!jam.!The!objective!of!this!sheet!is!to!define!the!qualitative!property!of!the!LWD!and!its!conditions;!these!information!are!fundamental!to!estimate!wood!density,!nevertheless!they!may!be!useful!to!determine!the!interval!of!permanence!in!the!river!channel!and!consequently! to! deduct! which! flood! event! may! be! responsible! of! the! object!recruitment!or!delivering,!and!which!one!may!be!the!supply!area.!!The!type!is!attributed!based!on!the!arboreal!structure!(canopy)!and!on!the!native!components!preserved!by!the!element:!
− Tree:- stays! for! a! complete! sample! exhibiting! roots,! trunk! and! branches!practically!intact!(Figure!4g5:!a);!!
− Shrub:- exhibits! the! same! component! of! the! tree! type! with! a! shrubby!structure! instead! that! treegshaped! (usually! a!main! stem! lacks),! for! some!species!it!is!the!typical!arboreal!structure!in!other!cases!it!may!be!a!young!plant!of!a!tree!species!(Figure!4g5:!b);!
− Log:-indicates!a!wooden!object!which!has!been!moulded!by!the!interaction!with!the!stream!flow,!the!bed!sediments!and!all!the!obstacles!encountered!during!transport!(typically!it!is!an!allochthonous!element!but!it!may!be!also!a! residual! of! a! fire),! it! may! present! traces! of! all! components! or! not!!(Figure!4g6:!a);!
− Cut:! indicates!an!harvesting!residual!(pre!or!post!recruitment),! the!debris!deposited!on!the!lateral!bars!of!the!river!channel!are!often!cut!and!cropped!to!be!used!as!combustible!(Figure!4g6:!b).!!









Figure-4W6:-samples-of-log-type-(a)-and-cut-type-(b).!Presence!and!conditions!of!branches!are!reported,!in!particular!with!the!term!butt!is!intended!a!portion!(few!centimetres)!of!a!branch!next!to!the!trunk!(Figure!4g8).!The!rootwad!if!present!is!measured,!the!presence!of!fine!roots!denounces!the!origin!of!the!debris:!usually,!mass!failures!of!the!banks!produce!complete!plants!with!fine!roots.!The!trunk!decay,! the!percentage!of!bark! cover!and! the!presence!of! leaves!are! registered!(Figure!4g7).!!
!
Figure-4W7:-geometrical,-structural-and-physical-characterization-of-woody-debris,-extract-from-sheet-4.-These! information! are! fundamental! to! produce! an! estimation! of! wood! density:!density! depends! essentially! from! wood! species,! wood! portion,! growth! condition!(diameter!increase!per!year),!water!content!and!decay!rate.!To!evaluate!decay!rate!are!commonly! defined! several! decay! classes! that! span! a! spectrum! of! stages! from! fresh!
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4.1.1.5 Sheet!5:!interaction!LWD,!hydrodynamic!and!sediments!!!All! the! information! that! are! thought! to! be! relevant! to! understand! the! complex!interaction!between!resting!debris,!bed!sediments!and!water!flow!are!collected!in!this!section!(Table!4g5).!The!location!is!intended!inside!the!subgreach!in!exam,!therefore!left!or!right!are!not!necessary!referred!to!the!left!or!right!bank!of!the!channel,!but!refer!to!the!left!or!right!side!of!the!morphologic!unit!investigated.!The! debris! orientation! is! represented! by! the! angle! between! the! debris! vector!(directed!from!the!bottom!to!the!top!of!the!trunk)!and!a!stated!direction!that!may!be!the!geographic!north!or!the!flow!direction!(in!case!of!braided!channel!morphology!the!low! flow! direction! is! observed! in! the! closer! channel).! If! the! flood! direction! is!undertaken! it! has! to! be! supposed! by! field! evidences.! If! the! angle! between! the! flow!direction! and! the! debris! direction! is! comprised! between! g90°! and! 90°! degree,! the!element! is! positioned! with! the! rootwad! in! the! upstream! side! and! the! top! in! the!downstream!side,!this!is!a!typical!situation,!as!described!in!Chapter!2,!vice!versa!if!the!angle!is!comprised!between!90°!and!270°.!For!jams!the!orientation!is!assumed!equal!to!the!orientation!of!the!majority!of!the!constituting!elements.!The! causes! of! deposition! (only! for! allochthonous! debris)! are! arranged! in! the!following!category:!!
− Captured:- the! LWD! has! been! intercepted! by! obstacles! inside! the! channel:!boulders,! vegetation! (Figure! 4g10),! hydraulic! infrastructures,! wreckages,!vortex!(Figure!4g11),!etc.;!
− Stranded:! the! LWD! has! been! deposited! on! a! morphologic! surface! of! the!channel! (usually! an! active! bar,! because! on! other! surfaces! the! interaction!with! the! vegetation! is! prevailing)! as! a! consequence! of! the! reduced!water!depth!(for!minor!flood!events!or!during!the!descending!phase!of!flood!flow)!(Figure!4g12).!!To!assess!the!interaction!of!the!LWD!with!the!stream!flow!the!following!conditions!are!documented:!!
− magnitude!of!submersion;!
− occurrence! and! magnitude! of! underflows:! a! single! debris! or! a! jam!transversal! to! the! flow! may! obstruct! partially! or! entirely! the! hydraulic!section!inducing!the!flow!to!surmount!or!to!underflow;!
























Figure-4W14:-effects-on-scour-and-deposition-induced-by-a-LWD-(Piave-River).-The! interaction! with! the! bed! sediments! is! evaluated! in! terms! of! local! scour! or!
deposition!induced!by!the!presence!of!the!wooden!object;!in!Figure!4g14!is!noticeable!the! deposition! of! coarse! sediments! in! the! upstream! side! of! the! rootwad! which! is!rounded!by!a! scour!zone!due! to! the!horse!shoe!vortex.!Downward,!along! the! lateral!sides! of! the! trunk! it! is! possible! to! find! finer! sediments! due! to! the! wake! effect.!Inspecting!a!jam!the!global!interaction!is!considered.!!!
4.2 EXAMPLE!The!proposed!form!has!been!tested!in!field,!on!some!Italian!rivers:!in!Appendix!A!a!filled! in! example! is! presented,! in! this! paragraph! an! example! of! the! collected!data! is!reported!and!some!elaborations!are!presented.!The!characteristics!of!the!investigated!reaches!were!different!for!size!and!channel!slope!(ranging!from!intermediate!and!alluvial!channels)!but!in!every!case!the!channel!morphology!was!among!wandering!and!braided.!!The!essential!equipment!for!field!surveys!consists!in!a!metric!tape,!a!dendrometric!calliper!and!a!handy!GPS!receiver,!when!is!not!necessary!to!measure!a!river!section,!in!that! case! also! a! total! station! or! at! least! an! inclinometer! is! required.! It! has! to! be!reminded! that!a!handy!GPS!have!a!precision!of!10!meters! in!determining! the!debris!coordinates.!
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-With! the! recorded! information! is! possible! to! produce! statics! about! debris!characteristics! in! the! studied! reach:! in! particular! the! necessary! information! for! a!
ACTIVE BAR
L D N E L D
S1 21.2 0.29 4908395 573513 205 1.4 1.1 P log 1yr 90 intact strong Y Y
S1 22.5 0.28 " " " " " " " " " " " " "
S13 12.1 0.12 4909158 573554 295 0.8 1.2 P log / 100 intact poor Y Y
S14 10.6 0.15 " " " 0.6 0.3 P log / 100 intact poor N Y
S15 2.6 0.12 4908165 573545 20 / / NC log / 0 porous dead N N
S16 6.3 0.11 4908161 573538 180 0.3 0.6 NC log <1yr 100 intact strong Y NC
S17 19.7 0.17 4908146 573560 165 1.5 1.85 NC log <1yr 100 intact strong Y Y
S17 " " " " " " " " " " " " " " "
S18 9.5 0.11 4908133 573569 140 1.5 0.9 S log / 100 intact dead N N
S19 21.3 0.17 4908135 573594 237 1.4 0.7 P log 1yr 100 intact poor N Y
S20 10.7 0.21 " " " 1.2 0.65 P cut / 5 solid dead N N
S21 12.8 0.18 4908124 573598 166 0.5 1.6 S(?) log / 30 solid dead N N
HIGH BAR
L D N E L D
S3 19.5 0.4 4908318 573514 160 1.5 3.8 P tree / 60 solid dead N Y
S4 16 0.14 4908303 573522 250 1.1 0.35 NC log / 40 solid dead N Y
S5 8.4 0.18 " " 180 / / NC log / 0 solid dead N N
S6 11.8 0.19 " " 184 0.9 0.45 S(?) log / 50 solid dead N N
S7 18.7 0.25 4908250 573581 170 1.5 1.2 P log / 40 solid dead N Y
S8 4.4 0.15 4908237 573593 55 / / NC cut / 0 porous dead N N
S9 1.4 0.13 4908254 573597 190 0.4 0.5 NC log / 0 porous dead N N
S10 2.5 0.13 4908254 573603 220 / / A log / 10 solid dead N N
S11 3.2 0.17 4908255 573608 NC / / P cut / 50 solid dead N N
S12 1.8 0.23 4908243 573611 70 / / NC log / 0 porous dead N N
K1 5.1 0.31 4908292 573542 190 0.5 0.85 P(?) cut / 50 solid dead N Y
K1 3.5 0.21 " " " " " " " / " " " " "
R1 7.2 0.2 " " " 1.7 0.5 P log / 50 solid dead N Y
W8 16.7 0.15 4908276 570582 330 1.8 1.6 P log / 90 solid/porous dead N Y
W9 14.2 0.16 " " NC 0.9 0.8 P log / 0 solid/porous dead N Y
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Because!of!the!low!water!discharge!the!identification!of!the!main!channel!require!an!interpretation!of!the!images!based!on!bed!sediments!characteristic!(when!visible!on!the!picture)!and!on!spatial!distribution,!similarly!is!done!for!secondary!channels!that!are!usually!dry! in!this!condition.!Bars!perimeters!are!discerned!basing!on!sediments!texture,! colour! (a! darker! shroud! of! an! area!may! be! interpreted! as! presence! of! silty!sediments! characteristic! for! high! bars)! and! vegetation! (sparse! and! smaller! on! the!active!bar).!Intensely!vegetated!areas!in!contact!with!bars!or!channel!are!identified!as!islands.!!
!




Figure-4W24:-LWD-and-surface-distribution-as-recognizable-on-aerial-imagery.-Comparing! the!direct!measurements!with! imagery! interpretation! the!conclusions!are!essentially!these:!!
− For! diameters! estimation! the! resolution! is! the! main! constraining! factor:!actually!the!size!of!LWD!diameters!has!the!same!order!of!one!or!few!dots,!that! is!why!it! is! frequent!to!overestimate!their!dimensions,! in!the!diagram!reported!in!Figure!4g25!is!appreciable!that!with!increasing!size!the!relative!error!between!direct!measure!and!estimation!decrease;!
− For! length! estimation! the! overvalue! of! the! dimension! is! more! frequent!(Figure!4g26)!as!a!consequence!of!several!occurrences:!usually!tree’s!stems!become!thinner!!at!the!top!and!then!less!discernible,!sometimes!the!debris!is!considerably! tilted! and! then! its! plan! projection! is! measure! instead! of! its!complete!extension,!sometimes!debris!are!buried!and!then!not!completely!visible;!
− Rootwad’s!margins!are! less!sharp!because!of! the!presence!of! fine!roots!or!intercepted!loosen!material,!therefore!they!are!not!easily!detectable.!!!Concluding!rough!errors!are!induced!by!the!presence!of!vegetation!and!shadows.!!
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4.4 CONCLUSIONS!The!interpretation!of!aerial!imagery!presents!indubitable!advantages!to!monitoring!wide! areas! or! very! large! channels,! this! investigation!method! gives! the!possibility! to!have!a!global!view!of!the!river!reach!that!is!hardly!accessible!with!a!direct!survey.!!!!On! the! photograms! it! is! possible! to! recognize! patterns! of! the! stream! flow! in!different!condition!respect!to!the!captured!ones!(for!example!in!transitory!levels!from!
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low! and! high! flow! conditions),! combining! the! boundaries! of! the! geomorphologic!surfaces!and! the!debris!distribution! it! is!possible! to! suppose! the! flow! field! that!may!have!produced!the!observed!configuration!(Figure!4g27).!On!the!other!side!using!aerial!imagery! is! impossible! to! evaluate! wood! density! that! may! be! only! deduct! using!statistics!representative!of!the!reach!situation.!Furthermore!the!main!limit!of!this!method!is!related!principally!to!the!photograms!resolution,! to! the!standing!vegetation!hiding,!and!to! the!debris! inclination!respect! to!the!terrain!surface!that!lead!to!a!global!underestimation!of!wood!volume!in!a!surveyed!region.!What!is!more,!it!is!absolutely!a!user!dependent!method!as!it!depend!from!the!subjective! interpretation.! Trained! neural! networks! or! imaginary! elaboration!algorithms!may!be!useful!to!resolve!this!restrain.!!!
!
Figure-4W27:-superimposition-of-a-hypothetic-flow-field-on-aerial-imagery.-For! the! redaction! of! management! plans! a! deep! understanding! of! the! catchment!condition! is! fundamental,!and!it!cannot!be!achieved!without!a!direct!monitoring!of!a!region.!This!requires!economical!efforts!and!time!so! that!practical! instrument!as! the!survey!sheets!may!facilitate!and!accelerate!the!operations.!Furthermore!when!reduced!to! essential! information! and! evaluations! (i.e.! like! size! and! position,! fresh! or! dated!material,! etc.)! which! do! not! require! particular! technical! experience,! the! sheets! are!approachable,! after! a! quick! training,! even! by! unprofessional! users! with! basic!instruments;! which! means! that! all! the! stakeholders! in! the! river! and! riverine!settlements! protection! (i.e.! like! fisheries! associations,! ecologist! associations,! civil!protection!volunteers,!etc.)!may!be!involved!in!monitoring!operations.!
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Remote! surveys! may! be! useful! for! quick! investigation! after! particular! event! to!register! the! system!response,! and! to! identify! critical! areas! that!may! require!a!direct!survey.! At! present! new! techniques,! like! lowgelevation! high! resolution! imagery!obtained!using!drone!aircraft,!seems!to!be!promising!to!conduct!frequent!inspections!with!lower!costs.!In!a!rational!management!strategy!both!methods,!remote!and!direct,!may!be!used!agreeing!the!survey!purposes.!!!!!!
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5 LARGE%WOODY%DEBRIS%ENTRAINMENT:!GENERAL'ASPECTS!Even! though! LWD! entrainment! is! not! the! main! topic! of! this! thesis,! it! was!considered!crucial!to!spend!effort!in!this!field!due!to!the!major!role!that!entrainment!plays! in! the! LWD! risk! assessment.! Establishing! the! divergence! between! the! total!amount!of!wood!in!a!river!catchment!and!the!quantity!of!material!that!may!move!with!high!probability!during!an!high!flow!event! is!a!primary!step!in!the!development!of!a!management! tool,! leading! the! land! agencies! able! to! manage! the! environmental!resources!with!an!optimal!balance!between!natural!benefits!and!risk!exposure.!A!limited!amount!of!literature!is!currently!available!to!assess!the!stability!of!LWD,!basically!based!on!very!simplified!mechanistic!models,! that!do!not! take! into!account!whole! interactions!between!wood,!bed!sediments!and!water! flow.!As!a! consequence!the!reliability!of!the!proposed!entrainment!parameters!is!unsatisfactory.!In! this! chapter! after! an! in! depth! analysis! of! the! state! of! the! art,! the! needs! for!research! are! presented,! and! the! motivations! that! have! aimed! the! experimental!activities!carried!out!at!the!Delft!University!of!Technology!are!discussed.!!!!
5.1 INTRODUCTION!In! rivers! the! debris! propensity! to! move! is! strongly! influenced! by! its! geometric!characteristics:!size,!shape,!branches,!rootwads!and!its!density!and!decay!ratio!(refer!to!section!2.2.2),!not!less!important!are!the!geometric!characteristics!of!the!hydraulic!section!and!the!debris!position!in!the!section.!The!interaction!among!multiple!pieces!can!play!an!important!role!for!the!incipient!motion!of!LWD:!stationary!pieces!can!be!entrained!by! the!deviation! of! flow! from!other! stationary!pieces! (Braudrick!&!Grant,!2000),!while!in!other!cases!they!can!be!blocked!by!other!pieces!or!ingchannel!obstacles!(boulders,!vegetation).!In!a!river!channel!since!a!LWD!remain!stable,!it!interacts!with!water! flow! and! bed! sediments,! locally! altering! the! hydraulic! condition! and! the! bed!morphology.!With!a!prolonged!exposedness!to!water!discharges! insufficient!to!move!the! large!woody!debris,! the! local!alterations!of! the!flow!conditions! induce!sediments!redistribution! and! selection! that! in! general! tend! to! stabilize! the! wooden! object,! in!these!cases!the!entrainment!mode!of!wood!may!be!strictly!connected!with!sediments!mobility.!Nevertheless,!as!for!bed!sediments,!some!basic!mode!may!be!recognized!for!the! entrainment! of! single! pieces! of! wood! corresponding! to! sliding,! rolling! and!buoyancy.!!The!flotation!threshold!for!a!rodgshaped!log!could!be!easily!calculated!considering!the!equilibrium!between!weight!and!buoyancy!forces!(Braudrick,!1998):!!
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!"#!! 1− 2 ∙ !!!!"# − 2 ∙ 1− 2 ∙ !!!!"# !!!!"# − !!!!"# ! = ! ∙ !!"#!! ! (5g1)!!where!!!"#! is! the!diameter!of! the! log,!!!"#!and-!! -are! the!densities!of!wood!and!water,!and!!! -is!the!still!water!depth.!!
!












According!to!the!given!scheme!the!entrainment!condition!may!be!expressed!by!the!equilibrium!between!the!resulting!hydrodynamic!force!(F)!and!the!resting!force!(R)!in!the!stream!direction,!being:!! ! = !!2 !!!! !!"#!! sin! + !!"# cos! ! (5g2)!! = !!!"#!!"# !!!"#!4 − !"!!"#!!"# !!"# cos! − sin! ! (5g3)!!where!!!"#! is! the! length!of! the! log,!!!"#!and-!! -are! the!densities!of!wood!and!water,!!!"# -is!the!submerged!area!of!the!log!perpendicular!to!piece!length,!!!"# -is!the!friction!coefficient!between!wood!and!bed,!U-is!the!mean!water!velocity,!!-is!the!angle!of!the!log!relative!to!flow,!!-is!the!channel!bed!slope!angle.!As!a!consequence!the!entrainment!results!in!a!function!of!four!log!characteristics,!length,! density,! diameter! and! orientation,! and! three! hydraulic! characteristics,! slope,!water!depth!and!velocity.!The!authors!ran!numerical!simulations!using!the!equilibrium!equation! to! calculate! the! water! depth! at! entrainment,! using! values! coming! from!various! previous! works.! Next! tested! the! numerical! model! in! a! series! of! flume!experiments!considering!three!different!initial!orientations!for!the!wooden!cylinders.!In! Figure! 5g4! are! reported! the! comparison! between! the! results! of! the! experiments!(hollow! symbols)! and! the! entrainment! depth! and! velocity! predicted! by! the! model!(filled!symbols),!considering!two!length!classes!(30!cm!and!60!cm),!and!two!diameter!classes!(2.54!cm!and!3.81!cm).!!
!a)!! ! ! b)!
Figure-5W4:-observed-(hollow-symbols)-and-predicted-(filled-symbols)-depths-and-velocities-at-entrainment-for-pieces-in-
length-class-1-and-diameter-class-1-(a)-and-2-(b)-without-rootwads-from-Braudrick!(1998).!In!conclusion!they!found!that!the!proposed!model,!although!formulated!for!sliding,!did! not! predict! adequately! the! entrainment! of! those! object! parallel! to! the! flow! that!were!most! expected! to!move! sliding,! and! recognized! that! the! used!drag! coefficients!were!not!appropriate!for!the!experimental!conditions.!!!
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Haga!et!al.!(2002)!maintained!the!physical!model!used!by!Braudrick!and!Grant!just!introducing!two!dimensionless!parameters:!! ℎ∗ = !!!!"#! ! dimensionless!water!depth! (5g4)!! = !!! ! dimensionless!force! (5g5)!!Figure!5g5!shows!an!example!of!the!relationship!between!Ψ"and!ℎ∗.! If!the!driving!force!!!is!smaller!than!the!resisting!force!!,!or! < 1,!the!log!remains!stationary.!If!F!is!greater!than!R,!or! > 1,!the!log!begins!to!move!by!sliding!or!rolling.!To!conclude!if!ℎ∗!is!beyond!the!threshold!for!floating!ℎ!∗ !it!follows!that-R!=!0!and!Ψ!→!∞!and!the!log!is!transported!by!floating.!!
!
Figure-5W5:-an-example-of-the-relationship-between-the-dimensionless-water-depth-h*-and-the-dimensionless-force-Ψ-
from-Haga-et-al.-(2002).-Bocchiola! et! al.! (2006),! based! on! their! laboratory! observations,! proposed! an!extension! of! the!model! by! Braudrick! and! Grant,! allowing! for! a! second! entrainment!mode! for! cylindrical! logs! lying! on! an! immobile! planar! bed,! depending! on! the! initial!orientation!of!the!log.!Hence!they!developed!two!equilibrium!equations:!for!sliding!and!rolling.!The!lift!force!is!still!neglected!in!this!model.!!!
!




Introducing! the! dimensionless! parameter! !!∗ ,! Eq.! 5g6,! denoting! the! relative!buoyancy,! the! threshold!condition!!!∗! for! incipient!motion,!Eq.!5g7,!can!be!expressed!for!both!sliding!or!rolling!log!at!a!given!water!depth!!! ,!as!a!function!of!the!normalized!ratio!of!the!drag!force!and!the!resistance!to!motion! !,!∗ :!! !!∗ != !!∙!!!!"#∙!!"# = !!!!"# ℎ∗!! (5g6)!!!∗ = !!!!!∙!!,!∗ !! (5g7)!where:!!! !!∗ = !!!!!!"# !!"# !"#!!!"#! ! for!sliding! (5g8)!!!∗ = !!!!!!"# !"# ! !"#!!!"#! ! for!rolling! (5g9)!!





As!recognized!by!the!authors!the!entrainment!condition!stated!by!Eq.!5g10!hold!if!a!proper!value!of!drag!coefficient!!!!is!taken,!and!the!log!is!immersed!in!a!water!depth!equivalent!to!that!given!by!the!undisturbed!water!depth.!Nevertheless!the!presence!of!the! log! intensely!modify! the! local!water!profile,!suggesting!the!necessity! to! take! into!account! this! aspect! in! the! force! balance! at! incipient! motion.! Starting! from! the!experimental!results,! they!calculated!a!representative!water!depth!!! ,!defined!as!the!water!depth!that!satisfy!the!Eq.!5g10!at!the!incipient!motion!of!the!log:!they!established!that!!! ! is!not!directly!related!with!the!undisturbed!water!depth!!! !or!the!measured!depths! at! 1! cm! upstream! !!"! and! 1! cm! downstream! the! log! position! !!"!",! but!introducing!a!coefficient!of!representativeness!!! = !! !! ,! is!possible! to!provide!an!empirical!correlation!between!!! !and!the!relative!buoyancy!!!∗ !(Figure!5g8),!showing!a!good!coefficient!of!determination!(R2!=!0.93)!for!the!cases!investigated.!Finally! the!sensitivity!analysis! to!drag!coefficient!and!representative!water!depth!showed!that!the!modelling!of!wood!entrainment!is!much!more!sensitive!to!the!choice!of!the!representative!water!depth!than!to!the!choice!of!the!drag!coefficient,!at!least!for!the!considered!cases!of!low!submergence.!!
!
a)- - - b)-




where!!! - is!an!empirical!coefficient! taking! into!account! log!orientation,! !" - is! the!sediment!size!on!the!bed!surface.!Based!on!experimental!results,!the!authors!suggested!using! the! following!values:!!!!=!0.5! for! logs!parallel! to! the! flow!direction;!!!!=!1! for!logs!perpendicular!to!water!flow!direction.!!
!
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This!result!was!observed!only!for!the!logs!oriented!parallel!to!the!flow!(0!degree!in!Table!5g1)!for!both!shapes!(circular!and!square):!at!the!entrainment!only!sliding!of!the!log! was! observed,! while! floating! occurred! only! after! was! covered! some! distance!(Rajbhandari,!2010).!!The!variation!of!the!water!depth!experienced!by!the!log!along!its!sides!parallel!to!flow! was! investigated! by! Crosato! et! al.! (2013).! Measurements! of! the! water! level!profiles!around!the!logs!and!against!the!sidewalls!of!the!flume!(shown!in!Figure!5g10)!indicate! that! the! water! flow! near! the! logs! strongly! depends! on! longitudinal! flow!acceleration,!curvature!of!the!streamlines!around!the!log!and!log!shape.!!
!
Figure-5W10:-longitudinal water level profiles along the log side and the flume sidewall,-from-Crosato-et-al.-(2013).-The!authors!attempted!to!establish!an!entrainment!threshold!value,!using!the!same!simplified! equation,! Eq.! 5g10,! provided! by!Bocchiola! et! al.! (2006)!without! obtaining!feasible! results.! The! conclusion! of! their! work! is! that! is! not! possible! to! analyse! the!entrainment! condition! without! taking! into! account! local! water! acceleration! and!streamline! curvature! caused! by! the! presence! of! the! log,! as! well! as! the! threegdimensional!water!flow!around!the!logs.!!!
5.3 DISCUSSION!The!analysis!of! the! state!of! the!art!has! shown! just!a! limited!amount!of! literature!currently!available!to!assess!the!stability!of!LWD.!Field!studies!related!to!large!woody!debris! movements! and! the! conditions! for! their! entrainment,! are! very! few,! mainly!because! large! wood! movements! are! possible! only! during! high! discharge,! in! which!circumstances!field!measurement!are!not!sheltered!(Braudrick!et!al.,!2000).!Moreover!even!physical!experiments!to!observe!the!log!entrainment!are!limited.!Since!the!former!experimental!studies!(Braudrick!&!Grant,!2000;Haga!et!al.,!2002)!the!theoretical!approach!to!the!entrainment!condition!for!single!log!has!been!based!on!a!simplified!forces!balance!acting!on!a!cylinder!partially! immersed!in!a!uniform!flow!
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!!According!to!the!mechanistic!approach!universally!assumed,!this!implies!that!at!the!entrainment! the! buoyancy! force! acting! on! the! log! is! higher! than! its! weight,! which!makes!no!sense,!as!it!means!that!equilibrium!is!not!established!in!the!vertical!direction!(normal!to!the!flow).!It!has!to!be!noticed!that!using!the!representative!water!depth!as!proposed!by!Bocchiola!et!al.!(2006),!the!buoyancy!force!is!always!less!or!equal!to!the!log!weight,! as! required! by! the! equilibrium! condition,! if! no! other! vertical! stabilizing!hydrodynamic!force!is!present!(i.e.!negative!lift!forces).!This!behaviour!could!be!ascribed!to!the!disturbed!water!profile!around!the!logs!and!its! effect! on! the! forces! acting! on! wood,! which! is,! unless! waterlogged,! typically! less!dense!than!water.!!Buoyancy!depends!mainly!on!the!difference!between!water!and!wood!densities,!but!also!on! the!wet!volume!of! the! log,! according! to! the!Archimedes’! law.!The!density!of!wood!depends!upon!the!type!of!wood!(species,!heartwood!versus!sapwood)!and!the!state!of!decay:!in!dry!condition!a!fresh!dead!wood!is!denser!than!a!dated!dead!wood!but!in!wet!condition!the!more!advanced!the!decay!the!more!easily!water!saturates!the!log,!increasing!the!global!density.!The!submerged!part!of!the!log!depends!on!the!water!level!along!the!log!side,!which!is!not!easily!estimable.!!All!the!methods!found!in!literature!consider!a!constant!water!depth!around!the!log,!even! if! the! experiments! indicate! a! remarkable! difference! between!water! depth! just!upstream! of! the! log!!!",! and! just! downstream! of! the! log!!!"#$.! The! reason! of! this!behaviour! is! well! known,! and! it! is! related! to! local! dynamical! effects! that! cause! the!water! surface! in! the! vicinity! of! the! obstacle! to! be! disturbed:! just! upstream! of! the!obstacle! there! is!a! local!mound!due!to!Bernoulli!stagnation!effects,!while!around!the!
Llog Dlog
&[m] &[m]
TriplochitonT1 0.25 0.028T2 0.25 0.039T3 0.25 0.050T4 0.25 0.065T5 0.50 0.028T6 0.50 0.039T7 0.50 0.050T8 0.50 0.065
FagusF1 0.25 0.027F2 0.25 0.039F3 0.25 0.050F4 0.25 0.066F5 0.25 0.099F6 0.50 0.027F7 0.50 0.039F8 0.50 0.050F9 0.50 0.066F10 0.50 0.099
Run
Gravel&bed&(Sliding)
ρlog& dw& dup ddown& dr& Uw&
[kg&m−3] &[m] &[m] &[m] &[m] [m&s−1]470.0 0.017 0.019 0.017 0.013 0.201427.0 0.021 0.026 0.021 0.016 0.248426.0 0.027 0.031 0.026 0.020 0.302321.0 0.028 0.033 0.027 0.020 0.314462.0 0.016 0.018 0.016 0.013 0.192439.0 0.021 0.024 0.021 0.017 0.248391.0 0.024 0.030 0.025 0.019 0.281344.0 0.029 0.035 0.028 0.022 0.323




&[N] &[N] &[N]0.713 0.963 0.6891.256 1.615 1.1362.060 2.663 1.8062.623 3.367 2.1351.404 1.795 1.3812.588 3.236 2.4683.788 4.598 3.3785.633 7.067 4.879
0.993 1.225 0.9942.010 2.251 1.9843.395 3.712 3.1365.940 5.942 5.32013.064 13.824 11.0131.966 2.549 2.1124.096 4.837 4.1506.828 7.854 6.74311.646 13.359 11.26826.241 27.196 23.939
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sides!of!the!obstacle!the!water!level!drops!where!the!velocity!is!higher.!The!local!effect!quickly!decays!away!from!the!obstacle!but!produces!a!change!of!the!mean!water!level!across! the!whole! channel:! just!upstream! the!obstacle! there! is! a!backwater! risen!∆!,!which! slowly! disappears! upstream! and! which! effect! can! extend! for! a! long! way,! as!shown!in!Figure!5g11.!!
!! !




Figure-5W12:-wave-pattern-across-an-object-immersed-in-a-flow-(Van Manen & Van Oossanen, 1988),-and-the-divergent-




Figure-5W13:-the-water-surface-profile-determines-the-submerged-volume-and-the-buoyancy-centre.-The! possibility! of! a! negative! lift! force! is! known! in! several! field! of! the! hydraulic!engineering.! For! submerged! rectangular! obstacle! in! turbulent! flow! over! bedrock!surface,! this! condition! could!arise! in! case!of! shallow! flow,!due! to! the! standing!wave!above! the! block,! induced! by! flow! blocking! (Carling! et! al.,! 2002).! As! stated! by! the!authors,! for! rectangular! block! lift! force! can! occur! only! for! fully! submergence.! For!cylindrical!log!parallel!to!the!flow!instead,!negative!lift!force!could!results!also!in!case!of!partially!submergence,!as!a!consequence!of!the!curvature!of!the!wetted!surface,!in!analogy! with! the! squat! phenomenon! (Saunders,! 1957),! one! of! the! most! important!problems!related!to!shipping!in!shallow!water!(very!shallow!water!can!be!taken!to!be!15%!of!the!ship’s!waterline!length!or!less).!!!
!
Figure-5W14:-analogy-between-floating-logs-shape-(Shields-et-al.,-2004),-and-hull-shape.-A! vessel! underway! tends! to! lower! the! pressure! field! surrounding! its! hull.! The!motion!induced!in!the!water!creates!kinetic!head!at!the!expense!of!potential!head,!and!the!vessel! is! lower! than!when!at!rest.!Moreover,!variations! in! the!distribution!of! the!potential!head!over! the!hull! are! reflected! in!a! sogcalled! change! in! the! trim!usually! a!settling!of!the!stern!and!a!rise!in!the!bow.!Both!effects,!sinkage!and!a!change!in!trim,!sometimes! collectively! called! squat,! result! in! an! increase! in! draft! and! a! loss! in! bed!clearance!in!shallow!water.!The!squat!is!usually!greater!in!shallow!than!in!deep!water!because! the! decrease! in! bed! clearance! tends! to! increase! the! reduction! in! potential!head,!resulting!in!greater!squat.!Squat!increases!with!speed.!These! simples! qualitative! considerations! suggest! that! for! a! LWD! partially!submerged!the!lift!force!probably!is!negative.!









Contemporaneamente, però, l5attrito che l5acqua esercita sulle pareti dello scafo aumenta, 
e quindi, prima o poi, si raggiunge un nuovo punto di equilibrio in cui la somma dei due 
contributi di spinta equivale di nuovo al peso del battello, a potenza propulsiva costante. 
Se la potenza disponibile è sufficiente 18, questa è nuovamente una condizione stabile, 
definita come Bcondizione di planata pienamente sviluppata5.  
In linea di principio tutte le carene possono planare, ciascuna ad una velocità sua propria 
che dipende anche dal peso. La velocità di inizio planata dipende poi fra l5altro dalla 
geometria, dalle proporzioni, dalla distribuzione del volume sulla lunghezza etc. E5 
evidente che esistono carene più adatte alla planata, ed altre meno, ma, prima o poi, con 
un numero di cavalli sufficienti planerebbero tutte.  
Le più leggere sono sempre quelle più adatte, naturalmente, e qualche ulteriore 
accorgimento costruttivo aiuta a raggiungere e mantenere la planata con minori potenze. 
                                            
18 Si noti il B...se la potenza disponibile è sufficiente...H.E5 possibile far planare sciatori d5acqua a piedi nudi, 
se la potenza è sufficiente, come pure moto d5acqua e blocchi di cemento. La disponibilità di elevate 
potenze a basso costo ha giustificato scafi economicissimi ma quanto mai rozzi sotto l5aspetto 
idrodinamico, e di conseguenza l5eccesso motoristico. 




Considering! the! combined! effects! due! to! the! previously! described! phenomena!contributes! to! a! more! realistic! description! of! the! entrainment! physics,! and! has! a!manifest!effect!in!the!key!piece!incipient!movement.!!!
5.3.1 Needs!for!research!The!analysis!of!the!state!of!the!art!has!shown!that!much!effort!have!to!be!spent!in!order! to! clearly! understand! the! real! physics! behind! the! log! entrainment,! and! that!analytical!approaches!are!too!much!simplistic!to!describe!the!complex!phenomena!that!are! related! to! LWD! entrainment.! The! lack! of! field!measurements! and! experimental!data!limits!the!understanding!of!the!real!physics!behind!the!log!entrainment,!making!the!proposed!entrainment!parameters!found!in!literature!practically!not!really!useful.!Analysis! of! data! available! in! literature! seems! suggest! that! buoyancy! force! is! the!major! responsible! of! the! stability! of! LWD,! as! it! directly! affects! the! reaction! force!between! log!and!riverbed,!which! is! the!only!one!contrasting! the! sliding!of! the!LWD.!Moreover! the!results!of! the!experiment!carried!out!by!Crosato!seem!to! indicate! that!the!flow!field!around!the!log!has!a!stabilizing!effect!on!the!log.!This!result!is!confirmed!also!by!the!analysis!performed!on!the!experimental!measurement!of!Bocchiola,!which!produce! a! water! depth! at! the! entrainment! higher! than! the! buoyancy! depth,!representing!the!minimum!depth!of!still!water!needed!to!float!the!log.!These!considerations!suggest! that!a!reliable!entrainment!model!have!to! take! into!account! the! water! profile! along! the! submerged! log,! altered! by! the! standing! wave!produced!by!the!dynamic!effects!related!to!the!presence!of!the!wood!piece!in!the!flow!field,!and!to!the!backwater!rise,!as!highlighted!by!Crosato!et!al.!(2013).!Moreover!studies!related!to!the!evaluation!of! local!modified!water!profile!around!the!submerged!LWD!are!of!great!interests,!because!LWD!also!interacts!with!sediment!transport! and! deposition! and! possibly! with! riverine! species! dynamics.! Further!research! is! also! needed! to! explore! the! complex! geometry! of! natural! logs,! including!rootwads! and! branches,! which! extremely! complicate! the! statement! of! entrainment!equations.!!!






6 LARGE%WOODY%DEBRIS%ENTRAINMENT:!PROPOSED'APPROACH'!In! this! chapter! a! novel! theoretical! approach! is! presented,! which! makes! use! of!several! experimental! correlations,! rearranged! from! other! engineering! fields! to! the!LWD!entrainment.!The!present!work!differs!from!analyses!reported!in!literature!for!a!different! arrangement! of! the! already! known! terms,! for! the! introduction! of! an!entrainment!parameter!related!to!the!standing!wave!around!the!log!produced!by!the!presence! of! the! obstacle! in! the! flow! field,! in! analogy!with!wave! formation! in! naval!context,!and!because! it! takes! into!account!the!effects!of!blockage!ratio!and!upstream!backwater,! due! to! the! presence! of! the! obstacle.! Moreover,! the! lever! arms! of! the!hydrodynamic! forces! acting! on! the! log,! which! could! affect! the! rolling! entrainment!mode,! and! the! location! of! the! floatation! centre,! have! been! considered.! All! the!parameters! used! to! evaluate! the! proposed! incipient! motion! threshold! for! incipient!motion!of!individual!logs,!have!been!related!to!the!undisturbed!water!conditions.!!Experimental! results,! obtained! with! flume! experiments! carried! out! at! the! Fluid!Mechanics! Laboratory! of! Delft! University! of! Technology,! have! been! used! to! test! the!theoretical!model! and! to!derive! an! empirical! correlation! for! the!proposed! threshold!parameter.!Also!experimental!data!found!in!literature!(Bocchiola!et!al,!2006;Crosato!et!al.,!2011)!have!been!utilised.!Because!an!in!depth!analysis!of!the!entrainment!is!out!of!the!scope!of!this!thesis,!and!a!wellgestablished!threshold!of!LWD!movement!has!not!yet!been! quantified,! the! research! was! restricted! to! the! simple! case! of! individual! logs.!Straight!and!smooth!logs!of!different!crossgsectional!shape!were!considered!avoiding!logglog!interaction.!Just!log!parallel!or!orthogonal!to!the!flow!were!studied.!!The!outcome!is!a!parameter!suitable!to!characterize!the!incipient!motion!condition,!which!join!under!a!unified!approach!the!different!entrainment!modes!associated!with!the! initial!position!of!a! log!along! the! river!bed! (i.e.!parallel!or!perpendicular! to! flow!direction),!being!able!to!discern!between!sliding,!rolling!and!floating!modes,!and!which!shows!a!good!correlation!with!experimental!data.!Moreover!it!could!be!used,!together!with!the!proposed!survey!sheets!(refer!to!section!4),! to!provide!a!much!reliable!first!order!assessment!for!wood!entrainment.!!!
6.1 THEORETICAL!MODEL!FOR!THE!NOVEL!APPROACH!The!concerns!about! the! impact!of!LWD!on! the! local! flow! (section!5.3)! justify! the!need! to! keep! into! account! the!modification!of! the! local!water!profile! (Crosato! et! al.,!2013),!affecting!the!force!balance!at!incipient!motion.!This!issue!has!been!apparently!neglected! in! the! wood! entrainment! models! so! far! developed,! and! recently! simply!considered!with!the!introduction!of!a!representative!uniform!water!depth!(Bocchiola!
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− Drag- force- (!!):! the! force!acting! in! the! flow! field!direction,! resulting! from!the!hydrodynamic! distribution! of! pressure! and! shear! stress! along! the! wetted!surface!of!the!log.!
− Lift- force- (!!):! the! force! acting! normally! to! the! flow! field! direction,! resulting!from! the! hydrodynamic! distribution! of! pressure! and! shear! stress! along! the!wetted!surface!of!the!log.!




− !!! is! the! arm! of! the! drag! force! with! respect! to! the! origin! of! the! coordinate!system.!
− !!!is!the!arm!of!the!lift!force!with!respect!to!the!origin!of!the!coordinate!system.!!If!we!consider!the!absence!of!any!obstacle!for!sliding!(!! = 0),!the!equilibrium!to!translation!in!flow!direction!(x!axis)!states!that!incipient!motion!of!the!log!occurs!when!the!sum!of!the!component!of!gravity!(!!)!and!buoyancy!(!!)!in!the!flow!direction!and!the!drag!(!!)!and!inertia!(!!)!forces!exerted!by!flow,!overcome!the!friction!force!(!!)!on! the! bed! proportional! to! the! difference! between! the! log! weight! and! the! sum! of!buoyancy!(!!)!and!lift!(!!)!forces:!! !! + !! +!! + !! ≥ !!"# !! − !! − !! !! (6g1)!!In!case!of!the!presence!of!an!obstacle!instead!(!! ≠ 0),!the!sliding!could!not!occur,!and!a!possible! initial!motion!mode!might!be! log! rolling.! In! this! case! the!equilibrium!equation!has!to!be!written!considering!the!moment!of!the!forces!acting!on!the!log!with!respect!to!the!centre!of! instantaneous!rotation!C!(see!Figure!6g1).!Thus!the! incipient!motion!occurs!when:!! !! !! − !! + !! + !! !!" − !! +!! !!" − !! + !! !! − !! +!! !! − !!" ≥!! !! − !!! !! (6g2)!!In!some!cases!the!arm!of!the!obstacle!(!!)!is!so!great!(for!instance!in!case!of!very!slender! log!parallel! to! the! flow)! that! the!only!possible! incipient!motion!could!be! the!
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simple!buoyancy.!In!this!case!the!equilibrium!in!y!direction!gives!the!condition!for!the!initiation!of!motion:!! !! + !! ≥!!!! (6g3)!!After! some!simple! substitutions! it! is!possible! to!obtain! the! following!expressions!for!the!three!incipient!motion!conditions:!! a) Sliding!Mode:!! !! ≥ !!"# ∙ !"# ! − !"# !!!"# ∙! − !! + !! + !!!!"# − !!! (6g4)!! b) Rolling!Mode:!! !! !≥ ! !! − !!" ∙ !"# ! − !!" − !! ∙ !"# !!! − !!" ∙!!− !! − !!!! − !!" ∙ !! − !! − !!!! − !!" ∙ !! − !!" − !!!! − !!" ∙ !! + !! ! (6g5)!! c) Buoyancy!mode:!! !! ≥! ∙ !"# ! − !!! (6g6)!!The!problem!has!been!therefore!conducted!to!the!calculation!of!three!entrainment!conditions,!all!related!to!the!buoyancy!force!acting!normal!to!the!flow,!which!has!been!recognized! as! the! main! feature! affecting! the! entrainment.! The! assessment! of! the!proposed!conditions! requires! that!all! the! factors! in!Eqs.!6g4,!6g5!and!6g6!have! to!be!determined.!To!achieve!it,!some!hypotheses!on!the!position!of!the!floatation!point,!and!the!instantaneous!centre!of!rotation!are!required,!and!the!unknown!forces! ,!!,!!! ,!!! !and!!!! have! to! be! quantified,! and! related! to! the! flow! condition.! Commonly,! from! a!hydraulic!point!of!view,!it!is!usually!convenient!to!relate!all!the!unknown!parameters!to! the!known!downstream! flow! conditions,! as! the! flow! causing!LWD!entrainment! is!expected!to!be!subcritical.!In! the! following! paragraphs! possible! solutions! to! the! estimate! of! the! unknown!parameters! and! problem! uncertainties! will! be! discussed! and! supported! with!experimental! results.! Differently! from! previous! works! the! drag! force! has! not! been!calculated! assuming! literature! values! for! the! CD! coefficient,! but! obtained! using!experimental!correlations!(usually!adopted!for!bridges!problems),!the!lift!and!inertia!forces!have!not!been!neglected!a!priori,!and!the!buoyancy!force!has!not!been!assumed!equivalent!to!the!hydrostatic!case.!!!
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-For! dead! and! downed! tree,! the!main! sources! of! uncertainties! are! related! to! the!moisture!content!(defined!as!the!ratio!between!the!weight!of!water!in!wood!and!that!of!the! ovengdry!wood)! and! the! rate! of! decay,!which! greatly! affects! its! density.! A! third!factor,! minerals! and! extractable! substances,! has! a! marked! effect! only! on! a! limited!number!of!species.!Wood!decay! is!governed!by!numerous!physical!and!biological! factors,!and!occurs!primarily!by!a!loss!of!mass,!reflected!as!decreasing!wood!density!(Hartley,!1958).!The!
min max medium
Latin&American Balsa&(Tropical&America) Ochroma 110 200 160
North&America&;&Europe Basswood Tilia&glabra&or&Tilia&americanus 300 600 398
North&America&;&Europe Poplar,&yellow Liriodendron&tulipifera 350 500 427
North&America&;&Europe Magnolia,&cucumber Magnolia&acuminata 570 570 516
North&America&;&Europe Sycamore Platanus&occidentalis 400 600 539
North&America&;&Europe& Maple,&black Acer&nigrum 600 750 620
North&America&;&Europe Ash,&white Fraxinus&americana 650 850 638
North&America&;&Europe Beech Fagus&grandifolia&or&americana 700 900 655
Africa Oak,&American&Red Quercus&borealis 740 740 657
Asia&;&Oceana Locust&honey Gleditsia&triacanthos 650 700 666
Africa Mahogany,&African Khaya&ivorensis 500 850 668
Latin&American Oak,&American&White Quercus&alba 700 770 710
North&America&;&Europe Applewood&or&wild&apple Pyrus&malus 650 850 745
North&America&;&Europe Boxwood/Buis Buxus&sempervirens 950 1200 1030
Latin&American Greenheart Nectandra&rodioei 1060 1230 1100




number!of!publications!on!this!subject!has!rapidly!grown!in!the!last!years,!due!to!the!important!role!that!dead!wood!plays!for!the!forest!ecosystem,!providing!habitats!and!food!sources,!a!store!of!carbon,!nutrients,!and!water,!as!well!as!influencing!geomorphic!processes!(Woodall!et!al.,!2009).!Moreover!regionalgscale!inventories!of!dead!wood!are!becoming!more!common:!for!example!Forest!Inventory!and!Analysis!(FIA)!program!of!the! U.S.! Forest! Service! conducts! a! national! inventory! of! woody! material! including!coarse!woody!detritus!and!dead!downed!trees!(Northern!Research!Station).!!Commonly!the!used!approach!is!based!on!the!definition!of!some!decay!classes!that!span!a!spectrum!of!decay!from!fresh!mortality!to!nearly!complete!decay.!Decay!classes!are! largely! qualitative,! and! are! based! on! the! physical! appearance! and! structural!integrity! of! individual! dead!wood! pieces! (Woudenberg! et! al.,! 2010).! The! number! of!decay!classes!used!varies!from!study!to!study,!and!in!general,!decay!classes!developed!by!different!authors!are!not!consistent.!Moreover,!numerous!studies!have!shown!that!density! variation! within! each! decay! class! is! wide,! with! the! range! of! wood! density!within!a!class!varying!from!one!site!to!another!and!the!density!distribution!of!classes!greatly! overlapping! (Mäkinen! et! al.,! 2006;! Rajala! et! al.,! 2010).! Despite! the! great!uncertainties,!the!values!provided!by!some!existing!databases!could!be!useful!for!a!first!assessment!of!the!log!density.!One! of! the! more! extensive! database! is! that! proposed! by! Harmon! et! al.! (2008),!which!uses!the!common!system!for!the!Pacific!Northwest!based!on!five!decay!classes!(Sollins,!1982).!Starting!on!this!classification,!Harmon!et!al.!(2008)!developed!a!set!of!density! reduction! factors,!defined!as! the!ratio!between! the!decayed!density! (current!mass/fresh!volume)!of!a!piece!of!dead!wood!compared!to! its! initial!density!(Miles!&!Smith,!2009),!including!estimates!of!uncertainty,!based!on!a!thorough!literature!review!and! unpublished! data.! The! proposed! database,! available! on! line! (Forest! Service!Department!of!Agriculture),!which!considers!more!than!250!species,!could!be!used!for!a!rough!estimate!of!the!density!of!the!sampled!LWD!(refer!to!chapter!4.1.1.4)!in!case!of!lack!of!better!information.!The!main!source!of!uncertainties!in!the!evaluation!of!wood!density!is!related!to!its!moisture!content! ! ,!defined!as!the!ratio!between!the!mass!of!water!in!wood! !"#$% ,!and!the!mass!of!the!ovengdry!piece!of!wood! !""#:!! !! = !!"#$%!!""# ! (6g8)!!Actually!wood!is!a!heterogeneous,!hygroscopic,!anisotropic!fibrous!material:!liquid!water!(free!water)!or!water!vapour!can!exist! in!cell! lumens!and!cavities,!and!can!be!held!chemically!(bound!water)!within!cell!walls.!Green!wood!is!often!defined!as!freshly!sawn!wood!in!which!the!cell!walls!are!completely!saturated!with!water.!The! moisture! content! is! a! function! of! relative! humidity! and! temperature! of! the!surrounding!air.!To!reduce!confusion!introduced!by!the!variable!of!moisture!content,!the!density!of!wood!usually! is! calculated!on! the!ovengdry!weight! and! the!volume!at!some! specified! moisture! content.! Commonly! used! bases! are! ovengdry! weight! and!
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volume!at:! (i)! green,! (ii)! ovengdry,! and! (iii)! 12%!moisture! content.!Ovengdry!weight!and!green!volume!are!often!used!in!databases!to!characterize!density!of!species,!which!is!referred!to!a!basic!specific!gravity!!! ,!defined!as!the!drygfresh!density!of!wood!!!" !relative!to!the!density!of!water!at!4.4°C!(1000!kg/m3).!It!has!to!be!noticed!that!volume!of!fresh!wood!is!greater!than!the!volume!as!dry!because!of!the!swelling!phenomenon.!So!the!dry!density!of!wood!is!always!greater!than!its!drygfresh!density!!!" .!!Moisture!content! is!strictly!related!to! the!relative!humidity!ℎ!and!temperature!of!the! surrounding! air.! The! equilibrium!moisture! content!!!" ! could! be! calculated! for!practical! purpose! by! the! empirical! equations! proposed! by! Simpson! (1973),! which!could!be!applied!to!wood!of!many!species.!! !!" = 18!! ∙ !ℎ1− !ℎ + !!!ℎ + 2!!!!!!ℎ!)1+ !!!ℎ + !!!!!!ℎ! ! (6g9)!!where,!for!temperature!T!in!Celsius:!! !! = 349+ 1.29! + 0.0135!!! (6g10)!! = 0.805+ 0.000736! − 0.00000273!!! (6g11)!!! = 6.27− 0.00938! − 0.000303!!! (6g12)!!! = 1.91+ 0.0407! − 0.000293!!! (6g13)!!Conceptually,! the! moisture! content! at! which! only! the! cell! walls! are! completely!saturated! (all! bound! water)! but! no! water! exists! in! cell! lumens! is! called! the! fibre!saturation! point:! the! specific! gravity! of! wood! based! on! ovengdry! weight! does! not!change! at! moisture! content! values! above! the! approximate! fibre! saturation! point!because! the! volume! does! not! change.! The! fibre! saturation! point! of! wood! averages!about!30%!moisture!content,!but!in!individual!species!and!individual!pieces!of!wood!it!can!vary!by!several!percentage!points!from!this!value.!The!density!values!of!the!log!at!a!given!moisture! ! !can!be!evaluated!by!(Simpson!&!TenWolde,!1999):!! !!"# = 1000 ∙ !! ∙ 1+!! ! (6g14)!!where!!! ! is! the! specific! gravity!based!on!volume!at!moisture! content!!! ,!which!could!be!calculated!by:!!
!! = !!1− 0.265 ∙ !! ∙ 0.3−!!0.3 !!!!!!!"#! ! < 0.3!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"#! ! ≥ 0.3 ! (6g15)!!Eq.! 6g15! adjusts! for! average! shrinkage! and! swelling! that! occurs! below! 30%!moisture!content!and!affects!the!volume!of!wood.!
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Maximum!moisture!content!for!any!basic!specific!gravity!can!be!calculated!from:!! !!"# = 100 ∙ (1.54− !!)1.54 ∙ !! ! (6g16)!!Contact! with! liquid! water! can! induce! rapid! changes! in! the! moisture! content! of!wood,! in! contrast! to! the! slow! changes! that! occur! due! to! water! vapour! sorption.!Absorption! of! liquid! water! may! continue! until! the! maximum! moisture! content! is!reached.!The!mechanism!of!water!absorption!is!called!capillary!action!or!wicking.!!The!rate!of!liquid!water!absorption!in!wood!depends!on!several!factors,!mainly!by!the!species!of!wood.!The!watergabsorption!patterns!of!the!three!wood!genotypes!are!presented!in!Figure!6g2,!showing!the!characteristic!moisture!absorption!behaviour!of!wood:!the!wood!samples!exhibited!an!initial!high!rate!of!moisture!sorption!followed!by!slower! absorption! in! the! later! stages,! the! relaxation! phase! (Kumar! &! Flynn,! 2006).!Moreover! the! rate! of! absorption! is!most! rapid! in! the! longitudinal! direction! (that! is,!when!the!transverse!section!or!end!grain!is!exposed!to!water).!!!
!






6.2.1 Centre!of!gravity!estimate!Wood! is! an! anisotropic! fibrous! tissue! with! a! moisture! content! that! could! be!different!throughout! its!volume.!Despite!this! inhomogeneity!could!affect!the!position!of!its!mass!centre!this!aspect!could!be!reasonably!neglected,!assuming!the!mass!centre!of! the! log! corresponding! to! the! barycentre! of! the! cylinder! approximating! the! log!volume.!!!!
6.3 DRAG!FORCE!ON!PARTIALLY!SUBMERGED!LOG:!ANALOGY!TO!THE!FLOW!AROUND!
A!PIER!In!fluid!dynamics,!drag!force!commonly!refers!to!the!resultant!of!the!forces!acting!opposite!to!the!relative!motion!of!any!object!moving!with!respect!to!the!surrounding!fluid.! For! the! considered! cases! (see! Figure! 6g1)! the! steady! state! streamgwise! force!component!acting!on!submerged!bodies!(drag!force!!!)!can!be!expressed!as:!! !! = !!2 !!!! ∙ !!"# cos! + !!!!"# sin! ! (6g18)!!where!CD!is!the!drag!coefficient,!!! !is!the!fluid!density,!!!"# cos! + !!!!"# sin!!is!the!projected!area!of!the!submerged!part!of!the!body!onto!a!plane!perpendicular!to!the!flow! direction,! and! U! is! the! mean! flow! velocity.! In! this! work! the! undisturbed! flow!conditions!immediately!downstream!of!the!obstacle!are!used!to!evaluate!!!"#!and!U,!as!the!flow!causing!LWD!entrainment!is!expected!to!be!subcritical.!
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As!stated!in!all!the!works!found!in!literature!related!to!the!study!of!incipient!motion!of! LWD,! the! use! of! a! correct! value! of! the! drag! coefficient!!!! is! necessary! to! obtain!reliable! entrainment! predictions.! The! dimensionless! drag! coefficient!!!! depends! on!body!geometry!and!dimensionless!parameters!describing!the!dynamical!behaviour!of!the!flow!around!the!obstacle.!!In!an!open!channel,!the!drag!force!acting!on!deeply!submerged!bodies!is!the!sum!of!two!effects:!!
− The!skin-friction,-which!is!due!to!the!shear!stress!on!the!surface!of!the!object;!
− The! wake- resistance,! which! is! due! to! the! pressure! difference! between! the!upstream! and! the! downstream! surface! of! the! object,! usually! noted! as! a! form-
drag!component.!!In! case!of!deeply! submerged!cylinders!of! varying! slenderness!!!"#/!!"#! the!drag!coefficient! is! solely! dependent! on! the! cylinder! Reynolds! number!!"! ,! and! decrease!with!decreasing!slenderness!and!orientation!θ!(Prandtl!&!Tietjens,!1934;!Rouse,!1961),!while!in!case!of!flow!with!free!surface!effects,!the!drag!coefficient!can!be!greater!as!a!consequence!of!additional!induced!drag!created!by!the!interaction!between!the!wake!behind!the!object,!the!water!surface!and!the!roughness!of!the!streambed!(Hygelund!&!Manga,! 2003).! The! drag! increase! observed! at! lower! submergence! values! could! be!attributed!to!wave!drag!(Wallerstein!et!al.,!2002):!the!standing!surface!waves!modify!the!pressure!distribution!on!the! log,!so! that!wave!drag!can!be!regarded!as!an!added!form!of!resistance!(Shields!&!Gippel,!1995).!In!these!cases!the!wake!resistance!may!be!further!ascribed!to!two!components:!!
− Form-drag,!which!is!due!to!the!difference!between!the!higher!pressure!on!the!upstream! side! of! the! body! (where! the! flow! impacts! and!where! the! depth! is!greater)! and! the! lower! pressure! in! the! wake! or! separation! zone! on! the!downstream!side!of!the!obstacle;!




boulders resting on the channel bed !Flammer et al. 1970". These
studies demonstrate that wave drag increases rapidly with de-
creasing submergence and is a function of the body Froude num-
ber. Wood !2001" obtained similar results in flume experiments
conducted to evaluate the drag forces acting on rectangular cyl-
inders simulating blocks of failed streambank material deposited
on the basal area.
Braudrik and Grant !2000" developed a force balance model to
evaluate the entrainment of single cylindrical logs in shallow
streams. Their expression for the downstream-directed drag force






CDi ! sin $" %4 cos $L/d " (3)
where FD!downstream-directed drag force; #!water density;
CD!drag coefficient for logs submerged in shallow water at any
angle of attack; and CDi!drag coefficient for logs submerged at
depth and oriented normal to the flow. Fig. 1 compares a plot of
Eq. !3" computed using the coefficients CD($) reported by Rouse
!1961" and the coefficients CDi reported by Prandtl and Tietjens
!1934" with the forces measured by Wood !2001". Several con-
clusions are immediately apparent from Fig. 1.
1. The drag force increases monotonically with the angle of
attack and reaches a maximum near $!%/2, largely attrib-
uted to the term within parentheses in Eq. !3".
2. The drag force does not exhibit much sensitivity to log slen-
derness at large submergence values. However, as submer-
gence decreases and the log interacts with the free surface,
the drag force increases substantially above the values pre-
dicted by Eq. !3".
3. Thus, for sufficiently large cylinder Reynolds numbers, the
drag coefficient for logs in shallow water can be expected to
exhibit the functional dependence CD! f ($ ,L/d ,z/d ,F).
This functional relationship has not been experimentally veri-
fied for cylinder logs interacting with a free surface, typical of
large woody debris in a stream channel. Therefore, it was deemed
necessary to design an experiment to collect new drag data for
logs rather than rely on previously published results for bodies
with incongruent geometries as described above.
Experimental Method
Drag coefficients for cylindrical elements were obtained in a fixed
boundary flume that had a total length of 25 m, a flow depth of
0.30 m, and a flow width of 1.20 m. Logs were tested at a depth-
averaged velocity of 0.21 m/s and positioned perpendicular to the
flow direction because this alignment yields the maximum total
drag. Four cylindrical log models having a diameter d of 0.019 m
and lengths L of 0.30, 0.15, 0.10, and 0.07 m were tested. These
cylinders were made from smooth aluminum stock to prevent
early drag collapse in the turbulent range !Fage and Warsap 1930;
reported by White 1979". In each instance, the flow velocity ap-
proaching the log was measured using a Pitot tube immersed
upstream and at the same depth.
A mechanical drag-measuring apparatus was designed to
monitor the drag force on the elements during test runs !Fig. 2".
Each simulated log had a thread drilled at the center of its longi-
tudinal axis that enabled it to be screwed into a steel spindle. This
spindle was attached to a swinging arm that rested on pivots in a
cradle mounted to the flume rails. Log depth within the flow
could be adjusted by sliding the spindle up and down between
two locking nuts within the pivoting arm.
If the arm and spindle were free moving, the drag force on the
element would impart a counterclockwise rotation to the arm
about the pivot point. However, the arm was restrained from mov-
ing by a strain line made from fine fishing wire, which connected
it to a loading hook in the base of a precision electronic balance.
Thus, the force FB measured by the balance counteracted the drag
force and the actual drag force on the log was determined from





In this relationship, L1!distance from pivot point to strain line;
and L2!distance from strain line to the center of the log !Fig. 2".
Drag force and velocity readings were taken with the element
mounted at seven distances beneath the water surface z: 0.01,
0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.10, and 0.15 m. The corresponding total




Fig. 1. Variation of drag force exerted by flowing water on cylinders
as function of slenderness (L/d), submergence (z/d), and orientation
!$". For the data of Wood !2001". For the date of Wood !2001", error
bars depict spread of drag forces measured for each angle and five
submergence ratios ranging from about 0.5 to 0.9.
Fig. 2. Definition sketch f rag-measuring apparatus
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where AD!projected area of log facing the flow. It can be readily
verified that Eq. !3" yields Eq. !5" in the limit as #→$/2 and
z→% .
Results
Table 1 presents the approach velocity and drag force measured
for each simulated log at each submergence depth. Also presented
are values for the log slenderness L/d , the drag coefficient CD
calculated using Eq. !5" with AD!d•L , the drag coefficient for
the log when submerged in an infinite fluid, CDi , the wave drag
coefficient CW computed as indicated in Eq. !6" below, the log
submergence z/d , and the log Froude and Reynolds numbers cal-
culated with Eqs. !2".
The tests were conducted with log Froude and Reynolds num-
bers clustered around 0.50 and 4,000, respectively. Only equality
of the Froude number in model and prototype was achieved in the
present study because water was used i both instances. Free-
surface effects do not influence the drag of well-submerged logs,
and under such conditions the drag coefficient varies only with
the element Reynolds number and slenderness. However, at R
Fig. 3. Total drag coefficient of cylindrical logs versus slenderness
(L/d) and submergence (z/d). Wieselsberger’s data reported by
Prandtl and Tietjens !1934" are for R!105 and for very large values
of z/d .
Table 1. Drag Coefficient of Simulated Logs for Varying Slenderness and Submergence
z !m" U !m/s" FD !N" CD CDi CW!CD"CDi z/d R F
d!0.019 m, L!0.30 m, L/d!15.87, AD!0.0057 m2
0.01 0.219 0.178 1.280 0.88 0.400 0.526 4161 0.51
0.02 0.218 0.176 1.302 0.88 0.423 1.053 4142 0.51
0.03 0.217 0.151 1.136 0.88 0.246 1.579 4123 0.50
0.04 0.216 0.130 0.983 0.88 0.103 2.105 4104 0.50
0.05 0.215 0.113 0.861 0.88 0.019 2.632 4085 0.50
0.10 0.211 0.108 0.851 0.88 0.029 5.263 4009 0.49
0.15 0.205 0.101 0.850 0.88 0.030 7.895 3895 0.48
d!0.019 m, L!0.15 m, L/d!7.87, AD!0.00285 m2
0.01 0.219 0.085 1.254 0.80 0.454 0.526 4161 0.51
0.02 0.218 0.077 1.151 0.80 0.351 1.053 4142 0.51
0.03 0.217 0.072 1.083 0.80 0.283 1.579 4123 0.50
0.04 0.216 0.064 0.964 0.80 0.164 2.105 4104 0.50
0.05 0.215 0.063 0.978 0.80 0.168 2.632 4085 0.50
0.10 0.211 0.054 0.868 0.80 0.058 5.263 4009 0.49
0.15 0.205 0.042 0.715 0.80 0.095 7.895 3895 0.48
d!0.019 m, L!0.10 m, L/d!5.26, AD!0.0019 m2
0.01 0.219 0.069 1.533 0.75 0.783 0.526 4161 0.51
0.02 0.218 0.061 1.379 0.75 0.619 1.053 4142 0.51
0.03 0.217 0.050 1.148 0.75 0.388 1.579 4123 0.50
0.04 0.216 0.043 0.990 0.75 0.240 2.105 4104 0.50
0.05 0.215 0.046 1.068 0.75 0.308 2.632 4085 0.50
0.10 0.211 0.040 0.962 0.75 0.212 5.263 4009 0.49
0.15 0.205 0.030 0.761 0.75 0.011 7.895 3895 0.48
d 0.019 m, L!0.07 m, L/d!3.69, AD!0.0013 m2
0.01 0.219 0.035 1.132 0.73 0.402 0.526 4161 0.51
0.02 0.218 0.031 1.037 0.73 0.297 1.053 4142 0.51
0.03 0.217 0.029 0.975 0.73 0.235 1.579 4123 0.50
0.04 0.216 0.027 0.907 0.73 0.167 2.105 4104 0.50
0.05 0.215 0.025 0.855 0.73 0.115 2.632 4085 0.50
0.10 0.211 0.023 0.817 0.73 0.077 5.263 4009 0.49
0.15 0.205 0.020 0.778 0.73 0.038 7.895 3895 0.48
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Figure-6W5:-relationship-between-!!!""-and-blockage-ratio-Br-referring-to-Hyghelund-and-Manga-(2003).-Drag! coefficient! appears! to!be! less! influenced!by! the! slenderness! ratio!of! the! log!
L/d,!where!L!is!the!log!length!and!d!the!log!diameter!(Gippel!et!al.,!1996),!much!more!by!the!orientation!to!the!flow!direction.!The! reduction! of! the! drag! coefficient! for! low! angle! of! orientation! could! partly!explaining!the!experimental!evidence!that!LWD!are!normally!not!randomly!oriented!to!the!flow!direction!(Gippel!et!al.,!1996),!preferring!the!low!values!(between!0°!and!35°):!it!is!probable!that!debris!are!rotated!by!the!flow!in!most!lowland!rivers.!!
!
Figure-6W6:-Variation-of-drag-coefficient-with-angle-of-orientation-for-cylindrical-log-of-various-lengths-(L)-and-diameter-
(d).-(Source:-Gippel-et-al.,-1996).-Exact!determination!of!wave!drag!for!a!cylinder! is!not!straightforward!because! it!requires!separating!the!three!main!component!of!the!drag!force.!Naval!architects!have!developed!elaborate!combinations!of!model!basin!tests!and!boundaryglayer!models!to!evaluate! the! wave! drag! of! ships! and! submerged! vehicles! (Weinblum! et! al.,! 1950;!Wigley,!1953),!which!are!not!easily!applicable!to!the!considered!setting.!The!overall!drag!force,!incorporating!all!the!physical!processes!on!the!object,!can!be!indeed! simply! measured! experimentally! considering! the! momentum! loss! in! a! flow.!
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When!water!in!a!river!or!canal!flow!past!an!obstacle!such!as!a!bridge!pier,!piles,!woody!debris,! the!water! level! could!be!different!upstream!and!downstream!of! the!obstacle.!The! water! level! rise! ∆y,! caused! by! the! presence! of! bridge! piers! is! indicated! as!backwater.!Many! researchers! have!used! the! concept! of! a!momentum!balance! to! analyse! the!backwater! effects! due! to! objects! in! an! open! channel! flow.! They! have! obtained!relationships!to!account!for!the!resistance!of!objects!in!terms!of!a!drag!coefficient!as!a!way! to! calculating! the! resulting!backwater! effect! (Ranga!Raju!et! al.,! 1983;! Shields!&!Gippel,!1995;!Fenton,!2003).!Comparing!all!the!investigations!it!results!that!there!are!almost!no!energy!losses!at!the!front!face!of!an!obstacle,!but!because!of!the!sudden!local!deviation!of!the!flow,!as!the!water!flows!downstream,!interacting!flows!and!turbulent!flow!processes!cause!energy!losses!for!some!distance.!These!losses!are!distributed!and!are!difficult!to!measure!or!calculate,!as!they!take!place!in!boundary!layers,!shear!layers,!separation! zones,! vortices,! and! subsequent! turbulent! decay! in! the! wake.! For! this!reason!the!problem!can!be!quantified!more!easily!using!momentum!than!energy!as!the!underlying! principle.! Hence! a! relationship! between! the! drag! force! acting! on! the!obstacle! and! the! magnitude! of! backwater! ∆y! could! be! established! applying! a!theoretical!approach!based!on!the!momentum!equation!(Charbeneau!&!Holley,!2001).!It!is!necessary!to!introduce!two!sections!where!momentum!will!be!evaluated!(Figure!6g7).! Section! 1! is! at! a! short! distance! upstream!of! the! obstacle,! just! behind! the! local!stagnation!mound,! where! the! free! surface! is! sensibly! horizontal! across! the! channel!(start!of!the!contraction!zone).!Section!3! is! further!downstream,!where!the!effects!of!the!obstacle,!in!the!form!of!a!region!of!velocity!defect!in!the!cross!section,!have!already!dissipated!(end!of!the!expansion!zone).!!
!
Figure-6W7:-water-surface-modification-with-obstacle-and-idealized-scheme-for-the-application-of-the-momentum-balance-
(adapted-from-Chaberneau-and-Holley,-2001).-Referring! to! a! uniform! flow,! the! onegdimensional! momentum! equation! for! the!control!volume!(from!cross!section!1!to!3)!in!the!x!direction!(Figure!6g7)!gives:!! !!! − !!! − !!! − !!! +!!! +!!! − !! = !!! !! − !! ! (6g22)!!where!!!!is!the!pressure!force,!!!!the!boundary!shear!force,! !!is!the!component!in!the!flow!direction!of!the!weight!of!water,!!!!the!drag!force,!Q!the!flow!rate!and!!!!the!mean!flow!velocity!in!the!cross!section!x,!and!!!!is!the!density!of!the!water.!!
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For!a! rectangular!channel!of!width!!!,! the!net!pressure! force!could!be!evaluated!considering! a! hydrostatic! pressure!distribution! at! the! inlet! and!outlet! section!of! the!control!volume:!!! !! = !!! − !!! = !! !!2 !!!! − !! !!2 !!!! = !!!!!!! ∆!!! + 12 ∆!!! ! ! (6g23)!!In!which!the!backwater!∆! = !! − !!!has!been!introduced.!The!boundary!upstream!and!downstream!shear!stress!could!be!evaluated!as:!! !!! = !8 !!!!!! (6g24)!!where!!!is!the!DarcygWeisbach!friction!factor.!!In! order! to! evaluate! the! total! shear! force! acting! on! the! control! volume,! some!simplifying!hypotheses!have!to!be!set:!a!first!attempt!could!be!neglect!the!friction!force!acting!on!the!obstacle,!assuming!the! log!smoother!than!the!river!channel.!Under!this!hypothesis,! considering! just! the! wetted! perimeter! of! the! river! channel! inside! the!control!volume,!the!total!shear!stress!reduces!to:!! !! = !!! + !!! = !8 !!!!!!! !1 + !3 !Φ!! (6g25)!!
Φ! = 11 + Δy!!
! 1 + 2 !!!! 1 + Δy!! !!!1 + !3 + 1 + 2 !!!! !!!1 + !3! (6g26)!!Assuming! constant! water! depths! upstream! and! downstream! (Figure! 6g7)! the!weight!of!water!in!stream!wise!direction!becomes:!! W! = W!! +W!! = !!!!!!S! 1 + Δy!! !! + !! ! (6g27)!!where! S! = !"#!(!)! is! the! channel! bed! slope! for! the! idealized! representation!(Figure!6g7),!and!!! !is!the!specific!weight!of!water.!All! the! equations! showed! can! be! combined! to! give! the! relationship! between! the!drag!force!and!the!backwater:!! F! = !!!!!!! Δy!! + 12 Δy!! ! − !8 !!!!!!! !1 + !3 !Φ! +!




Considering!the!expression!of! the!drag! force,!Eq.!6g18,! it! is!possible!to!obtain!the!quantitative!relationship!between!the!drag!coefficient!and!the!backwater!rise:!C! = 1!!!!!! 2 Δy!! + Δy!! ! − !16 !!!Φ!!! +!
+ 2!!!!!! !!! S! 1 + Δy!! !!! + !!! − 2!! Δy!!1 + Δy!! !
(6g29)!
!in! which! Fr3! represent! the! Froude! number! at! the! cross! section! 3! and!!! ! is! the!opening!ratio,!simply!related!to!the!blockage!ratio!by!the!following!relation:!! !! = 1 − !!! (6g30)!!For!very!low!gradients,!like!the!typical!ones!of!low!land!rivers,!considering!a!short!distance! between! the! two! cross! sections,! so! that! friction! force! could! be! considered!negligible,!Eq.!6g29!becomes:!!





According!to!the!Hydrologic!Engineering!Center!of!the!US!Army!Corps!of!Engineers,!the!traditional!4:1!rule!of!thumb!for!the!expansion!ratio!(ER)!leads!to!a!consistent!over!prediction!of!the!energy!losses!in!the!expansion!reach:!in!most!cases!expansion!ratio!belongs! between! 1:1! and! 2:1.! Referring! to! Figure! 6g7! the! expansion! ratio! could! be!obtained! from! the! following! equation! (rearranged! to! the! considered! case! from!Brunner!2010):!! !" = 2 ∙ !!!!"# = 0.489+ 0.608 ∙ !"!!"! ! (6g32)!!being:!!!"#! the! length!of!obstruction!caused!by!the!log!in!the!crosswise!direction,!!"!! and! !"! - the! Froude! numbers! respectively! at! section! 2! (the! most! constricted!section)! and! at! section! 3! (downstream! of! the! obstruction).! Taking! into! account! the!cylindrical!shape!of!the!log,!the!average!length!of!obstruction!caused!by!the!log!could!be!evaluated!according!to!the!following!equation!(refer!to!Figure!6g7):!! !!"# = !!"#!! ∙ !"# ! + !!"# ∙ !"#(!)! (6g33)!!For! the! contraction! ratio! CR! instead! the! following! equation! could! be! used!(rearranged!to!the!case!considered!from!Hunt!and!Brunner,!1995):!! !" = 2 ∙ !!!!"# = 2.07− 0.33 ∙ !"!!"! ! (6g34)!!Known!!! !and!!! !it!is!easy!to!obtain!!!!and!analogously!!! .!! !! = !! + 0.5 ∙ !!" ! (6g35)!!! = !! + 0.5 ∙ !!" ! (6g36)!!in!which!!!" !is!the!length!of!the!obstacle!in!the!streamgwise!direction:!! !!" = !!"#!! ∙ !"# ! + !!"# ∙ !"#(!)! (6g37)!!In!conclusion!it!is!possible!to!correlate!the!drag!force!acting!on!the!obstacle!to!the!increase!of!the!water!level!in!the!channel,!due!to!the!presence!of!the!obstacle,!knowing!the!downstream! flow!conditions,!which! in!case!of! subcritical! flow!correspond! to! the!undisturbed!flow!conditions,!and!the!geometry!of!the!object.!This!is!a!significant!result!because! it! is! possible! to! obtain! a! reliable! value! of! the! CD! using! experimental!relationship!relating!backwater!to!the!geometry!of!the!obstacle.!In!the!next!section!are!reported!the!main!studies!related!specifically!to!backwater!prediction!for!bridge!piers,!which!could!be!adapted!to!LWD!entrainment.!
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6.3.1 Backwater!prediction!The!amount!of!the!water!level!increase!upstream!of!an!obstruction!depends!mainly!upon! its! geometric! shape,! its! position! in! the! stream,! the! quantity! of! flow,! and! the!percentage! of! channel! contraction.! Due! to! its! importance,! the! interaction! between!bridge! piers! and! channel! flow! has! been! investigated! in! the! past.! Bridge! piers! and!partially! submerged! resting! logs! could! be! considered! similar! in! terms! of! their!hydraulic!behaviour,!so!that!the!backwater!effect!due!to!a!bridge!pier!may!be!used!to!calculate!the!backwater!effect!of!a!submerged!LWD.!For! subcritical! flow! Flammer! and! al.! (1970)! have! shown! that! the! opening! ratio!must!exceeds!20!to!prevent!flow!blocking!between!obstacle!and!sidewall,!affecting!the!backwater!curve!and!hence!the!drag!coefficient.!So!considering!the!typical!dimensions!of! LWD,! typically! over! the! meter,! it! seems! reasonably! taking! into! account! the!backwater!effect!for!entrainment!assessment.!Referring!to!more!detailed!literature!the!analysis!of!the!state!of!the!art!related!to!the!backwater!correlations,!in!this!chapter!are!summarized!the!principal!correlations!that!could!be!used!to!predict!the!backwater!rise!due!to!the!presence!of!the!LWD!in!the!stream!flow.!In!1934!Yarnell!conducted!a!large!number!of!tests,!obtaining!the!most!widely!used!empirical! relationship! for! calculating! the! increase! in! the! water! level! due! to! bridge!piers:!! ∆!!! = !! ! ∙ !! + 5 ∙ !"!! − 0.6 ∙ !! + 15 ∙ !!! ∙ !"!!! (6g38)!!where! ∆y! is! the! backwater! generated! by! the! bridge! pier,! !!! is! the! original! (i.e.,!undisturbed)!local!flow!depth,!Fr3!is!the!corresponding!Froude!number!at!section!3,!at!the!downstream!side!of!piers!(Figure!6g7),! ! !is!the!blockage!ratio!of!the!flow,!and! !!is!a!shape!coefficient!reflecting!the!pier!shape!(!!!=!1.25!in!case!of!square!nose!and!tail!piers).!!Operating!the!same!flow!classification!used!in!case!of!bridge!piers,!for!large!woody!debris!entrainment,!the!flow!can!be!divided!into!two!classes:!!
− Class! A! Low! flow:! the! water! flow! through! the! bridge! is! completely!subcritical;!
− Class!B!Low!flow:!the!flow!is!chocked!within!the!LWD!obstructing!channel!and!an!hydraulic!jump!takes!place!downstream;!!The!above!equation!is!applicable!for!class!A!flow!with:!rectangular!and!trapezoidal!section,!blockage!ratio!between!0.117!and!0.5,!skew!angle!!!less!than!10!degrees,!and!pier!lengthgwidth!ratio!4:1.!Yarnell!stated!that!the!backwater!(Δy)!increases!by!5%!and!10%!for!the!ratios!7:1!and!13:1,!respectively.!Despite!there!was!a!wide!scatter!in!the!results,!Yarnell’s!equation!has!found!wide!acceptance,! probably! for! the! large! number! of! experiments! that!were! performed:! he!
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obtained!his!empirical!relationship,!which!is!still!used!in!open!channel!flow!packages!such!as!HECgRAS,!on!the!basis!of!2600!experiments!of!various!pier!shapes.!Outside!of!the!range!of!applicability!some!other!relationship!could!be!applied:!for!ratio!of!pier!length!to!pier!width!ranging!between!5:1!and!30:1!it!is!possible!to!use!the!relationship!found!by!Kassem!Salah!ElgAlfy!(2009)!for!rectangular!pier,!which!could!be!applied!in!case!of!blockage!ratio!between!0.1!and!0.58!and!Froude!numbers!between!0.2!and!0.62:!! ∆!!! = 0.256− 0.367 ∙ !! + 0.389 ∙ !"!! (6g39)!!This!relationship,!obtained!by!a!regression!of!experimental!data,!could!be!applied!for!Froude!ranging!between!0.2!and!0.62!and!slenderness!ratio!between!5:1!and!30:1.!For!these!reasons!it!seems!to!be!more!appropriate!for!LWD!in!lowland!rivers.!For!class!B!low!flow,!other!relationships!are!necessary:!contracting!flows!beyond!a!certain!limit!results!in!a!phenomenon!called!choking.!Under!choking!conditions,!flows!pass!through!critical!depths!in!the!contracted!channel!reach!(section!2).!Two! different! choked! flows! could! take! place! in! subcritical! channels.! In! the! first!case,!the!water!surface!profile!passes!through!only!the!critical!depth!of!the!contraction;!whereas!in!the!second!case!it!passes!through!both!the!critical!depth!of!the!contraction!and!the!critical!depth!of!the!nongcontracted!downstream!channel.!Both!types!of! flow!are!subjected!to!the!same!analysis!since!in!both!cases!the!flow!passes!through!critical!depth.! Downstream! from! the! contraction,! the!water! surface! returns! to! normal! flow!provided!that!a!long!reach!of!uniform!channel!exists.!As! stated! by! Henderson! (1966)! the! limiting! value! of! the! blockage! ratio! Br! for!distinguishing!between!class!A!(unchoked!flow)!and!class!B!(choked!flow)!was!used!by!Yarnell!(1934)!employing!the!energy!principle,!according!to!the!following!assumptions!





Figure-6W9:-backwater-in-case-of-supercritical-flow-between-piers-(from-Kassem-Salah-ElWAlfy-2006).-Head! losses! through! contractions! are! smaller! than! the! corresponding! losses!through! expansions! (Chow,! 1959;! Henderson,! 1966)! and! in! most! cases! can! be!neglected.!However,!for!choked!flows!head!losses!through!contractions!are!significant!and! not! negligible.! Yarnell’s! equation,! which! neglects! energy! losses,! fails! to! predict!limited! opening! ratios:! the! relationship! between! the! upstream! Froude! number! (F1),!and! the! opening! ratio! σ! (!!)! under! threshold! choking! conditions! for! abrupt!contractions!is!shown!in!Figure!6g10.!!
!
Figure-6W10:-threshold-conditions-for-choking-in-subcritical-channels-with-abrupt-contractions-----------------------------------------
(from-Molinas-et-Wu-2005)-Moreover! under! choking! conditions! the! upstream! flow! is! independent! of!downstream! conditions.! Therefore! is! not! appropriate! relating! the! backwater! at!!
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section! 1! to! quantities! evaluated! at! section! 3:! according! Molinas! et! al.! (2005)! the!threshold!conditions!for!choking!can!be!derived!from!the!following!equation:!!
!! = 3+ !!"!!!!
!! !"!2+ !"!! !!! (6g41)!!in!which! Or! is! the! opening! ratio,!!!" ! is! the! energy! loss! coefficient! for! threshold!choking! conditions! and!!! ! is! the! contraction! coefficient! that! takes! into! account! the!contraction! of! the! flow! due! to! the! separation! (in! first! approximation! it! could! be!considered!close!to!the!unity),!as!shown!in!Figure!6g11.!!
!
Figure-6W11:-water-surface-profiles-for-subcritical-flow-through-lateral-constrictions-under-choking-conditions,-
showing-the-effects-of-downstream-submergence-(source:-Molinas-and-Wu-2005).-The!energy!loss!coefficient!!!" !could!be!obtained!considering!the!following!formula!obtained!from!a!nonlinear!regression!analysis!of!the!experimental!data!of!Molinas:!! !!" = 0.432 !! + !! ∙ !! ∙ 1+ !! !.!" ∙ exp 0.18!! ! (6g42)!!in! which! !,! !! ,! and! !!! are! coefficients! accounting! for! the! effects! of! the!encroachment!shape,!length!!!"#!of!the!contraction!zone,!and!inlet!angle!!!(defined!as!the!angle!between!the!mean!stream!and!the!flow!driving!surface),!on!the!energy!loss!coefficient.! Theoretical! values! for! these! coefficients! are! unachievable! due! to! their!complexity,!so!they!were!determined!by!Molinas,!using!experimental!data.!! !! = 0.625 ∙ 1− !!!∗ ! (6g43)!!! = !∗ !.!"! (6g44)!!where!!∗ = ! 90°! is! the!relative! inlet!angle!and!!∗ = !!"# !! ! is! the!contraction!length! relative! to! the! channel!width!!! ,!!!! =! 1.0! for! sharp! corner! and!!!! =! 0.4! for!rounded!corner!conditions.!For!other!encroachment!structure!shapes!!!!should!vary!between!0.40!and!1.0!depending!on!the!severity!of!the!corner.!
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Molinas! showed! that! the! general! discharge! equation! for! choked! flows! through! a!lateral! contraction! in! subcritical! flow! could! be! expressed! by! the! following!relationships:!!










! (6g47)!!Therefore!the!proposed!discharge!equation!can!be!used!to!predict!the!water!depth!upstream! of! contractions! (Q! given,! y1! unknown).! In! this! case! !∗,! !∗! and! !!! are!determined!first! from!the!given!channel!and!contraction!geometry.!Then,!!! ,!!!!and!!!" !are!computed!using!Eqs.!6g42,!6g43!and!6g44!respectively.!Next,!CD*! is!computed!using!Eq.!6g47,!from!which!Fr1*!is!calculated!according!to!Eq.!6g45.!Finally!Fr1!is!solved!from!Eq.!6g46,! and! the!upstream!depth! for! the!given!discharge! is!obtained! from! the!definition!of!Fr1.!For!a!rectangular!section,!indicating!with!!! !the!width!of!the!channel,!the!water!depth!upstream!of!the!obstacle!can!be!thus!evaluated!according!to:!! !! = !!! ∙ !!! ∙ !"!!! ! (6g48)!!!





Figure-6W12:-pressure-coefficient-distribution-of-a-cylindrical-pier-surface-from-Tsutsui,-2008.-This! supports! that! the!hypothesis! of! a! stagnation!pressure!on! the! front! and! rear!surface!of!the!log!can!be!realistic,!for!the!two!orientations!considered!(θ =!0°!and!90°):!! !! = ! + !!!2 ! (6g49)!!Referring! to!Figure!6g1! it! is!possible! to! calculate! the! lever!arm!of! the!drag! force.!Neglecting! the! dynamic! component! of! the! forces! acting! downstream,! due! to! the!separation,!and!considering!a!stagnation!condition,!supposing!that!flow!does!not!alter!significantly! the!hydrostatic!pressure!distribution!over! the!entire! submerged! frontal!surface:!! !! = 1!! !! !!" − ! + !! ! ! !2 ! !,!!"# ∙ ! ∙ !"!!"! −!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!− 1!! !! !!"#$ − ! ∙ !(!,!!"#) ∙ ! ∙ !"!!"#$! ! (6g50)!!where!FD!is!the!drag!force!calculated!by!the!backwater!estimation,!!!"!and!!!"#$!are!the!water!depth!respectively!just!upstream!and!downstream!of!the!obstacle,!!! !is!the!specific!weight!of!water,!!! !the!density!of!water,!! ! ! is!the!velocity!profile,!and!! !,!!"# !is!the!function!that!represent!the!width!of!the!obstacle,!varying!with!y.!! ! !,!!"# = !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!"#!!"#$%&!!"#$%&'!!!!2 ∙ !!"# ∙ ! − !!!!!!!!"#!!"#"$%&"!!!"#$%&'!! (6g51)!
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Considering!that!the!goal!is!to!obtain!just!an!estimate!of!the!lever!arm!of!the!drag!force,!the!following!simplification!is!justified:!!!"!and!!!"#$!could!be!considered!near!to!y1!and!y3!(refer!to!Figure!6g7).!For!orientation!of!the!log!different!from!0!or!90°!(not!considered! in! this! thesis),! the! hypothesis! of! a! stagnation! condition! over! the! entire!submerged!frontal!surface!could!be!not!acceptable.!!!
6.3.2.1 Flow!velocity!profile!!In!order!to!obtain!a!reliable!value!of!the!lever!arm!of!the!drag!force,!a!realistic!flow!velocity!distribution!has!to!be!established.!This!could!not!be!a!simple!task!considering!that!the!rough!bottom!surfaces!existing!in!rivers!may!affect!the!development!of!the!loggshaped!velocity!profile,!especially!in!case!of!shallow!flows.!It!is!well!established,!both!experimentally!and!from!dimensional!arguments!(Nezu!&!Rodi,!1986)!that!the!flow!velocity!distribution!is!well!represented!by:!!! !!∗ = 1! ∙ !" !!! ! (6g52)!!where!!!is!the!time!averaged!flow!velocity!at!a!distance!y!above!the!bed,!!!!the!bed!roughness!length!(distance!above!the!bed!where!the!flow!velocity!goes!to!zero),!!!the!von! Karman’s! constant! (approximately! 0.41! for! clear! water),! and! !∗! is! the! friction!velocity,!defined!as:!! !∗ = !!!! ! (6g53)!!Where!!! !the!water!density!and !! is!the!bed!shear!stress!that!for!steady!uniform!flow!could!be!expressed!as:!! !! = !!!!!!!! (6g54)!!where!!!!is!the!bed!slope.!The! value! of! !!! depends! on! the! flow! regime.! For! hydraulically! smooth! flows,!turbulence!will!be!drastically!suppressed!in!an!extremely!thin!layer!near!the!boundary.!In!this!region!a!linear!velocity!profile!holds!(O'!Connor,!1995),!while!for!hydraulically!rough! flows! no! viscous! subglayer! will! exist,! because! the! roughness! elements! will!protrude!through!such!layer.!!If!!!!is!the!effective!roughness!height,!flow!regimen!could!be!obtained!considering!the!Roughness!Reynolds!number!Re*!!!
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!"∗ = !∗ ∙ !!!! ! (6g55)!!
− for! "∗!<!3!the!flow!is!hydraulically!smooth!and!!! = !! 9!∗ !























! (6g60)!!The! logarithmic! profile! approach! is! often! used! to! describe! the! mean! velocity!distribution!in!boundary!layer!flows!(Monin!&!Yaglom,!1971).!However,!in!the!lower!layers! of! shallow! flows! over! rough! surfaces! found! in! rivers,! bottom! roughness!may!affect! the! development! of! the! loggshaped! velocity! profile.! Nikora! and! Smart! (1997)!found!deviations!from!the!logglaw!flow!in!the!roughness!layer!that!is!a!3D!inner!layer!of!the!flow!in!gravelgbed!rivers.!!In! such! flows,! a! velocity! inflection! has! been! observed,! resulting! in! sogcalled! sgshaped!profiles! (Marchand!et!al.,!1984;!Baiamonte!et!al.,!1995).! In!most!cases,! these!deviations!are!due!to!the!wake!effect!resulting!from!the!presence!of!bed!forms,!gravel!clusters! or! largegscale! roughness! elements! that! deform! the!mean! velocity! profile! as!observed!by!Nelson!et!al.!(1993)!and!BuffingBélanger!and!Roy!(1998).!Therefore!their!occurrence!is!local,!and!could!be!neglected!in!the!context!of!this!work.!!! !
6.4 LIFT! FORCE! ON! PARTIALLY! SUBMERGED! LOG:! ANALOGY! TO! SHIP! IN! SHALLOW!










theoretical! methods! (Tuck! &! Taylor,! 1970)! generally! require! detailed! information!about!the!geometry!of!the!hull.!The!empirical!methods!(Eryuzlu!&!Hausser,!1978)!are!normally! based! on! data! from!model! tests! or! fullgsize! ships! and! use! the! leading! hull!parameters,!the!speed!of!the!ship,!and!the!principal!geographical!data.!The!following!dimensionless! ratios! are! widely! considered:! Froude! number! (based! on! the!undisturbed! water! depth),! water! depth/draft,! ship! length/water! depth.! Despite! the!different! formulas,! squat! varies! directly! with! breadth! (doubling! breadth! doubles!squat),!by!the!square!of!speed!(doubling!speed!quadruples!squat),!and!can!be!doubled!depending!on!the!blockage!ratio.!!The! method! proposed! by! Barrass! (1979)! has! been! considered! reasonably!adaptable! to! the! present! context.! According! Barrass! the! maximum! squat! could! be!calculate!with!the!following!equation!(S.I!units):!! !!"#$% = !! ∙ !"!.!" ∙ !!.!"20 ! (6g61)!!Where!CB! is!the!blockage!coefficient,!depending!on!the!shape!of!the!hull,!Br! is!the!blockage!ratio,!defined!as!the!ratio!between!the!submerged!cross!section!area!of! the!ship,!and!the!wetted!cross!section!area!of!the!channel,!and!U!the!vessel’s!speed!in!knots!(1!knots!=!0.5144!m/s).!!Eq.!6g61!could!be!used!to!a!rough!estimate!of!the!lift!coefficient.!Considering!that!the! sinking! of! the! vessel! has! to! be! balanced! by! the! buoyancy! force,! it! is! possible! to!estimate! the! force! acting! on! the! log! (assuming! floatation! at! the! undisturbed! water!depth! dw),! considering! the! volume! of! water! displaced! by! the! squat! phenomenon,!according!to!the!Archimedes’!law:!! !!"#$% = !! ∙ !!"#$% ∙ !(!!) ∙ !!"#! (6g62)!!where!!! !is!the!specific!weight!of!water,!!!"#is!the!length!of!the!log,!and!!(!)!is!the!function! that! represent! the! width! of! the! obstacle,! varying! with! y! according! to! the!Eq.!6g51,!evaluated!at!the!undisturbed!water!depth!!! .!As!a!first!approximation!this!force!could!be!considered!the!lift!force!acting!on!the!log.!Definitely:!!
!! = −!! ∙ !!" ∙ !"!.!" ∙ !0.5144 !.!"20 ∙ !(!!) ∙ !!"#! (6g63)!!For!a!circular!log!it!is!reasonable!to!consider!the!blockage!coefficient!typical!of!the!finer!hulls!(!!" = 0.6),!while!for!a!rectangular!log!lift!could!be!neglected!(!!" = 0).!Obviously!the!proposed!approach!is!just!a!very!simplistic!estimate!of!the!lift!force,!which!could!be!used!just!in!case!no!other!information!would!be!available.!!
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6.5 BUOYANCY!FORCE!According! to! the!Archimedes’! law:! “any!object,!wholly!or!partially! immersed! in!a!fluid,!is!buoyed!up!by!a!force!equal!to!the!weight!of!the!fluid!displaced!by!the!object”.!This! principle! is! truly! applicable! in! case! of! still! water,! under! the! assumption! of! a!hydrostatic!pressure!distribution.!Moreover!it!has!to!be!mentioned!that!for!a!floating!body! in! a! uniform! river! flow,! the! buoyant! force,! acting! along! the! line! through! the!centre!of!buoyancy!!!and!the!centre!of!gravity!!! ,!is!deflected!by!the!slope!angle!(S!in!Figure!6g15),!producing!a!force!in!the!stream!direction,!known!in!the!context!of!river!channel!navigability!as!“Slope!Drag”!(Langbein,!1962).!
!
Figure-6W15:-schematic-illustration-of-“slope-drag”-on-a-vessel-moving-upstream-(from-Langbein-1962).-Referring! to! the! coordinate! system! shown! in! Figure! 6g1,! let! ! = !(!,!, !)! the!general!pressure!distribution! in!proximity!of! the! log.!The!buoyancy!force!!!could!be!expressed,!as!a!consequence!of!Gauss!theorem,!as:!!! = − ! !,!, ! ∙ ! ∙ !"!!!!"# = − !"!" ∙ ! + !"!" ∙ ! + !"!" ∙ ! ∙ !"!!!"# ! (6g64)!!where!!!!"#! represent! the! frontier! of! the! effective!wetted! volume,! and!!! is! the!outward!normal.!Eq.! 6g64! leads! to! the! Archimedes’! law! in! case! of! still! horizontal! water,! with! a!hydrostatic! pressure! distribution.! The! application! of! the! hydrostatic! law! to! the!pressure!distribution!of!steady!flow!in!the!cross!section!of!a!channel!is!valid!only!for!parallel! flow,!such!as!uniform!flow,!and!for!practical!purposes!the!hydrostatic! law!of!pressure!distribution! is!also!applicable!to!gradually!varied! flow!as!an!approximation!(Chow,!1959).!For!highly!concave!or!convex!curvilinear!flow,!the!pressure!distribution!over!the!section!may!noticeably!deviates!from!hydrostatic!such!that!the!Archimedes’!law!became! invalid.!Despite! some! researchers!have! tried! to!experimentally! evaluate!correction! coefficients! in! order! to! take! into! account! the! variability! of! pressure!distribution! along! the! flow! (Hassan,! 2004),! it! is! really! difficult! to! apply! these!
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correlations!in!the!present!context,!because!of!the!high!distortion!of!the!water!depth!along!the!lateral!sides!of!the!log!(Figure!5g13)!due!to!the!standing!wave!(Figure!5g12).!In!conclusion!it!is!not!so!simple!to!correctly!evaluate!the!buoyancy!force!acting!on!a!log!partially! submerged,! even! in! case! of! a! uniform! undisturbed! flow.! Nevertheless,! as!stated!in!section!5.3.1,!this!force!seems!to!be!the!major!responsible!of!the!stability!of!LWD.! In! order! to! overcome! these! problems! has! been! introduced! a! dimensionless!parameter!!!!defined!as!the!ratio!between!the!effective!buoyancy!force,!and!that!due!to!Archimedes’!law!in!case!of!still!water!at!the!undisturbed!depth!!! !! !! = !!!!!!"#!!"#! (6g65)!!This!parameter!is!equal!to!the!ratio!between!the!effective!submerged!volume!of!the!log!!!"#!and!the!volume!submerged!in!case!of!still!water!at!the!undisturbed!depth!!! !in!case!of!a!hydrostatic!pressure!distribution!as!results!from!Eq.!6g64:!! !! = !!!!"#!!!!"#!!"# = !!"#!!"#!!"#! (6g66)!!Due!to!the!stated!concerns,!this!parameter!could!be!only!experimentally!evaluated,!while!the!submerged!crossgarea!of!the!log!!!"#!is!easily!evaluable,!being!a!function!just!of!water!depth!and!shape!of!the!log!(Figure!6g16).!!!
!
Figure-6W16:-reference-sketch-for-calculating-the-submerged-area-(from-Braudrick-1998).--For!cylindrical!log!!!"#could!be!calculated!by!the!piece!diameter!!!"#,!according!to!the!following!equation:!! !!"# = !"#!! 1 − 2 ∙ !!!!"# − !"# !"#!! 1 − 2 ∙ !!!!"# ∙ !!"#!8 ! (6g67)!!The!component!of!the!buoyancy!force!in!the!flow!direction!(!!!in!Figure!6g1)!has!to!be! neglected! in! case! of! experimentally! evaluated! drag! coefficient,! as! it! is! implicitly!considered!in!its!definition.!!
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6.5.1 Floatation!centre!determination!The! floatation! centre! determination! is! basically! related! to! the! wave! profile!generating!on!the!lateral!surface!of!the!partially!submerged!obstacle,!which!affects!the!wetted!volume.!The!waves!height!along!the!surface!of!the!obstacle!modify!the!centre!of!buoyancy,! being! the! centroid! of! the! displaced! volume! of! fluid:! weight! force,! acting!through! its! centre! of! gravity,! and! the! upward! buoyancy! force! may! be! not! aligned!(Figure!6g1),!producing!a!rotational!moment.!
!
Figure-6W17:-wave-system-surrounding-the-ship-profile-(modified-from-Brighenti-et-al.,-2003).-The!prediction!of!the!height,!the!wavelength!and!the!shape!of!the!produced!wave!is!not! an! easy! task,! well! known! in! the! ship! context! as! it! is! directly! related! to! the!resistance!of!the!ship!(Havelock,!1908,!1934,!and!1951)!
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Some! simple! expressions! could! be! found! in! literature,! based! on! elementary!fundamental! theoretical! considerations,! and! experimental! data,! relating! the! wave!characteristics!to!the!draftgbased!Froude!number.!A!parabolic!wave!profile!seems!to!be! in! fairly!good!agreement!with!experimental!measurements!for!the!front!of!the!bow!waves,!i.e.!between!the!leading!edge!of!the!bow!and!the!crest!of!the!bow!wave,!while!for!the!zone!between!the!wave!crest!and!the!ship!stem!a!sinusoid!with!a!wave!length!! = 2!!!/2!could!be!considered!(Delhommeau!et!al.,!2007).!
!
Figure-6W18:-comparison-of-the-analytical-bowWwave-approximation-with-experimental-measurements-for-a-rectangular-
plate-with-flare-angles-γ-=-0,-10,-15,-20,-and-incident-angle-α-=-10-and-20-(source-Delhommeneau-et-al.,-2007).-Delhommeneau!et!al.!(2007)!give!simply!analytical!expressions!for!the!height!and!the! shape! of! the! bow!wave,! which! could! be! applied! to! evaluate! the! position! of! the!centre!of!buoyancy.!According!Delhommeneau!et!al.!the!height!of!the!bow!wave,!!!" ,!above!the!mean!free!surface,!is!given!by:!! !!"!!! = 2.21+ !" ∙ tan!(!!)cos!(!!)! (6g68)!!where!U!is!the!ship!speed,-Fr!the!Froude!number!related!to!the!draft!of!the!ship’s!hull,!and!!! !the!waterline!entrance!angle.!!
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For! applying! these! results! to! the! LWD! entrainment,! some! approximations! are!necessary:!the!position!of!the!wave!crest!could!be!considered!at!the!leading!edge!of!the!log! (perhaps! the! mathematical! position! stated! by! the! author,! could! be! used! for!oriented! log)! and! it! is!possible! to! consider! the!draft! equal! to! the!undisturbed!water!depth.! Moreover! an! estimate! of! the! wavelength! has! to! be! provided.! According! to!Fenton! (1990)! for! long! wave! (or! shallow! water)! the! following! dispersion! relation!could!be!used:!!





Accordingly!the!water!depth!! ! !along!the!log!become:!! ! ! = !! + Δ! − Δ!!!" ! + !!"!"# ! 6!!!(1− !")!!!!! !! ! (6g72)!!This! allows! evaluating! the! centre! of! buoyancy! as! the! ratio! between! the! first!moments!of!the!wetted!area!and!the!extension!of!the!wetted!surface.!For!example!the!formula!for!the!evaluation!of!!!" !is:!! !!" = !!! = !" ! ∙ !"! !!!!"! !" !"! !!!!"! ! (6g73)!!!
6.6 INERTIA!FORCES!An!accurate!entrainment!analysis!of!in!stream!LWD,!requires!to!take!into!account!for! the! unsteady! nature! of! stream! flows,! typical! of! upland! tributary.! Obviously! the!complexity!and!infinity!variety!of!possible!unsteady!flow!motions!may!suggest!limiting!the!analysis!to!the!steady!flow!conditions,!due!to!the!difficult!to!obtain!reliable!inertial!coefficient,! affected! by! the! fluctuations! related! to! the! shedding! vortex! (Sarpkaya! &!Garrison,! 1963).! According! to! Alonso! (2004)! however,! for! quasigconstant! flow!accelerations!of!about!0.001!m/s2!for!roughly!an!hour!(quite!common!for!example!in!ephemeral! streams!of!northern!Mississippi),! the!evolution!undergone!by! the! inertial!coefficient!is!short!enough!that!could!be!approximated!by!its!steady!state!asymptotic!value.! The! same! conclusions! could! be! applied! to! the!drag! and! lift! coefficients,! given!that!both!have!the!same!vertical!origin.!This!allows!considering!the!more!interesting!case,!from!the!risk!assessment!point!of!view,!of!a!log!partially!submerged!in!the!path!of!a!stream!flood!wave,!considering!the!inertia!forces!acting!on!the!submerged!log.!The! inertia! force! is! the! force! that! occurs! due! to! movement! of! mass! and! is!proportional!to!the!acceleration!of!displaced!mass.!! !! = !!!!!!"#!! (6g74)!!Where!!! !is!the!inertia!coefficient!and!!!"#!is!the!wetted!volume!of!the!log,!which!could! be! evaluated! according! to! the! procedure! stated! in! chapter! 0,! or! simplistically!considering!the!log!volume!wetted!by!the!undisturbed!water!depth!(!!"# = !!"#!!"#).!The!inertia!coefficient!is!a!correction!factor!that!accounts!for!the!force!that!must!be!applied! to! accelerate! the!mass! of!water! displaced! by! the! log.! As! a! first! attempt,! the!inertia!coefficient!could!be!fixed!at!!! !=!2.0,!basing!on!the!values!reported!by!Wright!and! Yamamoto! (1979)! for! cylinders! near! plane! walls,! even! because,! as! stated! by!Alonso,!the!inertia!of!single!logs!is!not!a!significant!factor,!for!actual!stream!flood!event.!
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6.7 ENTRAINMENT!CRITERION!Considering! the!difficulties! in! estimating! a! representative!wave!profile!!(!),! the!buoyancy! force! related! to! the! submerged! volume! of! the! log! !!"# ,! hence! strongly!affected!by!backwater!and!the!water!free!surface!profile!near!the!log,!remains!the!main!uncertainty!that!have!to!be!addressed.!!As! stated! in! paragraph! 6.5! the! real! buoyancy! force! acting! on! the! log! could! be!related! to! a! nominal! value! according! to! the! Eq.! 6g65,! in!which! all! the! uncertainties!related! to! the! flow! around! the! log! have! been! summarized! in! the! dimensionless!parameter!!!.!!The!incipient!motion!conditions!defined!in!section!6.1,!Eqs.!6g4,!6g5!and!6g6!could!be! thus! rearranged! considering! the! expression! of! the! buoyancy! force! provided! by!!Eq.!6g65,!the!definition!of!the!drag!force,!Eq.!6g18,!and!the!weight!of!the!log,!Eq.!6g7.!!After!some!manipulations!it!is!possible!to!obtain!the!following!equations:!!a)!Sliding!mode:!! !! ≥ !!"#!!"#!!!!"# cos! − sin !!!"# − !! + !! + !!"#!!!!"#!!!!!"#!!"#! (6g75)!!b)!Rolling!mode:!! !! ≥ !!"#!!"#!!!!"# ∙ !! − !!" ∙ cos! − !!" − !! ∙ sin !!! − !!" −!!!!!!!!!!!!− 1!!!!!"#!!"# !! !! − !!!! − !!" + !! !!" − !!!! − !!" + !! !! − !!!! − !!" ! (6g76)!!c)!Buoyancy!mode:!! !! ≥ !!"#!!"#!!!!"# − !!!!!!!"#!!"#! (6g77)!!These! three! equations! state! that! incipient!motion! of! log! is! not! allowed! until! the!right!hand!side!is!greater!than!the!parameter!!!,!which!represents!the!same!physical!quantity!for!all!the!entrainment!modes!considered,!being!just!related!to!the!shape!of!the!resting!log!and!the!local!flow!conditions!(refer!to!section!6.5),!independently!from!equilibrium!concerns.!As!a!consequence,!it!is!possible!to!join!under!a!unified!approach!sliding,!rolling!and!buoyancy!modes,!obtaining!a!more!general!expression,!that!allows!to!verify!the!incipient!motion!condition!and!the!relative!mode!at!the!same!time.!!The!value!of! the!parameter!!!!at! the!entrainment!could!not!be!assessed!a!priori,!but!could!be!experimentally!evaluated.!Actually!for!each!undisturbed!water!depth!(or!analogously! for! each! discharge)! it! is! possible! to! calculate! the! right! hand! side! of! the!previous! equations,! starting! from! the! relationships! proposed! in! the! aforementioned!
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paragraphs,!all!related!to!the!undisturbed!flow:!at!the!incipient!motion!these!equal!the!value! of! the! parameter! !!.! If! we! indicate! with! !!!,! !!! ! and! !!!! the! entrainment!parameters!respectively!related!to!the!sliding,!rolling!and!buoyancy!mode:!!! !!! = !!"#!!"#!!!!"# cos! − sin !!!"# − !! + !! + !!"#!!!!"#!!!!!"#!!"#! (6g78)!!!! = !!"#!!"#!!!!"# ∙ !! − !!" ∙ cos! − !!" − !! ∙ sin !!! − !!" −!!!!!!!!!!!!− 1!!!!!"#!!"# !! !! − !!!! − !!" + !! !!" − !!!! − !!" + !! !! − !!!! − !!" !
(6g79)!
!!! = !!"#!!"#!!!!"# − !!!!!!!"#!!"#! (6g80)!!the!incipient!motion!of!the!log!will!be!then!established!when:!!! min !!!,!!!! ,!!! ≤ !!∗! (6g81)!!being!!!∗!the!threshold!value!obtained!by!experiments.!!For! a! given! log! the! entrainment! parameters! could! be! therefore! evaluated! as! a!function!of!the!local!water!depth,!or,!if!the!rating!curve!is!known,!as!a!function!of!the!water!discharge!(Figure!6g20).!!
!
Figure-6W20:-trends-for-entrainment-modes-as-a-function-of-discharge.-For! the! log! considered! in! Figure! 6g20,! according! to! the! entrainment! condition!stated!by!Eq.!6g81,!the!incipient!motion!should!be!by!rolling!for!the!lowest!discharge!
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(less! than!0.004!m3/s),! and!by! sliding! otherwise.! The!discharge! able! to!displace! the!logs!instead,!should!be!established!by!the!threshold!value!!!∗ .!LWD!entrainment!has!been! therefore! reduced! to! the! feasible! calculation!of! three!entrainment!conditions,!and!to!the!evaluation!of!a!threshold!value!for!the!parameter!!!,!which!has!to!be!experimentally!evaluated.!Substituting! the! expressions! of! the! forces! acting! on! the! log,! described! in! the!previous! chapters,! it! is! possible! to! obtain! the! following! general! expressions! of! the!entrainment!parameters:!! !!! = !!"#!!"#!!!!"# cos! − sin !!!"# − !!!!!!"# −!!!!!!!!− !!!!2!!!"# cos !!!"# + !!sin !!!"# + !!" ∙ !(!!) ∙ !"!.!"20!!"# !0.5144 !.!"! (6g82)!! !!! = !!"#!!"#!!!!"# + !!" ∙ !(!!) ∙ !"!.!"20!!"# !0.5144 !.!"! (6g83)!! !!! = !!"#!!"#!!!!"# ∙ !! − !!" ∙ cos! − !!" − !! ∙ sin !!! − !!" −!!!!!!!!!!!− !!!!2!!!"# cos !!!"# + !!sin !!!"# !! − !!!! − !!" − !!!!!!"# ∙ !!" − !!!! − !!" +!!!!!!!!!!+ !!" ∙ !(!!) ∙ !"!.!"20!!"# !0.5144 !.!" !! − !!!! − !!" !
(6g84)!
!For!the!LWD!entrainment!assessment!these!expressions!could!be!further!simplified!considering!the!following!assumptions:!!
− LWD! has! the! greatest! range! of! functions! (refer! to! section! 3.2.2.3)! within!lowland! channel! types,! characterized! by! low! gradient.! This! allows! neglecting!the!effects!due!to!bed!slope!(sin!~0).!
− Analysis!of!LWD!orientation!distribution!shows!how!LWD!are!mainly!aligned!to!the!mean! flow.!Moreover! the!drag! force!normally! reaches! its!maximum!value!for!! = 0°,!and!! = 90°.!This!allows!considering!just!these!two!values.!
− For!square!shaped!logs!the!lift!force!could!be!neglected.!!It! is! interesting! to!notice! that!under! these!hypotheses! the!entrainment! condition!could! be! bring! back! to! a! formulation! similar! to! that! proposed! by! Bocchiola! et! al.!(2006).!For!example,!for!a!square!shaped!log,!aligned!to!a!uniform!flow!(! = 0,! = 0),!the!entrainment!condition!for!sliding!become:!! !!! = !!"#!!"#!!!! cos! − sin !!!"# − !!!!2!!!"#!!"# = !!∗ !! (6g85)!
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which!could!be!rewritten!as:!! !!"#!!"#!!!! = !!"#!!∗!!"# cos! − sin ! + !!!!2!!!"# !!"# cos! − sin ! !! (6g86)!or!analogously,!according!to!the!Bocchiola!notation:!!! !!∗ != 1! ∙ !!∗ + !! ∙ !!∗! (6g87)!!in!which-K!is!a!constant!related!to!the!bed!slope!and!its!roughness,!and!!!∗!plays!a!role!similar!to!the!coefficient!of!representativeness!!! !(refer!to!section!5.2)!proposed!by!Bocchiola!et!al.!(2006),!that,!as!!!∗ ,!have!to!be!experimentally!evaluated.!!The!proposed!approach!could!be!summarized!in!the!following!steps:!!
− Entrainment! analysis! starts! from! the! survey! sheets:! data! acquired!during! the!monitoring!phases!allow!the!developing!of!the!hydraulic!model!of!the!river,!and!the!location!of!LWD!in!the!river!channel.!
− From!the!previous!information!it!is!possible!to!evaluate!for!each!discharge!the!undisturbed!water!depth,!the!mean!velocity!of!the!flow!at!the!log!position,!and!the! blockage! ratio! provided! by! the! log.! This! allows! evaluating! the! backwater!rise,!according!to!the!following!procedure:!!
− The!Froude!number!of! the!undisturbed! flow! is! initially!compared!with!the!critical!one,!enabling!to!evaluate!if!the!flow!in!the!constricted!section!will!be!chocked!or!no.!
− If! the! flow! is! subcritical,! therefore! the!backwater! rise!due! to! the!LWD!could!be!evaluated!according!to!the!empirical!correlations!due!to!Yarnell!(1934)! or! ElgAlfy! (2006),! depending! on! the! slenderness! of! the! log,!otherwise!the!procedure!to!be!used!should!be!that!proposed!by!Molinas!(2004,!2006).!!!
− The!value!of!the!backwater!rise!allows!estimating!the!drag!force,!according!to!the!formula!provided!by!Chaberneau!et!al.!(2001).!
− Depending!on! the! log!shape!and! the! flow!conditions,! the! inertia!and! lift! force!could!be!then!evaluated,!according!to!the!empirical!relationships!proposed.!




Figure-6W21:-sketch-of-the-proposed-approach-for-LWD-entrainment-assessment.-Definitely!a!novel!general!approach!to!LWD!entrainment!has!been!developed,!that!takes! into!account!most!of! the!physical!phenomena!generally!neglected! in! literature,!and! could! be! bring! back! to! the! classical! approaches! under! simplifying! hypotheses.!Moreover! a! method! to! reasonably! predict! the! drag! force! acting! on! the! partially!submerged!log!has!been!introduced.!!In! order! to! apply! the! novel! approach! the! threshold! value! for! the! entrainment!parameters!have!to!be!experimentally!established.!For!this!reason!flume!experiments,!described! in! the! following! chapter,! were! carried! out! at! the! Delft! University! of!Technology.!
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7 LARGE%WOODY%DEBRIS%ENTRAINMENT:!FLUME&EXPERIMENTS!Wood!mainly!moves!during!large!floods!when!direct!observations!of!logs!dynamics!are!inhibited!by!evident!safety!and!logistic!limits.!Presently,!wellgcontrolled!laboratory!experiments! or! numerical! simulations! are! the!main! source! of! information! on! opengchannel! dynamics! and! are! used! in! the! interpretation! of! river! phenomena,! even! if!laboratory!opengchannel!studies!are!typically!carried!out!under!idealized!conditions!of!uniform! flow! and! flat! beds! with! a! fairly! homogeneous! bed! roughness! distribution!rarely! found! in! rivers.!Despite! these!discrepancies! flume!experiments!are! invaluable!instruments! for! the! researchers,! essential! to! confirm! hypothesis! and! characterize!unknown! or! lessergknown! features,! necessary! to! update! models! and! consequently!upgrade!the!existing!knowledge.!!To!date,!only!few!flume!experiments!have!analysed!wood!entrainment.!In!all!cases!fixed!gravel!or!sand!bed!has!been!considered.!!Analysis!of!the!state!of!the!art!(refer!to!section!5.3)!has!shown!how!the!main!lacks!of!LWD!entrainment!models! available! in! literature! seems! to!be! related! to!a! realistic!evaluation!of!the!buoyancy!force:!the!marked!changes!in!the!velocity!field!across!the!partially! submerged! log,!dramatically!modify! the!pressure!distribution!acting!on! the!log! surface,! making! the! Archimedes’! law! no! more! realistic.! Moreover! the! standing!wave!generating!on!the!lateral!surface!of!the!log,!produces!a!wetted!volume!that!could!be! very! different! from! the! hydrostatic! case,! producing! great! uncertainties! in! the!buoyancy!force!evaluation.!!In! this! work! a! novel! mechanistic! approach! for! LWD! entrainment! has! been!developed! (refer! to! chapter!6),! in!which!LWD!entrainment!has!been! related! to! the!change! in! the! buoyancy! force! with! respect! to! the! hydrostatic! case! (dimensionless!parameter!!!:!Eq.!6g65).!According! to! the! force!balance,!analyzed!and!discussed! in!chapter!6,!entrainment!arises!when!!!!becomes!greater!than!the!right!hand!side!of!the!Eqs.!6g75,!6g76!and!6g77,!related!to!the!three!different!entrainment!modes.!The!right! hand! side! of! the! three! expressions! can! be! evaluated! using! appropriate!correlations!found!in!literature!(and!extensively!described!in!chapter!6),!which!have!been! adapted! to! the! case! study! because! usually! adopted! in! different! context.! The!outcomes!of! this!analysis!are!three!entrainment!parameters!(Eqs.!6g82,!6g83,!6g84)!that! offer! even! the! possibility! to! discern! between! different! entrainment! modes!(sliding,! rolling! and!buoyancy).!The! incipient!motion!of! the! log,! in! fact,! arise!when!one! of! the! entrainment! parameters! becomes! lower! than! the! dimensionless!parameter- !!,! and! the! entrainment! mode! is! therefore! the! one! associated! to! that!entrainment!parameter.!
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In!order!to!apply!the!proposed!approach,!it!is!required!to!estimate!the!value!that!the! dimensionless! parameter!!!! assumes! at! the! entrainment! (the! threshold! value!!!∗),!establishing!definitively!an!entrainment!criterion!(Eq.!6g81).!No! experimental! correlation! has! been! found! in! literature,! able! to! predict! the!change! in!the!buoyancy!force! for!a!partially!submerged!body!with!respect!with!the!hydrostatic!case.!For!this!reason,!an!experimental!approach!has!been!used:!according!to! the!Buckingham!π! theorem,! all! the! physical! variables! expected! to! influence! this!parameter! have! been! considered! and! a! regression! analysis! on! the! available!experimental!data!has!been!performed!(refer!to!paragraph!7.3.3!of!this!chapter).!!This!chapter!explains!procedures!for!flume!experiments!carried!out,!thanks!to!the!collaboration!with!the!research!group!of!A.!Crosato,!at!the!Fluid!Mechanics!Laboratory!of! Delft! University! of! Technology,! and! describes! the! analysis! of! the! available!experimental!data!(taken!from!literature!and!directly!measured),!performed!in!order!to!define!the!threshold!value!of!the!proposed!entrainment!parameter,!which!can!not!be!theoretically!estimated.!!!
7.1 PRELIMINARY!CONSIDERATIONS!As!stated!in!the!previous!sections!it!is!within!lowland!channel!types!that!LWD!has!the! greatest! range! of! functions! (refer! to! section! 3.2.2.3),! so! flow! conditions!characterizing!these!rivers!have!been!considered!for!the!experimental!tests.!Lowland! rivers! are! normally!wide,!with! bed! dominated! by! fine! sediments! and! a!meandering! course! lacking! rapids.! The! slope! of! the! river! channel! is! low,! typically!spanning!a!range!of!gradients!between!about!0.1!and!3!per!cent.!Because!of!this,!the!water!depth!variation!along!the!river!length!is!negligible!if!compared!to!the!mountain!and!Piedmont!Rivers,! and! the! flow! is! subcritical! (!" < 1)!with! smooth,! undisturbed!water! surfaces.! The! Reynolds! number! of! the! flow! is! typically! greater! than! 3000!denoting!a!turbulent!motion!(Braudrick,!2000).!!Although!the!differences!within!watersheds!all!over!the!world,!a!common!issue!of!more!general!importance!is!the!risk!of!accumulation!of!smaller!woody!debris,!such!as!parts!of!branches!that!can!be!trapped!against!a!bridge!or!a!culvert!(Cottingham,!Bunn,!Price,! &! Lovett,! 2003).! This! suggests! focusing! the! entrainment! investigation! for! the!smaller!LWD!(characterized!by!a!diameter!between!100!mm!and!200!mm),!as!they!are!the!first!to!be!mobilized!during!high!flow!conditions.!!Similitude!and! theory!of!models! (Allen,!1947;!Henderson,!1966)! indicate! that! for!flows!driven!by! gravity! the!principal! dynamic! criterion! to!be! satisfied! is! usually! the!constancy!of! Froude!number!between!model! and!prototype! at! geometrically! similar!location.!To!model!LWD!entrainment!condition,! it! is! therefore!necessary!to!correctly!scale! flow! velocities! as!well! as! flow! depths! and! LWD! dimensions! to! have! a! Froude!similarity.! Scale! effects! occur! in! all! physical! hydraulic! models! when! forces! usually!negligible!in!rivers!(e.g.!viscous),!become!influential!in!the!model!(Henderson,!1966).!It!is!necessary!to!take!extreme!care!in!planning!and!conducting!physical!model!tests!to!
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eliminate! or! minimize! scale! effects,! since! the! scale! effects! can! lead! to! erroneous!conclusions! from!models.! Thus,! diverging! similitude! between! model! and! prototype!influences! how! proficiently! model! results! can! be! applied! to! the! prototype! (Allen,!1947),! particularly! as! model! size! decreases.! The! complex! phenomena! related! to!entrainment!suggest!using!low!scale!ratio.!!The! literature! review! and! the! analysis! of! the!main! forces! acting! on! the! partially!submerged! log! have! shown! that! drag! and! buoyancy! forces! mainly! influence!entrainment.! In! particular! in! section! 5.3! the! importance! of! the! standing! wave,!produced! by! partially! submerged! log,! has! been! underlined,! as! it! could! significantly!alter!the!buoyancy!force!acting!on!the!log.!The!laboratory!experiments!carried!out!by!Crosato! et! al.! (2011! and! 2013)! indicate! that! standing!wave! generation! seems! to! be!emphasized!in!case!of!high!blockage!ratio.!!While!the!drag!coefficient!is!strongly!influenced!by!the!blockage!ratio,!which!is!the!main! responsible! of! the! backwater! rise,! its! variation! instead! appears! to! be! less!influenced!by!the!slenderness!ratio!(!!"#/!!"#;!log!length!!!"#!and!log!diameter,!!!"#)!of!the!log!(Gippel!et!al.,!1996),!much!more!by!the!orientation!with!respect!to!the!flow!direction.!Accordingly! it! seems!not! to! be! so! important! to!preserve! the! length!of! the!dowels,!as!specified!by!LWD!definition.!Moreover!from!risk!assessment!point!of!view!it!is! sufficient! to!consider! the!worst! conditions:!LWD!oriented!with!an!angle!of!0°!and!90°,!as!these!provide!the!greater!CD!values!(see!Figure!6g6).!!For!all!these!reasons,!the!experimental!setup!proposed!by!Crosato!(2011!and!2013)!was! chosen! even! for! the! new! performed! tests.! Actually! using! a! straight,! horizontal!flume!0.40!m!wide,!with!a!blockage!ratio!in!presence!of!the!object!ranging!from!0.3!to!0.63,!the!upstream!elevation!of!the!water!surface!is!marked!and!easily!detectable,!and!at! the! same! time! it! reproduces! a! quite! investigated! situation! which! is! known! in!literature! in! the! context! of! lagoon’s! shipping! in! narrow! channels.! These! conditions!allows!to!reduce!the!uncertainties!related!to!the!evaluation!of!the!Drag!and!Lift!force,!as!described! in! section!6.3! and!6.4.! Finally! it! is!quite!normal! to! find! isolated!woody!debris! near! channel! sinuosity! or! large!boulders! (refer! to! chapter! 2.2.2),! providing! a!constriction!for!the!flow!around!the!log!Handmade!cylindrical!pieces!of!wood,!with!no!roots!or!branches,!were!considered,!and!several!tests!performed!on!fixed!bed,!to!observe!the!hydrodynamic!conditions!at!incipient!motion!of!dowels!having!different!crossgsectional!shape!and!orientation!with!respect!to!water!flow.!The!investigated!angles!of!orientation!to!the!flow!were!0°!and!90°,!where!0°!is!parallel!to!the!flow,!90°!perpendicular!to!the!flow.!Experiments! were! performed! considering! subcritical! flow! conditions!characterizing!Lowland!and!Piedmont!Rivers!with!Froude!number!less!than!one,!with!mean!velocity!ranged! from!0.134! to!0.406!m/s.!All! the!experiments!were!conducted!within!a!range!of!Reynolds’!numbers!typical!of!turbulent!flow!(103g105).!!!
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7.1.1 Similitude!between!model!and!prototype!Experimental!simulation!is!central! in!all!hydraulic!modelling:!smallgscale!physical!models!could!be!proficiently!used!to!study!complex!flow!phenomena!under!controlled!laboratory! conditions.!The! relationships!between!quantities! in! the!model! and! in! the!prototype! have! to! be! derived! from! dimensional! analysis! and! provide! a! means! for!determining!the!values!that!should!be!used!in!a!model!(e.g.,!the!velocity!or!flow!depth)!to!correctly!represent!the!corresponding!quantities!in!the!prototype.!These!modelling!laws!also!provide!for!scaling!quantities!measured!in!a!model!(e.g.,!head!loss,!drag!force,!or!water!surface!profile)!to!prototype!conditions.!!The!forces!associated!with!open!channel!flow!are!attributable!to:!!
− Fluid-inertia:!important!in!almost!all!situations!involving!fluid!movement.!
− Gravity:!of!prime!importance!for!freegsurface!flows!in!which!simulation!of!fluid!surface!profile!is!a!modelling!goal.!
− Physical-properties-of-the-fluid:!forces!associated!with!the!material!properties!of!the! fluid! (especially! viscosity,! density,! surface! tension,! and! vapour! pressure)!increase!in!importance!for!flow!situations!where!flow!behaviour!is! influenced!by!change!in!fluid!properties.!





!!Reynolds! numbers! express! the! relative!magnitude! of! forces! attributable! to! fluid!inertia! and! viscosity.! If! the! objective! is! to!model! flow! around! a! hydraulic! structure,!similitude! of! flow! field! is! of! great! importance.! For! problems! such! as! the! one! being!addressed!in!this!research,! it! is!desirable!to!represent!both!gravitational!and!viscous!effects! in!the!model,!as!the!distribution!of! flow!near!a!solid!obstacle! is! influenced!by!fluid!viscosity!and!the!roughness!of!the!boundary.!At!the!same!time!the!gravitational!effects! are! important! to! correctly! represent! the! force! causing! the! flow! and! the!behaviour! of! the! standing!waves! created! by! the! obstacle! (LWD),! which! include! the!effects! that! generate! the! backwater! due! to! the! partially! submerged! obstacle.!Consequently! as! the! flow! field! around! the! object!may! vary!with!Re! and! the! relative!roughness,!the!Reynolds!similitude!in!conjunction!with!geometric!similitude!should!be!verified.! In!other!words!when!both! flow!resistance!and!gravitational!effects!must!be!represented!in!a!model,!difficulties!arises!since!it!is!impossible!to!satisfy!simultaneous!Reynolds! and! Froude! criterion! if! the! same! fluid! is! used! in! both! the!model! and! the!prototype.!However!if!fully!rough!flow!exists!at!full!scale!and!model!scale,!exact!satisfaction!of!the!Reynolds!number!criterion!is!not!needed.!It!is!sufficient!that!values!of!Reynolds!at!full!scale!and!model!scale!place!the!flows!in!the!same!flow!regime.!In!fact!as!illustrated!in! the!Moody!diagram,! a! change! in!Re! does!not! alter! boundary! resistance,! provided!that!flow!in!the!model!is!fully!rough!as!at!full!scale.!Similarly!a!change!in!Re!may!not!
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alter!significantly!the!pattern!of!flow!near!the!structure!or!alter!drag!coefficient!CD,! if!the! flow! is! fully! turbulent!as!at! full! scale.!Modelling!difficulties!may!arise! for!models!designed! primarily! on! the! basis! of! Froude! number! similitude,! because! the! reduced!value!of!the!Reynolds!number!at!model!scale!could!shifts!the!flow!from!the!rough!zone!into!a!transition!flow!zone,!producing!a!change!in!local!flow!pattern!near!boundaries,!exaggerated!emphasis! in! the!model!of!viscous! resistance! relative! to! form!resistance,!and! an! overall! increase! in! resistance! coefficient.! In! this! case,! attaining! adequate!dynamic! similitude!may!require!a!geometrically!distorted!model.!The!most! common!form!of!geometric!distortion! in!modelling!entails!use!of!a!vertical! scale!smaller! than!the!horizontal!scale,!producing!a!distort!flow!depth.!Sometimes!this!approach!is!used!to!facilitate!sufficiently!accurate!measurements!of!flow!properties.!!However,! in! all! cases,! it! is! necessary! to! use! extreme! care! in! planning! and!conducting!physical!model!tests!to!eliminate!or!minimize!scale!effects,!since!the!scale!effects!can!lead!to!erroneous!conclusions!from!models.!Due! to! the!difficulties! described,! and! considering! the! characteristics! of! LWD!and!Lowland! River,! described! in! the! previous! section,! and! the! dimensions! of! the! flume!available!at! the!Fluid!Mechanics!Laboratory!of!Delft!University!of!Technology,! it!has!been!verified!that!is!possible!to!conserve!a!full!scale!during!the!experiments.!!!
7.2 TEST!DESCRIPTION!The!main! objective! of! these! experiments!was! to! determine! the!water! depth! and!flow!velocity!at!which! log!starts!moving.!Logs!with!circular!and!square!cross!section!were!considered!for!the!experiments.!Entrainment!was!tested!on!fixed!gravel!bed.!The!experimental!runs!were!performed!under!as!steady!as!possible!flow!conditions.!During!each!test!the!dowels!were!positioned,!parallel!or!perpendicular!to!the!water!flow,!in!the!centre!line!of!the!flume,!at!7!m!from!the!input!gate!for!water,!in!order!to!minimize!the!boundary!effects.!The! logs!were! initially!resting.!Then,!water!depth!!! !was!gradually! increased,!by!augmenting! the!discharge! through! the! flume!circulation!facility! until! each! log! started! to!move.! Every! rise! of! discharge!was! slight,! producing!slow! depth! increments! (about! 1! mm! in! 10! min).! A! rest! period! was! subsequently!applied! to! bypass! the! transient! flow! interval! after! each! increment,! reproducing! a!sequence!of! quasigsteady! flow! states! in! the! flume.!Checking!of! incipient!motion!was!carried!out!visually.!After!that,!one!time!for!each!type!of!test,!the!dowel!was!removed!to!measure!with!a!point!gauge!the!undisturbed!water!depth!at!the!critical!discharge!for!initiation! of! motion,! in! the! spot! formerly! occupied! by! the! dowel.! Water! depth!measurements!were!taken!also!at!distance!from!the!upstream!boundary!of!4.0!m!and!9.0!m,!in!order!to!validate!the!HECgRAS!onegdimensional!hydrodynamic!model!used!to!calculate!the!undisturbed!water!surface!profile!along!the!flume!(refer!to!6.4.7).!Due!to!time!constraints,!these!measurements!were!not!taken!during!all!tests.!!The!water!depth!at!entrainment!was!measured!also!1!cm!and!20!cm!upstream!and!1!cm!and!20!cm!downstream!of!the!log,!holding!the!log!at!its!initial!position.!All!depth!
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measures! were! acquired! with! a! resolution! of! 0.1! mm,! even! if,! due! to! the! local!turbulence!of!the!flow!field!around!the!dowels,!accuracy!was!low.!A!camera!placed!at!the!right!side!of!the!flume!recorded!the!log!movements.!!To! improve! accuracy,! every! test! was! repeated! three! times! for! each! shape! and!orientation.! After! each! trial,! the! dowel! was! removed! and! the!water! depth! lowered.!Then,!the!procedure!was!repeated.!The!average!value!of!flow!depth!and!discharge!was!taken.! The! logs!were!weighted! immediately! before! and! after! each! test!with! a! sharp!balance!with!an!accuracy!of!1.0!gr.!!The!sequence!of!experiments!was!executed! in!the!same!gravel!bed!flume!used! in!2010! by! Crosato! et! al.,! maintaining! the! same! geometrical! and! physical! conditions!(dimension,! roughness).!The!novelties! introduced!were!a!different! test! location!with!respect! to! the!upstream!gate! of! the! flume!and! a!different! shape! for! the!dowels! that!preserved!wood! type!and! size,!but!differed! for! the!geometry!of! the!edges! that!were!smoothed.!!!
7.2.1 Log!settings!The!preliminary!considerations!reported! in!section!7.1!suggested!considering!the!smaller!LWD!to!evaluate!the!threshold!value!of!the!proposed!entrainment!parameter.!Large!woody!debris!comprises!trees,!branches!and!limbs!that!fall!into!waterways,!and!are! conventionally! defined! as!material!with! a! diameter! greater! than!0.1!metres! and!greater!than!1!metre!in!length.!So!it!was!decided!to!use!the!same!cylindrical!shaped!log!used!by!Crosato!in!a!previous!set!of!experiments!(Crosato!et!al.,!2010),!with!a!diameter!of!0.15!metres.!Considering!the!flume!width,!this!value!permits!to!have!a!blockage!ratio!near!to!0.3,!inducing!upstream!backwater!level!rise!markedly.!This!condition!allows!a!better!estimate!of!the!drag!force!acting!on!the!log!at!the!entrainment!as!illustrated!in!section!6.3.!The!low!variation!of!drag!coefficient!with!the!log!slenderness!ratio!(see!Figure!6g6),!together!with!the!considerations!stated!in!the!next!section!regarding!the!longitudinal!flow!depth!profile,!suggests!limiting!the!length!of!the!log.!For!these!reasons!the!same!dowels!used!by!Crosato,!with!a!fixed!length!of!25!cm!were!used,!allowing!to!extend!the!tests!even!to!a!blockage!ratio!of!0.63,!and!to!consider!a!log!orientation!orthogonal!to!the! flow.! Moreover! with! this! choice! has! been! possible! maintaining! similitude! scale!factors!equal! to!one,!which,!as!stated! in!section!7.1.1,! is!suitable! in!case!of!problems!such!as!the!one!being!addressed!in!this!research,!wherein!it!is!desirable!to!represent!both!gravitational!and!viscous!effects!in!the!model.!!Log!models!were!prepared!using!birch!wood,!a!broadleaved!deciduous!hardwood!tree! of! the! genus! Betula.! Generally,! this! type! of! wood! is! used! to! form! Betonplex.!Circular!and!Square!shaped! logs!were!used,!considered!as!the!two!shapes!defining!a!sort!of!tolerance!zone!for!a!true!trunk!crossgsection.!Moreover!square!shaped!logs!can!provide! a! more! robust! estimate! of! the! threshold! value! because! for! this! shape!uncertainties!are!smaller:!
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• The! centre! of! instantaneous! rotation! C! could! be! reasonably! considered!coincident!with!the!downstream!edge!of!the!log!(refer!to!Figure!6g1);!
• The! lift! force! could! be! reasonably! neglected,! being! the! lateral! log! surface!vertical:! the! depression! created! by! the! accelerated! flow! in! the! constricted!section!should!not!realistically!provide!actions!in!the!vertical!direction.!!In! order! to! evaluate! just! the! effect! of! different! shapes! on! the! entrainment!parameter,! approximately! the! same! volume! of! logs!was! considered! for! circular! and!square!logs!both.!Accordingly!the!same!length!was!maintained.!!
Table-7W2:-design-log-size--
Log!shape!! Circular! Square!Width!(cm)! ! 13.2!Height!(cm)! ! 13.2!Diameter!(cm)! 15! !Length!(cm)! 25! 25!Crossgsectional!area!(cm2)! 176.6! 175.2!Volume!(cm3)! 4415.6! 4356!!In!Figure!7g1!the!complete!set!of!logs!used!in!the!trials.!!!
!
Figure-7W1:-design-sizes-for-smoothed-square-and-circular-log.-As!stated!in!section!6.3,!the!drag!force!acting!on!a!partially!submerged!obstacle!can!be!related!to!the!backwater!rise.!Literature!review!on!this!topic,!particularly!copious!in!the!research!field!of!bridge!piers,!has!shown!that!the!shape!of!the!obstacle!affects!this!phenomenon.!This!is!more!evident!in!case!of!scour:!shape!of!the!nose!of!a!pier!can!have!up!to!a!20%!influence!on!scour!depth.!Streamlining!the!front!end!of!a!pier!reduces!the!strength! of! the! horseshoe! vortex,! thereby! reducing! scour! depth.! Streamlining! the!downstream!end!of!piers!reduces!the!strength!of!the!wake!vortices.!A!squaregnose!pier!will!have!maximum!scour!depths!of!about!10%!greater!than!either!a!roundgnose!pier!(Arneson!et!al.,!2012).!Therefore!even!dowels!with!their!sharp!edges!smoothed!were!considered! as! first! attempt! to! evaluate! how! log! shape! could! affect! the! entrainment!
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condition:! corners! were! rounded! with! a! 15! mm! fillet! radius.! Tests! with! the! sharp!edged! dowels!were! performed! also! in! the! new! experimental! condition! to! relate! the!results!to!the!precedent!experiments.!In!order!to!take!into!account!for!the!porosity!of!wood,!the!density!of!the!logs!was!evaluated!before!and!after!each!test,!they!were!initially!either!dry!or!wet.!!!!
7.2.2 Flume!setup!The!experiments!were! carried! in! a!14!m! long! and!40! cm!wide! laboratory! flume,!with!a!wooden!bed!and!glass!sidewalls.!A!camera!was!installed!laterally!to!the!flume!to!record!the!rotation/sliding!of!the!log!at!the!incipient!motion!condition.!!
!!!!! !!
Figure-7W2:-flume-set-up-for-fixed-gravel-bed-trials.-One! type! of! artificial! roughness! was! investigated! using! bottom! lining! of! gravel.!Gravel!was! glued! to! the! channel! bottom,! to! investigate! only! clear!water! conditions.!Literature! suggests! that! for! the! entrainment! of! logs,!water! depth! should! be! at! least!equal!to!half!the!diameter!of!log!to!entrain!it.!For!the!smallest!size!of!LWD!(13!cm),!this!leads!to!water!depths!of!6.0!–!7.0!cm.!These!values!permit!to!get!the!full!turbulent!flow!for!relative!large!size!of!bed!roughness.!Hence!even!in!these!tests!a!gravel!of!5g6!mm!of!diameter!was!used,!corresponding!to!the!gravel!size!used!by!Crosato!in!her!previous!experiments.!The!adopted!grains!were!sharp!edged!and!a!single!layer!thick!gravel!bed!was!placed,!covering!the!first!10!m!of!the!wooden!bed.!!The!same!static!friction!between!the!wooden!log!and!the!fixed!gravel!bed!used!by!Crosato!was! considered! (!!"# = 0.63),! obtained!by!pushing!or!pulling!blocks! across!the!test!bed,!in!different!positions,!using!a!digital!force!gauge.!!
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The!bed!slope!gradient!of!the!flume!required!for!the!experiments!was!very!low,!in!order!to!reproduce!the!typical!flow!conditions!of!lowland!river!(0.1%g1%).!Due!to!the!subcritical!nature!of!the!flow!the!effects!of!any!perturbation!propagate!back!up!to!the!channel,!hence!for!a!given!discharge!a!really!uniform!steady!flow!was!possible!just!at!a!certain! distance! from! the! end! of! the! flume.! The! characteristic! distance!!!! upstream!where!the!effect!of!a!disturbance!is!felt,!and!normal!depth!is!regestablished,!is!known!as!the!backwater!length.!A!rough!estimate!of!this!distance!could!be!established!by!0.7g1.0! the! ratio! between! the! flow! depth! at! the! disturbance!!! ! and! the! downgchannel!slope!of!the!river!!!!(Parker,!2004).!! !!~0.7÷ 1.0 ∙ !!!! ! (7g2)!!Taking!!! ! to! scale!with! the! characteristic! flow!depth! !" ,! some! estimates! of! the!backwater!length!are!given!below,!where!the!subscript!“bf”!denotes!“bankgfull”.!!
Table-7W3:-typical-Lowland-rivers-backwater-lengths--
!!As!shown!in!Table!7g3,!backwater!lengths!tend!to!be!very!long!in!lowlandgpiedmont!rivers.!Normal! flow!is!an!equilibrium!state!defined!by!a!perfect!balance!between!the!downstream!gravitational!impelling!force!and!resistive!bed!force,!in!the!absence!of!any!perturbation! due! to! backwater.! The! resulting! flow! is! constant! in! time! and! in! the!downstream,!or!x!direction.!The!approximation!of!normal!flow!is!often!a!very!good!one!in!mountain!streams,!but!is!not!so!realistic!for!lowlandgpiedmont!rivers.!!For! flume! experiments! an! accurate! estimate! of! the! backwater! length! could! be!obtained!using!the!backwater!formulation!for!steady,!gradually!varied!flow!under!the!constraint! of! constant! water! discharge! Q! and! an! imposed! water! elevation! at! the!downstream!boundary!(Chanson,!1999;!Chaudhry,!1993;!Chow,!1959).!! !"!" = !! − !1− !"!! (7g3)!!in!which!!"!is!the!Froude!number!of!the!considered!section,!and!j-is!the!energy!line!slope,!which!could!be!evaluated!as:!! ! = !!!!! !!!! !!! (7g4)!!
 
River Bed Hbf (m) S Lb (m) 
South Fork Clearwater River, Idaho, USA Gravel 1.06 0.0055 0.2 km 
Minnesota River, Wilmarth, USA Sand 4.6 0.00019 24.2 km 




where!!!and!!! !are!respectively!the!flow!section!area!and!the!hydraulic!radius!of!the!considered!section,!!!!the!Grauckler!Strickler!coefficient!of!the!bed.!The!water! level!profile!could!be!obtained!imposing!the!water!depth!at!the!end!of!the! flume.!Considering!a! freegfall!condition!this!value!could!be!taken!coincident!with!the!critical!height!!!:!! !! = !!!!!!! ! (7g5)!!where!Cw!is!the!width!of!the!flume.!Considering! the! maximum! slope! representative! of! Lowland! rivers,! and! the!discharge!conditions!at!entrainment!from!the!experiment!of!Crosato:!!
− So(max)!=!0.002!! ! channel!slope!!
− ks!=!42.43!m1/3sg1! GaucklergStrickler!coefficient!for!gravel!bed!!
























in! this! work,! characterized! by! a! relative! density! !!"# !! !!approaching! 0.5,! is! about!0.075!m,!half!of!the!log!diameter!(see!Figure!5g1).!Normally! the! tail!water!gate!at! the!end!of! the! flume! is!used! to! control! the!water!level!inside!the!channel,!in!order!to!obtain!a!constant!water!level.!This!approach!leads!to! modify! the! tailgate! for! every! discharge! considered.! In! order! to! reduce! the! time!required!for!a!single!measurement,!the!tailgate!was!not!applied!and!the!flume!outlet!was! left! as! a! free! overgfall:! the! longitudinal! water! depth! profiles! were! obtained!considering!Eq.!7g3!for!gradually!varying!steady!flow.!In!Figure!7g4!the!simulations!of!the!water!level!profile!for!some!tailgate!configurations!are!shown.!
!




















test!No.! log!shape! initial!log!orientation!angle!with!flow![deg]! Entrainment!discharge![l/s]! type!of!motion!!10! smoothed!square! parallel-to-the-water-flow! 9.16! sliding!volume![cmc]! 4390.52!initial!weight![g]! 1936.0! density![kg/mc]! 441!final!weight![g]! 1990.6! density![kg/mc]! 453!distance!from!upstream!boundary![m]! gauge!reading!at!flume![cm]! remarks!bed!level! water!level!6.80! 7.00! 15.53! 20-cm-upstream-of-log-6.99! 6.88! 16.40! 1-cm-upstream-of-log-7.26! 7.10! 12.50! 1-cm-downstream-of-log-7.45! 7.40! 13.10! 20-cm-downstream-of-log-4.00! 6.89! 14.98!









The!collected!experimental!data!have!been!subsequently!utilized!to!estimate,!at!the!incipient!motion!condition,!all!the!quantities!taking!part!in!the!evaluation!of!the!three!proposed!entrainment!parameters!(according!to!Eqs.!6g82,!6g83,!6g84).!Actually!these!quantities!are!not!directly!measurable!according!to!the!experimental!procedure.!At!the!instantaneous! condition! of! the! log! entrainment,! the! criterion! expressed! by! Eq.! 6g81!becomes!an!equality!and!the!threshold!value!!!∗!can!be!therefore!estimated.!!In! order! to! increase! the! reliability! of! the! performed! results! analysis,! additional!experimental! data,! taken! from! literature,! have! been! considered.! In! Table! 7g5! are!summarized! the! principal! characteristics! of! the! experimental! settings! employed! to!collect!the!examined!data!(for!details!refer!to!Bocchiola!et!al.!2006,!Crosato!et!al.!2011,!and! to!paragraphs!7.2.1!and!7.2.2!of! this!chapter).! In!all! the!mentioned!experiments!two! different! orientations! of! the! dowels! were! explored,! respectively! parallel! and!perpendicular!to!the!water!flow!direction.!!
Table-7W5:-flume-and-dowels-properties-in-the-Bocchiola-,-Rulli-and-Rosso-experiment--(BRR-2006)-and-in-the-Delft-
experiments-performed-by-Crosato-and-her-group-in-2010-(AC-2010)-and-by-Vergaro-in-2011-(AV-2011).-
!!!! The!obtained!values!of!the!threshold!value!!!∗ ,!evaluated!for!different!experimental!conditions! (referring! Table! 7g5),! have! been! subsequently! analysed! to! identify! the!relationship!between!the!threshold!value!and!the!dimensionless!quantities!necessary!to!describe! the!physical!phenomenon,!according! to!dimensional!analysis! reported! in!section!7.3.3!and!resulting!in!Eq.!7g10.!!The! following! sections! contain! the! examination! of! the! experimental! conditions!observed! during! the! Delft! tests,! and! the! regression! analysis! of! the! whole! available!experimental!data.!!!























14 0.4 0 circular/square
AV&
2011
14 0.4 0 circular/square 0.25 0.13/0.150.005$0.006 0.024 sharp/smoothed
0.027÷0.099 sharp0.002 0.016 circular 0.25 0.5
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the!proposed!approach!(refer!to!section!0),!as!it!allows!to!consider!experimental!data!from! literature,! for!which! the!drag! coefficient!provided! is!usually! roughly!estimated!and!is!affected!by!great!uncertainties.!In!the!following!sections!these!aspects!have!been!investigated.!!!
7.3.1.1 Water!depth!estimation!!Water!depth!is!normally!obtained!as!the!difference!between!the!gauge!readings!at!water! level!and!bed! level.!Due! to! the!presence!of! the!gravel,! the!measure!of! the!bed!level!was!affected!by!the!position!of!the!gauge:!little!displacement!of!the!gauge!around!the! measuring! point! produced! random! variation! of! the! measured! depth,! naturally!related! to! the! roughness! of! the! bed.! In! order! to! increase! the! accuracy! of! the!water!depth!evaluation,!the!mean!value!(7.18!cm)!of!the!bed!level!was!considered.!!Given!N!samples!(36! for! the!case!considered)! the!accuracy!of! the!estimate!of! the!mean! of! the! parent! population! could! be! estimated! by! the! standard! deviation! of! the!mean,!which!is!related!to!the!standard!deviation!of!all!the!data:!! !! = !!!! (7g7)!!The!standard!deviation!of!the!measured!data!is!0.222!cm.!Thus!the!accuracy!of!the!mean!bed!depth!could!be!stated!to!be!±0.04!cm.!!
!
Figure-7W6:-measured-flume-bed-level-at-different-locations.-!






















force,! which! affects! buoyancy.! Density! has! been! calculated! from! the! weight,!considering!the!volume!of!the!log.!Due!to!the!porosity!of!wood,!density!could!change!significantly!during! the! test.!An! example!of! the! variation!of! the!density! for!different!tests!is!reported!in!Figure!7g7.!!
!
Figure-7W7:-density-variation-during-different-tests.-As!shown!the!final!density!of!dowels!is!always!greater!than!the!initial!one,!even!if!this!variation! is!very! low!due! to! the! type!of!wood!considered,!and! the!short! time!of!resting.!Clearly!the!final!density!has!to!be!considered!for!the!correct!evaluation!of!the!entrainment! condition.! This! could! lead! evident! difficulties! for! the! application! of! the!proposed!approach,!as!this!value!is!difficult!to!obtain!from!the!field!survey.!Moreover!it!could!change!with!time!depending!from!natural!deterioration!of!wood!due!to!climatic,!mechanical! and! biologic! factors! (alternation! of! wet! and! dry! conditions,! impacts,!parasites).!Despite!these!difficulties,!as!stated!in!section!6.2,!it!is!possible!to!predict!the!final!density!of!the!log!starting!from!the!moisture!content!and!the!contact!period!with!water,! evaluable! by! the! water! level! increment! (0.1! mm/min),! and! the! differences!between!the!measured!final!and!initial!water!depth.!For!the!wood!considered!(an!hard,!waterproof!wood)!it!is!reasonable!to!assume!an!absorption!coefficient!!! !of!6.0!g!m–2!s–1/2.!The!initial!water!content!of!the!wood!could!be!established!considering!the!mass!of!the!dry!dowel,!and!the!equilibrium!moisture!content! !" !at!the!relative!humidity!ℎ!and! temperature! of! the! surround! air.! The! mean! error! provided! was! about! of! 1%,!adequately!accurate!for!risk!assessment!analysis.!!!



















consider!a!gradually!varying!flow!with!!" !" ≪ 1!it!is!reasonable!to!impose!the!onegdimensional! velocity! assumption.! In! particular! discharges! and! undisturbed! water!depths!were!used!to!define!the!manning!coefficient!for!both!gravel!and!wood!bed.!Experimental!data!from!Crosato!(2011)!were!also!considered,!in!order!to!increase!the!accuracy!of!the!flume!characterization.!In! Figure! 7g8! is! reported! an! example! of! the! water! profile! provided! by! the!simulation!for!a!discharge!of!0.012!mc/s,!in!which!is!possible!to!note!the!change!in!the!free!surface!in!correspondence!of!the!end!of!the!gravel!bed!at!10!m!from!the!upstream!flume!inlet,!due!to!the!change!of!the!manning!coefficient.!!
!
Figure-7W8:-water-surface-profile-obtained-the-oneWdimensional-steady-flow-equation.-The! manning! coefficients! were! then! estimated! by! a! simple! model! updating!technique,!based!on! least! square!method,! applied! to! the!measured! flow!chart!of! the!flume:! the! following! manning’s! roughness,! analogous! with! the! values! found! in!literature,!were!provided:!!
− Wood!bed:! n=0.014!








inlet.-Referring-to-the-gravel-bed-flume.-!Results! have! been! also! compared! with! those! provided! by! HECgRAS! in! order! to!verify! the! algorithm! implemented! for! the! water! depth! profile! along! the! flume,!exhibiting!a!reliable!agreement.!!!



































































Figure-7W12:-water-profile-modelled-with-HECWRAS-for-different-discharges.-Due!to!the!nonguniform!condition!of!the!stream!in!the!flume,!the!flow!acceleration!was!calculated!in!order!to!verify!if!it!was!slight!enough!to!be!considered!negligible,!or!otherwise!compatible!with! that! referred!by!Alonso!as! typical!of!Lowland!rivers,! and!small!enough!to!not!alter!significantly!the!drag!and!lift!coefficient.!
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Figure-7W14:-experimental-location-for-different-tests.-As!the!flow!is!not!uniform!in!the!streamgwise!direction,!different!sections!along!the!flume! show! different! flow! characteristics! at! the! same! discharge.! In! Figure! 7g15! the!measured!undisturbed!water!depths!for!fixed!gravel!bed!are!summarized,!for!different!discharge:!the!solid!red!line!and!the!dashed!blue!line!represent!the!position!of!the!logs,!respectively!for!Vergaro!and!Crosato!tests.!












































































or-experimental-location-(u*-is-the-friction-velocity).-Comparison!between!the!mean!velocity,!obtained!by!the!measured!discharge,!and!the!value!obtained!integrating!the!velocity!profile,!shows!that!the!loggshaped!velocity!profile! is! the!correct!one! for!most!of! the!cases!considered.!When! the!water!depth! is!small!compared!with!the!roughness!of!the!bed!this!is!not!true,!as!is!the!case!of!some!tests!carried!out!by!Bocchiola!et!al.!(2006),!which!therefore!have!not!been!considered!for!the!subsequent!analysis!(section!7.3.2!and!7.3.3).!!!
























Relating!the!drag!force!to!the!backwater!rise!allows!using!the!relationships!found!in!literature!(refer!to!section!6.3),!reducing!the!uncertainties!in!the!evaluation!of!the!drag!coefficient,! due! the! complex! phenomena! related! to! the! standing! surface! wave!generating!along!the!partially!submerged!log!surface!in!the!streamgwise!direction.!!The!first!step!is!therefore!verifying!the!capability!of!these!relationships!to!predict!suitable!values! for! the!backwater!rise! in!presence!of! the! log!(Figure!7g18).! In!Figure!7g19! a! comparison!between! the! numerical! (refer! to! paragraph!6.3.1)! and!measured!water! depth! upstream! of! the! log! is! reported.! The! experimental!water! depth! is! that!measured! 20! cm! upstream! of! the! log,! which! could! be! reasonably! considered!representative!of!the!backwater!rise.!!
!
Figure-7W19:-experimental-and-numerical-water-depth-due-to-backwater-for-different-tests.-The!relationships!found!are!able!to!predict!with!a!reasonable!precision!the!backwater!rise! due! to! the! partially! submerged! body.! This! allows! taking! into! account! even!experimental!data! from! literature,! for!which! the!drag! coefficient!provided! is!usually!roughly!estimated!or!taken!from!literature.!!!




































































































the-left,-parallel-to-the-streamWwise-direction-(0°)-on-the-right.-The! slight! influence! of! Blockage! ratio! on! the! wave! shape! is! more! evident!considering! the!water! profile! along! the! streamgwise! surface! of! the! log! in! two! really!different!conditions,!as!shown!in!Figure!7g25:!the!left!picture!refers!to!a!value!of!the!Br!of!0.33,!the!right!to!0.04!(data!taken!by!the!work!of!Bocchiola!et!al,!2006).!The!length!of!the!log!is!the!same!(0.25!m).!!
!! !
Figure-7W25:-Water-surface-around-dowels-oriented-parallel-to-the-flow-corresponding-to-different-blockage-ratio,-0.33-
for-the-left-picture,-0.04-for-the-right-picture-from-Bocchiola-et-al,-2006.-Because! buoyancy! is! strictly! related! to! the! wetted! volume! of! the! log,! it! seems!reasonable! to!conclude! that! turbulence,!and! the!macro!eddies!at! the!edge!of! the! log,!which!surely!have!a!great!influence!on!the!flow!field!and!the!drag!force,!do!not!affect!significantly!the!threshold!value!!!∗ ,!being!just!related!to!buoyancy.!!To!investigate!possible!experimental!correlations,!the!variation!of!!!∗!as!a!function!of! the! main! dimensionless! parameters! used! in! the! context! of! LWD! entrainment! is!
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plotted! in! the! following! figures.! In!order! to!make!easier! to! recognize! the!differences!between!the!plotted!data,!different!colours!and!marker!have!been!used,!accordingly!to!the!following!abbreviations:!!
− AVWgravel:! indicates! data! from! the! flume! tests! performed! within! the! present!research! work! (filled! symbols)! using! square! and! circular! cylinders! on! fixed!gravel!bed,!with!the!orientation!parallel!to!water!flow!(0°),!or!perpendicular!to!water!flow!(90°);!
− AC:!denotes!data!from!the!flume!tests!performed!by!Alessandra!Crosato!and!her!collaborators! using! square! and! circular! cylinders! on! fixed! gravel! bed! (ACggravel)! or! fixed! wood! bed! (ACgwood),! with! the! orientation! parallel! to! the!streamwise!direction!(0°),!or!perpendicular!to!the!streamwise!direction!(90°);!
− BRRWsand:!indicates!data!from!the!flume!tests!performed!by!Bocchiola,!Rulli!and!Rosso!on!fixed!sand!bed,!with!circular!cylinders!oriented!parallel!to!water!flow.!!In!Figure!7g26!the!measured!threshold!value!!!∗!versus!Reynolds!number!Re!of!the!flow!is!presented.!
!
Figure-7W26:-measured-threshold-values-!!∗-of-the-entrainments-parameters-vs.-the-Reynolds-number-Re.-Differently! from! what! expected,! a! correlation! between! !!∗! and! the! Reynolds!number! could! be! noticed,! even! if! different! relationships! seems! to! exist! for! different!dowel! shapes! (square! and! circular! crossgsections)! and! different! log! orientations.!Surely!different!entrainment!modes!play!an!essential!role!in!this!relationship,!even!if!it!is!not!possible!to!separate!sliding!mode,!occurred!for!the!entire!dowel!aligned!to!the!
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flow!(0°)!and!rolling!mode,!the!prevalent,!but!not!the!exclusive!entrainment!behaviour!for!log!oriented!normal!to!the!streamgwise!direction!(90°).!Despite! the! flow! around! the! log! could! be! considered! completely! turbulent,! the!correlation! with! Re! confirms! the! need! to! use! a! fullgscale! ratio! between!model! and!prototype!in!order!to!correctly!represent!both!gravitational!and!viscous!effects!in!the!model!(refer!to!section!7.1.1).!It! is! interesting! to! observe! that! for! a! given! shape! and! orientation! of! the! log,! the!threshold! value! !!∗! decrease! as! Re! increase.! According! to! the! definition! of! the!parameter!Ep,!which!represents!a!measure!of!the!effects!of!the!standing!wave!on!the!buoyancy! force,! this! result! is! analogue! to! what! happens! for! a! vessel! increasing! its!speed:!a!sort!of!“wake!displacement!effect”,!most!clearly!presents!at!the!stern,!usually!reducing!the!stern!wave!height!(refer!to!section!0).!!A! similar! behaviour! could! be! noticed! for! the! Froude! number,! as! shown! in!!Figure!7g27.!
!













7.3.3 Evaluation!of!the!entrainment!threshold:!regression!analysis!The!entrainment!condition! "# !!!,!!! ,!!! ≤ !!∗!states!that!log!will!be!destabilized!by! the! flow!when! the! ratio! between! the! buoyancy! force! and! the! reference! one! (the!force!acting!according!to!the!Archimedes’!law!in!case!of!still!water!at!the!undisturbed!water!depth)! reaches!a! threshold! level,!depending!on! the! flow!conditions,! the!shape!and! the!main!dimension!of! the! log!and! the!provided!blockage! ratio.!At! the! incipient!motion!this!threshold!value!can!be!evaluated,!as!it!matches!the!minimum!value!of!the!proposed!entrainment!parameters,!which!can!be!evaluated!according!to!the!developed!novel! approach.! The!main! objective! of! this! experimental! data! analysis! was! then! to!identify!an!empirical!relation!for!the!entrainment!threshold!value!!!∗ .!Because! the! confidence! level! of! a! parameter! is! strictly! related! to! the! number! of!samples,! to! increase! the! reliability! of! the! threshold! value! proposed,! data! from!literature!were!taken!into!account.!In!particular,!data!from!the!experiments!of!Crosato!(2011),!and!Bocchiola! (2006)!were!considered.!The!proposed!approach!was!applied!considering!the!entrainment!conditions!provided!by!the!authors.!!From!dimensional! analysis,! analogously! to! that! provided! for! the!drag! coefficient,!the!entrainment! threshold!!!∗! of! a!partially! submerged!obstacle! can!be!expressed! in!terms!of!a!functional!equation.!Entrainment!is!traditionally!expressed!(i.e.!Bocchiola!et!al.,!2006)!in!terms!of!some!of!the!following!dimensionless!parameters:!Reynolds!(!")!and! Froude! number! (!")! of! the! flow,! the! blockage! ratio! of! the! dowel! (!"),! its!
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slenderness!(!!"#/!!"#),!the!submergence!ratio!(!!/!!"#),!the!density!ratio!(!!"#/!!),!the!shape!factor!of!the!log! !,!and!the!angle!between!the!log!and!the!flow!direction!(!).!Most!of!the!above!parameters!are!indeed!included!in!the!expressions!used!for!the!calculus!of!the!entrainment!parameters!(Eqs.!6g82,!6g83,!6.84).!For!example!the!shape!factor!!!! and! the! blockage! ratio! are! explicitly! considered! in! the! expression! of! the!backwater!rise,!equally!!! included!in!the!equation!for!the!evaluation!of! the!blockage!ratio,! in! case! of! angled! log.! Nevertheless! any! parameter! suited! to! express! the!relationship!between! the!variation!of! the!buoyancy! force!and! the!wave!produced!by!the!flow!around!the!partially!submerged!body!has!been!considered!in!literature.!The!standing!wave!produced!by!log!is!expected!to!have!a!great!influence!on!the!threshold!value!as!it!modify!the!wetted!volume!of!the!log,!which!has!been!identified!as!the!main!lack!of!traditional!approach!to!entrainment!(refer!to!Chapter!5).!!As!it!has!been!stated,!entrainment!is!due!to!the!balance!between!the!driving!forces!(mainly!the!drag!force,!which!for!free!surface!flow!is!essentially!related!to!the!Froude!number!of!the!flow!!"!)!and!the!resting!ones!(the!friction!between!log!and!the!flow!bed).!Friction!forces!are!related!to!the!buoyancy!forces,!which,!are!strongly!affected!by!the!wave!profile!around!the!log!in!the!streamline!direction!(refer!to!section!6.5).!!In! ship’s! hydrodynamic! the!main! parameter! affecting! the! ship’s! drag,! including!the! wave! making! resistance,! is! the! Froude! number! !"! ,! defined! considering! as!characteristic!dimension!the!length!of!the!waterline!!! !(coincident!with!the!length!of!the!log!in!the!streamgwise!direction!in!our!case).!!Based!on!these!considerations!it!is!expected!to!find!a!strong!relationship!between!!!∗!and!a!further!dimensionless!parameter!given!by!the!ratio!between!the!undisturbed!water!depth!!! !and!the!length!of!the!log!in!the!streamgwise!direction!!!" ,!defined!by!the!following!equation,!for!a!general!orientation!(see!Fig.!6g1):!! !!" = !!"# ∙ cos! + ! !! ,!!"# ∙ sin!! !(7g8)!!in!which!! !! ,!!"# ! is!a! trigonometric! function!(Eq.!6g51)!that!permits! to!evaluate!the!undisturbed!wetted!profile!of!the!cross!section!of!the!log.!!In!case!of!log!oriented!parallel!to!the!flow!!!" !coincide!with!!!"#,!while!in!case!of!log!oriented!perpendicular!to!the!flow!the!value!of!!!" !depends!on!the!shape!of!the!log.!In!particular,!for!the!square!dowel!it!coincide!with!its!width,!as!the!water!depth!does!not!affect!the!waterline!near!the!log,!while!for!circular!dowels!it!is!a!function!of!water!depth!and!log!diameter.!!!It! is! possible! to! verify! that! the!dimensionless! parameter!!!/!!" ! represents! the!ratio!between!the!aforementioned!Froude!numbers:!!!
!!!!" = !!!!!" ∙ !!!!! =
!!!!"!!!!
!
= !"!!!! !! (7g9)!
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Moreover,!considering!that!the!Froude!number!based!on!water!depth!(that!is!the!main!parameter! affecting! free! surface! flow)!plays! also!part! in! the! formation!of! the!waves!generated!in!shallow!water,!it!was!reasonable!to!aspect!that!!!/!!" !(which!is!related!to!both!Froude!numbers)!would!be!a!good!predictor,!able!to!take!into!account!a!great!percentage!of!the!variation!of!!!∗ .!Consequently!the!following!dimensionless!expression!has!been!considered!for!the!regression!analysis:!! !!∗ = ! !",!",!", !!!"!!"# , !!!!"# ,!!"#!! , !!!!" ! (7g10)!! It! has! to!be!underlined! that! the!new!parameter!!!/!!" ! is! a! combination!of! the!traditional!explanatory!variables,!as!can!be!demonstrate:!!!! !!!!" = !!!!" ∙ !!!! =
!!!!"!!!! ∙
!!!!" = !"!!"! ∙ !!!!"# ∙ !!"#!!" ! (7g11)!!in!which!compare!the!slenderness!and!the!relative!submergence!ratio!of!the!log.!To!produce!an!estimate!of!the!relationship!between!the!dimensionless!parameters!provided!by!dimensional!analysis!(Eq.!7g10)!and!the!proposed!entrainment!threshold!!!∗ ,! a! multiple! linear! regression! has! been! performed.! The! resulting! regression!equation!is:!! !!∗ = 2.344+ 1.081 ∙ 10!!!" − 1.600!" − 0.01287!" −!!!!!!!!!!!!0.01657 !!"#!!"# − 1.100 !!!!"# + 1.063 !!"#!! − 3.894 !!!!"!! (7g12)!! The! results! of! the! performed! analysis! are! summarized! in! the! following! table! in!which!are!reported!the!T!statistic!for!each!coefficient!and!the!corresponding!pgvalue,!by!which!the!significance!level!of!each!coefficient!can!be!evaluated.!!
Table-7W6:-coefficients-(Coef)-and-corresponding-standard-error-(SE-Coef),-T-statistic-(T)-and-pWvalue-(P)-for-each-
parameter-used-in-the-linear-regression,-Eq.-7W11.-
Predictor& Coef& SE&Coef& T& P&
Constant& 2.34350! 0.174964! 13.3942! 0.000!
Re& 0.00001! 0.000002! 4.9199! 0.000!
Fr& >1.59947! 0.229703! >6.9632! 0.000!
Br& >0.01287! 0.238928! >0.0539! 0.957!
Llog/Dlog& >0.01657! 0.006135! >2.7011! 0.008!
dw/Dlog& >1.10011! 0.229607! >4.7913! 0.000!
ρlog/ρw& 1.06293! 0.182790! 5.8150! 0.000!
dw/Leq& >3.89427! 0.305944! >12.7287! 0.000!
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Analyzing!the!significance!level!of!each!coefficient!the!Blockage!ratio!Br!resulted!the! poorest! predictor! (with! a! Pgvalue! =! 0.957),! as! shown! in! Table! 7g6.! This! result!suggested! to! drop! this! variable! from! the! regression:! subset! models! may! actually!estimate! the! regression! coefficients! and! predict! future! responses! with! smaller!variance!than!the!full!model!using!all!predictors.!In!order!to!identify!the!subset!models!that!produce!the!highest!R!values!from!full!set!of! the!predictor!variables,! several! regression!have!been!performed:!all!possible!subsets!of!the!predictors!have!been!considered,!beginning!with!all!models!containing!one!predictor,!and!then!all!models!containing!two!predictors,!and!so!on.!The!two!best!models!for!each!number!of!predictors!are!reported!in!Table!7g7.!!
Table-7W7:-results-of-different-linear-regressions-using-different-subsets-of-predictors.-
R>Sq! R>Sq(adj)! Cp! S! Re! Fr
r! Brr! Llog/Dlog! dw/Dlog! ρlog/ρw! dw/Leq!44.5! 43.9! 192.6! 0.15166! ! ! ! ! ! ! X!
26.8! 25.9! 280.1! 0.17422! ! ! X! ! ! ! !
58.8! 57.8! 124.1! 0.13145! ! ! ! X! ! ! X!
58.0! 56.9! 128.4! 0.13282! ! X! ! ! ! ! X!
70.9! 69.8! 66.5! 0.11117! ! X! ! X! ! ! X!
69.2! 68.0! 75.2! 0.11449! ! ! X! X! ! ! X!
75.9! 74.7! 44.0! 0.10185! ! X! ! X! ! X! X!
74.1! 72.9! 52.5! 0.10546! ! X! X! X! ! ! X!
82.9! 81.8! 11.6! 0.08644! X! X! ! ! X! X! X!
79.5! 78.2! 28.4! 0.09462! ! X! ! X! X! X! X!
84.4! 83.2! 6.0! 0.08299! X! X! ! X! X! X! X!
82.9! 81.6! 13.3! 0.08683! X! X! X! ! X! X! X!












Regression! 6! 2.90466!!! 0.48411! 70.293! 0.000!
Residual!Error!!! 78! 0.53719!!! 0.00689! ! !
Total! 84! 3.44185! ! ! !!
!
Figure-7W31:-residual-plots-of-the-observed-data-according-to-the-multiple-linear-regression,-Eq.-7W13,-with-the-six-









This!model! is!able!to!take!into!account!about!the!same!percentage!of!variation!of!the!entrainment!parameter!of!the!multiple! linear!regression!model!(Eq.!7g13)!with!a!pretty! good! dispersion! of! the! residuals,! which! show! an! approximately! normal!distribution,! even! if! the! residuals! on! fitted! values! plot! indicate! a! slight! uneven!variability!(Figure!7g34).!According!to!Eqs.!7g8!and!7g11!it!is!possible!to!rewrite!the!experimental!correlation!for!!!∗!(Eq.!7g14),!in!a!more!complex!way,!as:!!









Figure-7W35:-residual-plot-versus-!!/!!"-according-to-the-nonWlinear-regression,-Eq.-7W14.-In!order!to!investigate!the!capability!of!the!proposed!approach!to!discern!between!the!different!possible!entrainment!modes!(sliding,! rolling,!and!buoyancy)! it! could!be!useful!to!analyse!the!experimental!data!related!to!the!square!log!oriented!at!90°!with!respect!to!the!streamgwise!direction.!As!shown!in!Table!7g9!for!some!logs!(test!n.!14!and!15)!the!incipient!motion!was!different!at!the!same!flow!condition.!!
Table-7W9:-measured-data-at-the-entrainment-related-to-square-shaped-log,-oriented-at-90°-with-respect-
to-the-flow,-on-gravel-bed.-
!!It! is! remarkable! that! for! the! test!n.!14!and!n.!15,! for!which! the!entrainment!was!characterized! by! a! first! sliding! destabilization! and! subsequent! rolling! motion,! the!values!of!the!entrainment!parameters!related!to!both!sliding!and!rolling,!approach!to!the!very!similar!values,!as! shown! in!Figure!7g36,! suggesting! that! the! two!modes!are!both!feasible.!
Test%no. 16 22 21 23 17
type%of%motion sliding sliding'few'cm rolling sliding'few'cm rolling sliding sliding sliding rolling
discharge [m3/s] 0.00439 0.00445 0.00473 0.00460 0.00500 0.00458 0.00443 0.00458 0.00390
shape% 0 square square square square square square square square
angle [deg] 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90
Width/Diameter [m] 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.133 0.1325
Length [m] 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25
Final%Density [kg/m3] 458.54 455.58 455.58 457.17 457.17 479.42 479.23 480.08 475.03
Mean%velocity [m/s] 0.2402 0.241 0.249 0.245 0.255 0.245 0.241 0.245 0.226
water%depth% [m] 0.074 0.046 0.048 0.047 0.049 0.047 0.046 0.047 0.043
Froude [1] 0.359 0.359 0.365 0.361 0.368 0.361 0.358 0.361 0.348
Reynolds [1] 1.76E+04 1.10E+04 1.17E+04 1.14E+04 1.24E+04 1.14E+04 1.10E+04 1.14E+04 9.67E+03





Figure-7W36:-values-of-the-entrainment-parameters-!!! , !!! , !!!-vs.-the-ratio-!!/!!"-for-square-and-circular-logs-oriented-










7.4 CONCLUSIONS!A!generalized!framework!has!been!proposed!to!model!entrainment!of!single!LWD.!The! model! incorporates! all! the! hydrodynamic! forces! known! to! act! on! submerged!bodies,! and! it! is! able! to! discern! between! the! different! entrainment!modes,! allowing!predicting!also!the!type!of!incipient!motion.!The! provided! modelling! approach! have! to! be! implemented! in! conjunction! with!computational! stream! evolution! models,! in! order! to! provide! the! undisturbed! flow!conditions! necessary! to! establish! the! entrainment! condition.! Moreover! the! model!developed!can!be!used!also!in!unsteady!streams,!naturally!more!appropriate!for!a!risk!assessment,!because!hydrodynamic!coefficients!obtained!for!steady!flows,!experience!shortglived!fluctuation!as!the!stream!velocity!varies,!even!if!the!inertia!of!single!logs!is!not!a!significant!factor!(Alonso,!2004).!!The! degree! to!which! a!model! of! this! type!will! agree!with! field! tests! depends! on!accurate!characterization!of!all!the!hydrodynamic!forces.!A!brief!review!of!these!forces!and! the! available! experimental! data! needed! for! their! characterization! has! been!presented.!Moreover!some!simplifications!have!been!proposed!in!order!to!simplify!the!applicability!of!the!algorithm,!which!has!been!implemented!in!Matlab.!Some!issues!related!to!the!characterization!of!hydrodynamic!forces!acting!on!logs!in! a! fluvial! environment! still! require! attention.! Among! these! are! the! effect! of! log!roughness,! the! appropriate! evaluation! of! the! friction! between! log! and! riverbed,! the!presence!of!rootwads!and!branches,!which!surely!modify!the!flow!profile!along!the!log,!and! interact! with! bed! sediments,! even! if! the! least! condition! is! less! for! a! risk!assessment,!due!to!the!stabilizing!effects!of!rootwads!and!branches.!Finally!it!has!to!be!mentioned!that!during!the!experimental!tests!the!final!density!of!dowels!was!always!greater!than!the!initial!one,!due!the!porosity!of!wood,!even!if!this!variation! was! very! low! due! to! the! type! of! wood! considered,! and! the! short! time! of!resting.!Clearly!the!final!density!has!to!be!considered!for!the!correct!evaluation!of!the!entrainment!condition.!This!could!lead!evident!difficulties,!as!this!value!it!is!not!easy!to!obtain!from!the!field!survey.!Moreover!it!could!change!with!time,!depending!on!natural!deterioration!of!wood!due!to!climatic,!mechanical!and!biologic!factors!(alternation!of!wet!and!dry!conditions,!impacts,!parasites).!!!
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− Exit!(burial,!deterioration,!leaving);!!given!that!several!aspects!in!large!woody!debris!dynamics!are!not!yet!well!known,!and! that! the! physical! phenomenon! is! characterized! by! the! superposition! of! several!natural!processes!(hydrogeological,!forestry!and!climatic),!the!research!work!has!been!dedicated! to! an! in! depth! analysis! of! some! aspects! of! wood! behaviour! and! to! the!development! of! effective! tools! to! perform! hazard! analysis! in! the! perspective! of! a!comprehensive!approach!to!the!hydraulic!risk!assessment.!In! particular,! after! a! general! analysis! on! LWD! damaging! potential! based! on!literature!material!and!direct!observations!in!different!river!reaches,!the!activity!tasks!have!been:!!










L D N E L D
T11 13.5 0.15 4905952 574833 170 1.4 1.3 P log / 90 solid dead N N
T12 17.5 0.16 4905924 574941 160 1 1.3 P log / 20 solid dead N N
T13 8.2 0.18 4905921 574939 330 0.8 1 P cut / 30 porous dead N N
T16 7.9 0.13 4905925 574936 140 0.7 1.6 S log / 10 solid dead N N
T17 2 0.2 4905914 574940 290 0.45 1.2 P log / 100 porous dead N N
T14 14.5 0.2 4905952 574922 30 / / P cut / 10 solid dead N N
T15 1.6 0.26 " " " / / NC cut / 40 solid dead N N
W1 4.4 0.18 4890201 571611 270 / / P log / <5 solid/porous dead N N
W2 11 0.15 4906256 575090 175 0.6 / P log / 70 solid/porous dead N Y
W3 5.7 0.15 " " 205 2.1 0.5 P log / 10 porous dead N N
W4 2.7 0.21 4906273 575080 50 / / P log / 15 decayed dead N N
W5 17 0.22 " " 200 1 1.2 P log / 10 solid dead N N
W6 11.8 0.13 4906302 575085 200 1.05 0.8 A log / 20 solid dead N Y
W7 13.3 0.15 " " 22 1.3 0.8 P log / 50 solid dead N N
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Although!principally!intended!for!the!collection!of!quantitative!and!qualitative!data!for!the!application!of!a!predicting!model,!they!are!generally!conceived!to!collect!useful!information! for! a! wider! analysis! of! the! behaviour! of! wood! in! rivers,! thus! they! are!adaptable! for! quick! or! detailed! surveys! according! to! the! monitoring! purposes.!Furthermore! when! reduced! to! essential! information! and! evaluations! (i.e.! size! and!position,! fresh! or! dated! material,! etc.)! which! do! not! require! particular! technical!experience,!the!sheets!are!approachable,!after!a!quick!training,!even!by!unprofessional!users!with! basic! instruments;! that!means! that! all! the! stakeholders! in! the! river! and!riverine!settlements!protection!(i.e.! fisheries!associations,!ecologist!associations,!civil!protection!volunteers,!etc.)!may!be!involved!in!monitoring!operations.!!!!!The! form! adapted! from! the! structure! of! the! survey! sheet! form! for!geomorphological! characterization! of! river! channels! proposed! by! Thorne! (1998)!represents!an!original!instrument!for!LWD!survey.!Actually!it!is!focused!on!the!river!morphology!characterization!and!the!ingchannel!wooden! material! evaluation! but! its! modular! structure! is! suitable! for! integrations:!extending,!for!example,!the!survey!to!the!hill!slopes!or!the!standing!vegetation!state.!Direct! surveys! have! been! compared!with! remote! investigations! performed! using!geogreferred! highgresolution! aerial! imagery.! While! this! method! present! indubitable!advantages! to!monitoring!wide!areas!or!very! large! channels,!nevertheless! it!present!evident! limits! related! principally! to! the! photograms! resolution,! to! the! standing!vegetation! hiding,! and! to! the! debris! inclination! respect! to! the! terrain! surface.! In! a!rational! management! strategy! both! methods! may! be! used! agreeing! the! survey!purposes.!!!




− Re! !! Reynolds!number;!
− Fr! !! Froude!number;!





− θ! ! log!orientation!respect!to!the!water!flow;!
− !!/!!" ! standing!wave!parameter!!and!a!properly!defined!parameter!!!,! is!derived! for! the! incipient!condition,! from!experimental! data! available! from! literature! and! from! designed! further! experiments!performed!for!the!purpose.!The!nongdimensional!parameter!!!!represent!a!measure!of!the!variation!of!the!real!buoyancy!force!B!due!to!the!modified!profile!of!the!water!in!presence! of! the! object,! which! represent! the! main! source! of! uncertainties! for! LWD!entrainment!assessment.!Flow!conditions! typical!of! low! land!rivers!have!been! taken!into!account!for!the!experimental!setting,!being!within!these!channel!types!that!LWDs!have! the! greatest! range! of! functions! (Lisle! and! Kelsey,! 1982;! Keller! et! al.,! 1985;!Montgomery!et!al.,!1995).!
!
Figure-8W2:-Measured-threshold-values-of-the-parameter-!!∗ -vs.-the-ratio-hw/Leq.-
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The!provided!correlation!establish,! for!each!particular!configuration!of!the!debris!(shape! and!orientation,)! the! threshold! value! for! the!proposed! entrainment! criterion!that! allows! determining,! for! a! discharge! with! a! certain! recurrence! interval,! the!probability!of!motion!and!the!relative!entrainment!mode.!!!
8.3 CONCLUSIONS!Keeping! in!mind! the! early! phases! in! the! risk!management! process,! the! research!activity!has!been!generally!directed!to!a!better!comprehension!of!the!risk!sources!and!the!catchment!vulnerability,!this!knowledge!transferred!on!the!territory!consent!to!an!effortless! recognition!of! the!critical! sections!along! the!river!channel.!The!monitoring!sheet! form! –! appositely! developed! in! this! work! g! permit! to! identify! the! catchment!exposure!detecting!critical!sections!and!wood!availability,!and!to!collect!the!necessary!information!for!mapping!woody!debris!distribution!along!the!river!channel.!It!has!to!be!considered!that!the!superposition!of!several!natural!processes!in!LWD’s!dynamics! results! in! significant! uncertainties! on! causegeffect! relationships! and! on!widespread!system!loadings!and!system!response.!Considering!the!complexity!of!the!whole!phenomenon,!the!possibility!to!apply!the!current!methods!of!risk!analyses!for!natural! hazards,! usually! based! on! quantitative! methods! of! impact! assessment! to! a!given! environmental! setting,! results! in! simplifications! that! may! be! not! able! to!effectively!define!the!hazard!scenarios.!Nevertheless!a!hydrodynamic!model,!able!to!predict!water!depth!and!mean!velocity!at!the!location!of!any!debris,!associated!to!an!entrainment!threshold!condition,!as!the!one!originally!achieved!within!the!research!activity,!may!lead!to!the!estimation!of!the!volume!of!wood!that!will!start!to!move!with!high!probability!during!a!designed!event,!which!is!an!essential!starting!point!for!the!construction!of!hazard!scenarios!and!at!first!stage!may!represent!a!basic!approach!to!risk!assessment.!Taking! into! account! that! correlations! coming! from!different! research! fields! have!been!proposed!for!the!estimation!of!some!of!the!unknown!quantities!of!the!problem,!(i.e.!backwater!rise,!buoyancy!centre!position),!a!suitable!reliability!to!the!case!study!have!to!be!addressed!with!proper!investigations.!!Considering! that! a! complex! natural! subject! has! been! modelled! with! a! very!simplified! geometry,! in! a! simplified! environment,! further! researches! are! needed:!particularly! to! address! LWD! interaction! with! bed! sediments! using! mobile! bed!experimental!conditions.!This!setting!introduces!a!significant!time!dependence!in!the!entrainment!model! as! the!modified! flow! field! near! the! log! influences! the! sediment!transport!for!every!water!discharge,!even!the!ones!insufficient!to!mobilize!the!wooden!debris,! modifying! bed! configuration! and! then! log! stability.! This! interaction! is!exacerbated!by! the! complex! shape!of! natural! large!woody!debris,!which! are!usually!characterized! by! tree’s! features! (like! rootwad! and! branches)! that! increase! stability.!Even!maintaining! simple! log! geometry,! different! shapes! and! orientations! of! dowels!and!mutual!interaction!needs!to!be!investigated!too.!
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Jam size Texture Key elements
length (m) tight braided mesh number key elements
width (m) loose braided mesh
height (m) tight parallel disposition
loose parallel disposition well visible
number elements d>0.1 m no dominant disposition partially visible
abundant fine debris presumable
Jam sketch











































L D N E L D
S1 21.2 0.29 4908395 573513 205 1.4 1.1 P log 1yr 90 intact strong Y Y
S1 22.5 0.28 " " " " " " " " " " " " "
S13 12.1 0.12 4909158 573554 295 0.8 1.2 P log / 100 intact poor Y Y
S14 10.6 0.15 " " " 0.6 0.3 P log / 100 intact poor N Y
S15 2.6 0.12 4908165 573545 20 / / NC log / 0 porous dead N N
S16 6.3 0.11 4908161 573538 180 0.3 0.6 NC log <1yr 100 intact strong Y NC
S17 19.7 0.17 4908146 573560 165 1.5 1.85 NC log <1yr 100 intact strong Y Y
S17 " " " " " " " " " " " " " " "
S18 9.5 0.11 4908133 573569 140 1.5 0.9 S log / 100 intact dead N N
S19 21.3 0.17 4908135 573594 237 1.4 0.7 P log 1yr 100 intact poor N Y
S20 10.7 0.21 " " " 1.2 0.65 P cut / 5 solid dead N N
S21 12.8 0.18 4908124 573598 166 0.5 1.6 S(?) log / 30 solid dead N N
ORIENTATION 
°N
SAMPLES DIMENSION GPS POSITION ROOTWAD SPROUTS 
age









L D N E L D
S3 19.5 0.4 4908318 573514 160 1.5 3.8 P tree / 60 solid dead N Y
S4 16 0.14 4908303 573522 250 1.1 0.35 NC log / 40 solid dead N Y
S5 8.4 0.18 " " 180 / / NC log / 0 solid dead N N
S6 11.8 0.19 " " 184 0.9 0.45 S(?) log / 50 solid dead N N
S7 18.7 0.25 4908250 573581 170 1.5 1.2 P log / 40 solid dead N Y
S8 4.4 0.15 4908237 573593 55 / / NC cut / 0 porous dead N N
S9 1.4 0.13 4908254 573597 190 0.4 0.5 NC log / 0 porous dead N N
S10 2.5 0.13 4908254 573603 220 / / A log / 10 solid dead N N
S11 3.2 0.17 4908255 573608 NC / / P cut / 50 solid dead N N
S12 1.8 0.23 4908243 573611 70 / / NC log / 0 porous dead N N
K1 5.1 0.31 4908292 573542 190 0.5 0.85 P(?) cut / 50 solid dead N Y
K1 3.5 0.21 " " " " " " " / " " " " "
R1 7.2 0.2 " " " 1.7 0.5 P log / 50 solid dead N Y
W8 16.7 0.15 4908276 570582 330 1.8 1.6 P log / 90 solid/porous dead N Y
W9 14.2 0.16 " " NC 0.9 0.8 P log / 0 solid/porous dead N Y
ORIENTATION 
°N
FINE ROOTSBARK COVER  
%
DECAY VITALITY LEAVESROOTWAD SPECIES TYPE SPROUTS 
age
SAMPLES DIMENSION GPS POSITION
 Debris in jam
Blue: debris with more than one trunk
SPECIES: P = POPULUS; S = SALIX; A = ALNUS 
NC stays for NOT CLASSIFIED or NOT MEASURED
NV stays for NOT VISIBLE
VEGETATION SURVEY

















APPENDIX'B:!Here!are!reported!whole!steps!performed!in!order!to!establish!if!the!entrainment!condition! is! satisfied! for! a! given! LWD.! To! evaluate! the! entrainment! parameters! the!following!quantities!have!to!be!known:!!
Flume&characteristics:&
− Flume!slope! ! !! = 0!!
− Flume!width! ! !! !=!0.4!m!
− Mean!bed!level! ! !!=!0.0718!m!(refer!to!Figure!7I6)!
− Friction!coefficient! !!"# = 0.64 (referring!section!7.2.2)!
− Strickler!Glaucher!coefficient!! !!" !=!41.67!m1/3!sI1!!For!the!measured!data!proposed!in!this!example,!the!Strickler!Glaucher!coefficient!was!obtained!by!numerical!simulations!in!HEC!RAS,!using!a!regression!analysis!of!the!experimental! undisturbed!water!depth!measured! at! different! locations! of! the! flume,!according!to!the!Least!Square!Method.!!!
Dowel&characteristics:&
− Shape! ! smoothed!square!
− Log!orientation! ! ! = 0°!(log!parallel!to!the!flow)!
− Log!diameter! ! Dlog!=!13.3!cm!
− Log!length! ! Llog!=!25!cm!
− Log!density! ! ρlog!=!452.85!kg/m3!
− Encroachment!Coefficient! Ks!=!0.8!!!In! this! case! the! value! of! the! encroachment! coefficient! is! chosen! considering! the!presence!of!a!small!fillet!radius.!!
Constants:&
− Acceleration!due!to!gravity! g!=!9.8125!m/s2!
− Water!density! ! !!!=!1000!kg/m3!
− Kinematic!viscosity! !!!=!1.008!EI6!m2/s!!
Measured&quantities&at&the&incipient&motion:&
− Undisturbed!water!level! !! !=!0.139!m!
− Volumetric!discharge! !!=!0.00916![m3/s]!!The!procedure!first!evaluates!the!water!depth:!! !! != !! − !! = 0.139− 0.0718 ! = 0.0671! !!The!mean!velocity!could!be!calculated!according!to!the!following!equation:!!
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! = !!! ∙ !! = 0.365! /!!!If! a! bed! slope! is! present! (So! >! 0)! then! the!DarcyIWeisbach! friction! coefficient! is!calculated! according! to!Eq.! 6I60.!Otherwise! if! the!bed! slope! is! 0,! as! in! this! case,! the!roughness! height! ks! is! calculated! considering! the! Manning’s! coefficient! as! the!reciprocal!of!the!Strickler!Glaucher!coefficient:!! !! = 6.51 ∙ !!!" ! = 0.0137!!Calculated! the! hydraulic! radius! (!ℎ = 0.0502! )! it! is! possible! to! obtain! the!Colembrook!friction!coefficient!! = 0.0844!resolving!the!following!equation:!! 1! = −2!"#10 !! 4!ℎ − 13.7 + 2.51!! ∙ ! !!in!which!has!been!considered!the!Reynolds!number!based!on!the!hydraulic!radius:!! !! = ! ∙ !!!! = 0.0137!!It!is!possible!now!to!calculate!the!boundary!shear!stress,!the!friction!velocity!u*!and!the!Roughness!Reynolds!number!Re*:!! !! = !8 !!! ! ! = 1.2262! /!!!! !∗ = !!!! = 0.035! /!!! !"∗ = !∗ ∙ !!!! = 476.5!!This!allows!evaluating! the! logarithmic!velocity!profile,! considering! that! for!!"∗!>!70!the!flow!is!hydraulically!rough!and:!! !! = !! 30 = 0.000458! !!according! to! the! following! formula,! in! which! !! is! the! von! Karman’s! constant!(approximately!0.41!for!clear!water):!! !!∗ = 1! ∙ !" !!! !!
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This! profile! is! then! numerically! integrated! (using! the! simple! trapezoidal! rule)!starting! from! the! roughness! parameter! !! ,! in! order! to! obtain! the! depth! averaged!velocity!U:!!! ! = 1!! !(!) ∙ !"!!!0 = 0.358! !!This! value! is! then! compared! with! the! previous! one,! obtained! by! the! measured!quantities,!in!order!to!verify!the!hypothesis!of!a!log!shaped!velocity!profile,!providing!a!relative!error!less!than!2%,!that!could!be!considered!satisfactory!for!the!hypothesis!of!a! logIshaped! velocity! profile.! If! the! relative! error! is! too! high,! the! procedure! is! then!repeated!according!to!the!formulas!proposed!by!Maynord!(1991)!that!could!be!used!for!most!riprap!problems.!!The!nominal!submerged!frontal!area!of!the!dowel,!the!blockage,!and!open!ratio!are!then!calculated:!! !!"# = !"#!! 1 − 2 ∙ !!!!"# − !"# !"#!! 1 − 2 ∙ !!!!"# ∙ !!"#!8 = 0.0089! 2!! !!" = !!"#!! ∙ !"# ! + !!"# ∙ !"# ! = 0.250! !! !!"# = !!"# cos! + !!!!"# sin!!! = 0.133! !! !" = !!"# cos! + !!!!"# sin!!!!! = 0.3325!! !" = 1− !" = 0.6675!! The!stream!Froude!number!downstream!of!the!dowel!(Fr3)!is!obtained!considering!the!undisturbed!water!depth.!! !"3 = !!!! = 0.42!!from! which! it! is! possible! to! evaluate! the! contraction! and! expansion! length!(considering! for! simplicity! !"! = !1,! the! max! value! that! could! assume! the! Froude!number!in!the!constricted!section):!! !" = 2 ∙ !!!!"# = 2.07− 0.33 ∙ !"!!"! = 1.285!! !" = 2 ∙ !!!!"# = 0.489+ 0.608 ∙ !"!!"! = 1.936!!obtaining:!!
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!! = !" ∙ !!"#2 = 0.085! !!! = !" ∙ !!"#2 = 0.129! !!and!the!computational!length!L1!and!L2:!! !! = !! + 0.5 ∙ !!" = 0.21! !! !! = !! + 0.5 ∙ !!" = 0.254! !!The! algorithm! then! verify! if! there! is! a! critical! flow! condition! in! the! contracted!section,!according!to!the!procedure!proposed!by!Molinas:!!1. KL,!Ket,!Kα!are!then!evaluated!according!the!provided!equations!! !! = 0.625 ∙ 1− !!!∗ = 0.2905!! !! = !∗ !.!" = 1!! !!" = 0.432 !! + !! ∙ !! ∙ 1+ !! !.!" ∙ exp 0.18!! = 0.4435!! 2. The! threshold! condition! for! choking! is! evaluated! resolving! the! following!equation!with!respect!to!Fr1c!!
!! = 3+ !!"!!!!
!! !"!!2+ !"!!! !! !!Obtaining!the!Froude!number!at! the!section!1!providing!the!choking!condition! in!section!2:!!"!! = 0.318!! 3. A!first!value!of!the!backwater!rise!upstream!of!the!dowel!is!obtained!according!to! Yarnell! or! ElIAlfy! equation,! depending! on! the! slender! ratio! of! the! dowel,!assuming!a! subcritical! flow! in! the!constricted!section! (section!2).! In! this! case!the! slenderness! ratio! is! 1.88,! so! the! Yarnell! relationship! is! the! more!appropriate:!! ∆!!! = !! ! ∙ !! + 5 ∙ !"!! − 0.6 ∙ !! + 15 ∙ !!! ∙ !"!!!!providing!a!backwater!rise!∆! = 0.0117! .!The!upstream!water!depth!will!be!then:!! !! = !! + ∆! = 0.0788! !! 4. The!upstream!Froude!number!Fr1!is!then!evaluated!resolving:!!
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!! = !!! ∙ !!! ∙ !"!!! !!obtaining!in!this!case!!"! = 0.33!!Because!Fr1>=!Fr1c!the!flow!is!choked!in!section!2,!and!the!water!depth!upstream!of!contraction!is!then!evaluated!according!the!correlation!due!to!Molinas,!which!is!valid!for!chocked!flows:!! !!∗ = !!3+ !!" 32 = 0.1672!! !"1∗ = !!∗!! = 0.1116!! !"1∗ = !"12+ !"12 32 = 0.344!!producing!a!∆! = 0.0096! ,!at!which!correspond!a!water!level:!! !! = !! + ∆! + !! = 0.149! !!that! could! be! compared! with! the! experimental! water! level! measured! at! 20! cm!upstream!of!the!dowel!(0.155!m)!producing!a!relative!error!around!the!4%,!that!could!be! considered! accurate! for! the! scope! of! this! work.! The! experimental! water! depths!were!measured!at!20!cm!upstream!of!the!log,!because!the!contraction!reach!length!is!smaller!than!the!obstacle!width.!It!is!now!possible!to!evaluate!all!the!forces!acting!on!the!partially!submerged!log:!!
− The! drag! coefficient! is! evaluated! according! the! procedure! proposed! by!Chaberneau,!being!all!the!quantities!known:!!
C! = 1!!!!!! 2Δy!! + Δy!! ! − !16 !!!Φ!!! + 2!!!!!! !!! S! 1 + Δy!! !!! + !!! − 2!! Δy!!1 + Δy!! = 3.96!!providing!a!Drag!force:!! !! = !!2 !!!! ∙ !!"# cos! + !!!!"# sin! = 2.054! !!




− For!a! log!aligned!with! the! flow,! the!center!of! instantaneous!rotation!could!be!considered!coincident!with!a!edge!of!the!log:!!! !! = !!" !!! = 0!!!" = !!"2 !!!" = !!"#2 !!
− In! order! to! evaluate! the! center! of! buoyancy! a! sinusoidal! wave! according! to!those!proposed!by!Delhommeau!it!is!considered.!The!height!of!the!bow!wave,!!!" ,!above!the!mean!free!surface,!is!given!by!(considering!a!waterline!entrance!angle!of!45°):!!! !!" = 2.2! !1+ !" ∙ tan !!g cos !! = 0.005! !!this!lead!to!consider!a!water!level!near!the!log!:!! !! = !! + ∆! + !! + !!" = 0.154! !!that!is!not!so!much!different!from!the!experimental!water!level!measured!at!1!cm!upstream!of!the!log!(0.164!m).!It!is!possible!therefore!evaluate!the!wave!profile!according:!! ! ! = !! + Δ! − Δ!!!" ! + !!"!"# 2!! ! !!considering! a!wavelength!! = 2!! !!!!!!!!!(!!!")! =!0.238!m.!This! allows!a! very! rough!estimate!of!the!center!of!buoyancy:!! !!" = 0.066! !! !!" = 0.058! !!The!entrainment!parameters!are!then!evaluated!according!the!following!equations,!considering!zero!the!inertia!and!lift!forces:!! !!! = !!"#!!"#!!!!"# cos! − sin !!!"# − !! + !! + !!"#!!!!"#!!!!!"#!!"# = 0.749!!
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!!! = !!"!!!"#!!!!"# ∙ !! − !!" ∙ cos! − !!" − !! ∙ sin !!! − !!"− − 1!!!!!"#!!"# !! !! − !!!! − !!" + !! !!" − !!!! − !!" + !! !! − !!!! − !!" = 0.849!! !!! = !!"#!!"#!!!!"# − !!!!!!!"#!!"# = 0.898!!According!to!the!proposed!approach!the!entrainment!mode!will!be!established!by!the!lesser!entrainment!parameter:!! min !!!,!!!! ,!!! ≤ !!∗!!For!the!case!considered!then!the!entrainment!mode!will!be!sliding! !!!This!parameter!has!to!be!compared!to!the!threshold!value!evaluated!according!to!the!proposed!empirical!correlation,!in!order!to!verify!if!the!log!will!be!displaced!or!not!by!the!flow:!! !!∗ = −51.19 ∙ !!!!" !.!"! + 0.7831 = 0.7439!!!In!this!case!the!log!is!close!to!be!entrained.!!
